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Abstract

This thesis describes concepts and models, numerical simulations and experiments
in the field of quantum information processing with trapped ions. While in typ-
ical ion-trap experiments, focused laser beams are used to implement quantum
logic operations, this thesis is concerned with direct microwave control of atomic
hyperfine qubits in a near-field approach. Here, the control fields originate from
conductors embedded into a scalable trap structure. This approach holds the
potential to implement high-fidelity quantum logic operations because of superior
classical control, relaxed cooling requirements, the elimination of spontaneous emis-
sion as a fundamental source of decoherence and because of the integration of the
control mechanism into a scalable microstructure. In order to realize the elementary
operation of multi-qubit quantum logic (the motional sideband transition), the
near-field approach requires an oscillatory microwave field which exhibits a large
spatial amplitude gradient and only a small oscillatory offset field at the location
of the ion(s). Here, I describe how a single meander-shaped microwave electrode is
able to provide the aforementioned field configuration. Such a field configuration
can be fully described using five parameters, which characterize the strength and
orientation of the zero and first order terms of the near-field, as well as its polariza-
tion. The ratio of the strength of the zero to first order terms describes the ratio
of carrier to sideband transition Rabi rates, similar to a Lamb-Dicke parameter
in the laser-based approach. Thus, it can be used to optimize the design of the
meander-shaped electrode integrated in a trap structure. The design is obtained
using state-of-the-art full-wave numerical simulations performed with Ansys HFSS.
The simulations precisely model the current distribution in all trap electrodes,
accurately accounting for proximity and skin effects. This design is optimized for
addressing a field-independent transition in 9Be+ at about 1 GHz. Furthermore,
this thesis presents an experimental setup to trap and manipulate ions in surface-
electrode ion traps. It describes the implementation of a field-independent qubit for
long coherence times, as well as a calibration trap used for validating simulations.
Here, a single 9Be+ ion is used as a high resolution quantum sensor to measure the
magnetic field distribution through energy shifts induced in the hyperfine structure
of its ground state. The comparison with simulations shows an agreement at the
sub-micron and few-degree level. Finally, recent work on an evolved trap design and
the development of a multi-layer trap with integrated near-field control is discussed.
Both designs benefit from the results obtained in this work.

Keywords: Quantum information processing, trapped and laser-cooled ions, hy-
perfine qubits, microstructures, microwave near-fields





Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden Konzepte und Modelle sowie numerische Simulationen und
Experimente im Bereich der Quanteninformationsverarbeitung mit gespeicherten
Ionen diskutiert. Während die Implementierung von Quantenlogikoperationen
typischerweise anhand fokussierter Laserstrahlen erfolgt, befasst sich diese Arbeit
mit der direkten Kontrolle von Qubits in atomaren Hyperfeinzuständen mittels der
Mikrowellen-Nahfeldmethode. Die notwendigen Kontrollfelder werden von integri-
erten Leitern in einer skalierbaren Fallenstruktur erzeugt. Aufgrund der hervorra-
genden Kontrollierbarkeit von Mikrowellenfeldern, verringerter Kühlanforderungen,
der Vermeidung von spontaner Emission als einer fundamentalen Dekohärenzquelle
und der Integration der Kontrollmechanismen in skalierbare Mikrostrukturen birgt
dieser Ansatz das Potential, Quantenlogikoperationen mit geringer Fehlerrate zu
implementieren. Zur Realisierung der elementaren Multi-Qubit-Logikoperation (des
Bewegungsseitenbandübergangs) benötigt die Nahfeldmethode ein oszillierendes
Mikrowellenfeld, welches eine möglichst große räumliche Inhomogenität und nur ein
geringes Restfeld am Ort des Ions aufweist. Diese Feldkonfiguration kann, wie hier
beschrieben, mit einer einzelnen Elektrode in Mäandergeometrie erzeugt werden
und lässt sich mittels fünf Parametern vollständig beschreiben. Die Parameter
charakterisieren die Stärke und Orientierung der nullten und ersten Ordnung des
Nahfeldes, sowie dessen Polarisation. Das Verhältnis der Stärken von nullter und
erster Ordnung beschreibt hier das Verhältnis der Rabi-Frequenzen von Träger-
zu Seitenbandübergängen und ist vergleichbar mit dem Lamb-Dicke Parameter im
laserbasierten Ansatz. Es kann daher für die Optimierung der Mäandergeometrie,
welche in die Fallenstruktur integriert ist, genutzt werden. Elektromagnetische
numerische Simulationen, welche die Stromverteilung in den Fallenelektroden unter
Berücksichtigung des Skin- und des Proximity-Effektes genau modellieren, werden
mit Ansys HFSS zur Bestimmung der Elektroden-Geometrien verwendet. Diese wird
für die Adressierung eines feldunabhängigen Überganges in 9Be+ bei ungefähr 1 GHz
optimiert. Diese Arbeit stellt außerdem den experimentellen Aufbau zum Fangen
und Manipulieren einzelner Ionen in einer Oberflächenfalle, die Implementierung
eines feldunabhängigen Qubits für lange Kohärenzzeiten sowie eine Kalibrierungs-
falle zur Validierung der numerischen Simulationen vor. Ein Mikrowellenmagnetfeld
verschiebt die Energieniveaus in der Hyperfeinstruktur des Grundzustandes, welche
mittels eines einzelnen 9Be+-Ions als hochauflösendem Quantensensor räumlich
vermessen werden. Der Vergleich von Messung und Simulation weist eine Überein-
stimmung im Sub-µm-Bereich auf, die zugehörigen Winkel weichen nur um wenige
Grad ab. Als Ausblick werden jüngste Fortschritte in Richtung eines neuen Fallen-
designs sowie die Entwicklung einer Mehrlagenfalle mit integrierter Nahfeldkontrolle
aufgezeigt. Beide Entwürfe profitieren von den Resultaten dieser Arbeit.

Schlagwörter: Quanteninformation, gefangene und lasergekühlte Ionen, Mikrostruk-
turen, Mikrowellen-Nahfelder
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Studying quantum many-body physics is one of the most challenging tasks towards
a deeper understanding of fundamental physics. The complexity of interacting
many-body systems impairs the simulation of such systems on classical computers
in full generality. Even supercomputers run into fundamental limitations simulating
a system with some tens of spins in full generality. To solve a problem with about
250 spins for example, a classical computer would require a huge amount of bits
which surpasses the amount of protons in the universe. In general, the complexity
of solving many-body physics problems increases exponentially with N , where N is
the number of particles involved [1]. In 1982, Richard Feynman already suggested
to study complex quantum many-body systems using a well controlled quantum
system [2]. These pioneering ideas have evolved into the general concept of a
quantum computer, where the elementary unit of information is the quantum bit,
abbreviated qubit, which is a quantum-mechanical two-level system. If certain
criteria, known as the DiVincenzo criteria [3] are fulfilled, any classical and quantum
problem can be solved as a sequence of quantum operations. These criteria are:

• A scalable physical system with well-characterized qubits

• The ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a simple fiducial state, such
as |000...〉

• Long relevant decoherence times, much longer than the gate operation time

• A “universal” set of quantum gates

• A qubit-specific measurement capability

If the quantum computer is extended by adding the possibility to transmit the
information to different places, as is necessary for quantum communication, two
additional criteria are added [3]:

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

• The ability to interconvert stationary and flying qubits1

• The ability to faithfully transmit flying qubits between specified locations

The operations required to implement the “universal” set of quantum gates change
either the state of a single particle or act on a state common to at least two
particles [4]. Several physical systems have been investigated for implementing a
quantum computer such as superconductors [5], Rydberg atoms [6], quantum dots
in silicon [7], neutral atoms [8, 9, 10] and trapped ions [11]. The ability to laser-cool
and manipulate atomic systems, first achieved for atomic ions [12, 13] in 1978 and
neutral atoms [14, 15, 16] in 1985, paved the way towards quantum experiments
in such systems and the development of a potential quantum computer. One of
the most important features for a given architecture is the ability to scale to large
numbers.

Trapped ions are one of the experimentally most advanced scalable systems [17,
18, 19]. Here, the qubits are encoded in the energy levels of a single ion. The
interactions between ions are mediated by the common motional state of the ions
and are coupled to the internal state using sideband transitions. In the last decades,
demonstration experiments with a few qubits have shown the basic techniques for
the implementation of a quantum computer. As proposed by Cirac and Zoller in
1995 [11], these experiments were performed with ion strings in a single Paul trap.
Although all necessary operations, such as quantum state preparation, manipulation,
and detection have been demonstrated successfully, this approach is limited to
a few tens of ions because of the complicated mode structure (the number of
motional modes is 3N if N is the number of ions). One proposal to overcome
this limitation is a QCCD (quantum charge-coupled device) architecture [20, 21],
which consists of a large number of interconnected ion traps. This architecture
allows for confining single ions at individual trap sites and shuttling between
these traps by adjusting the trapping potentials. The information can hence be
transported between single ion traps. With this proposal, a large-scale quantum
information processor is feasible. Several groups are working on different aspects
of this architecture, specifically on the development of a reliable transport of ions
between different zones [22, 23, 24, 25]. The development of surface-electrode ion
traps, in which the trap electrodes are in the same plane and the ion is trapped a
few tens to a hundred microns above the surface, has a huge impact on scaling up
the architecture [26, 27]. Microfabrication processes allow for a precise fabrication
of complex electrode structures as necessary for shuttling junctions [28, 29].

Although a functional quantum computer is a rather distant goal, the advances
in trapped-ion technology have already been used to simulate quantum many-body
physics such as interacting spin models [30]. In general, two methods exist to realize
the simulation of quantum many-body physics with trapped ions. One is based on

1Flying qubits can be for example freely propagating single-photon qubits.
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sequences of multi-qubit operations, as necessary for a quantum computer. This
approach is often called “digital” quantum simulations [31]. The other is studying
quantum many-body systems by directly implementing the Hamiltonian of interest,
an approach also known as “analog” quantum simulation or quantum emulation.
For an overview, see [32, 33, 34]. In 2004, Porras and Cirac proposed two different
approaches to study quantum magnetism using trapped-ion experiments [35]. One
is based on the implementation in linear ion strings; the other is based on individual
trapping sites in regular arrays, where ions in the individual sites interact through
the Coulomb interaction. First attempts towards an engineered remote Coulomb
interaction have been performed in a double-well system; two ions were trapped in
individual wells of a double-well potential, and a remote coupling via the Coulomb
interaction was observed [36, 37]. Recently, a subsequent experiment has shown
that the Coulomb coupling can be transferred into a spin-dependent interaction
using a laser-induced spin-motional coupling [38]. The ability to implement such
arrays in surface-electrode ion traps which allow for complex electrode structures,
as discussed for example in [39], has led to an increased interest in such array
structures. First steps to implement a 3-site array in a planar geometry have been
performed [40]. Furthermore, a scalable loading scheme for a 2D array has been
investigated recently in [41].

Scaling up both, quantum information processing and quantum simulations,
requires an extremely well-controlled system. In ion trap crystals, the two relevant
degrees of freedom for the quantum control are the internal degrees of freedom (the
internal energy levels) and the motional degrees of freedom, which can be described
in terms of normal modes [42]. Laser beams can couple these different degrees of
freedom and thus enable the required multi-ion spin-spin interactions mediated by
the shared motional state, as exploited for both approaches. Lasers are commonly
used since the applied optical field has large inhomogeneities across the motional
wave packet of a single ion, which is typically on the order of ten nanometers. These
inhomogeneities provide the spin-motional coupling. However, scaling up the system
towards architectures with multiple ion trap arrays for either a quantum information
processor or quantum simulator with laser control at each individual site introduces
an additional scaling challenge. To handle the large laser overhead, Chiaverini
and Lybarger [43] proposed to provide the spin-motional couplings by oscillating
fields generated by radiofrequency (rf) or microwave conductors integrated in
planar trap designs. The proposal is part of a general attempt to provide the spin-
motional coupling directly with microwave radiation. Not only analogue quantum
simulation designs benefit from such integrated conductors; they are also useful for
quantum information processors. The lack of spontaneous emission and the reduced
sensitivity to motional-state initialization could lead to high-fidelity gate operations,
one of the most challenging steps for actually scaling up any architecture. So far,
no experimental realization of a two-qubit operation has reached a fidelity above
99.99%, essential for fault-tolerant operation [44]. The ability to use microwaves
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instead of laser radiation is motivated by the structure of the internal energy levels of
the ions. Often, these levels are hyperfine levels separated by a microwave frequency.
Here, the laser control is performed only indirectly through a stimulated-Raman
process coupling to other short-lived electronically excited states [45]. In contrast
to the laser radiation, free-space microwave fields exhibit a near-vanishing spatial
inhomogeneity across the ion’s wave packet. The ion essentially feels a constant
field which cannot lead to any appreciable spin-motional coupling. However, by
engineering the microwave fields, it is possible to achieve that coupling. One
approach relies on static magnetic field gradients and homogeneous microwave
fields [46], and the other induces the coupling through an amplitude gradient of
an oscillating magnetic field provided by microwave conductors integrated into the
trap structure [47]. In close proximity to the conductors, an appreciable coupling is
possible. Note that the use of long-wavelength radiation to drive motional sideband
transitions has a precursor in the g-2 experiments of Dehmelt and co-workers [48].

The miniaturization of ion traps paved the way towards the use of the near-field
approach in planar ion traps. The close surface-to-ion distance in these traps
allows for high gradients necessary for the spin-motional coupling. First demon-
stration experiments have shown that single-qubit gates below the fault-tolerant
threshold [49, 50] and the generation of two-ion entanglement are feasible [51].
These experiments have demonstrated a tremendous reduction of laser overhead
and experimental complexity. Subsequent experiments showed that individual
addressing of single ions, one of the DiVincenzo criteria, is possible [52, 53]. The
close distance to the surface needed for high gradients was one of the limiting
points in the experiments performed with 25Mg+ [51]. Here, the fidelities were at
the level of 0.76(3). At a distance of only 30µm, motional heating of the trapped
ion [54] reduces the fidelity [55] of gates, especially entangling gates. To tackle
this issue, two options are of interest: cooling the trap electrodes to cryogenic
temperature [55, 56, 57, 36, 58] and cleaning the surface trap in situ [59, 60, 61].
The former also reduces background gas collisions by orders of magnitude and thus
significantly improves the lifetime. Several groups are working on aspects that
reduce motional heating and the understanding of the mechanisms behind the heat-
ing [62, 63, 64, 65] . In this work, we are interested in tackling a different limitation,
the stability of the microwave fields performing the gate operations. In the near-field
approach, an entangling gate is realized with a σϕ-type gate [66, 67, 68]. This gate
sequence is ideal for the near-field approach, since it is a so-called hot gate where
no ground state cooling is required in principle. The scheme is based on sideband
transitions, which implement the spin-motional coupling. These transitions change
the internal state and the motional state simultaneously. A red sideband removes a
quantum of motion, whereas a blue sideband adds one quantum of motion while
changing the internal qubit state. To perform the gate, both interactions are applied
simultaneously with a slight detuning from resonance.
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Figure 1.1: First demonstration ion trap design to implement the near-field approach.
Here, three microwave conductors (MW1-3) provide the near-field configuration needed
to induce a spin-motional coupling. The image was taken from [51].

To achieve high-fidelity entangling gates, it is essential to perform the spin-
motional coupling with high accuracy. The spin-motional coupling, implemented
with the near-field approach, requires a field configuration with a large oscillating
magnetic amplitude gradient for driven motional sideband transitions, and an
oscillating amplitude which is as small as possible. The oscillating field leads
to off-resonant carrier transitions and to AC Zeeman shifts [47] which can spoil
the spin-motional coupling. In the previous experiments [51, 69], the required
field configuration was created by carefully balancing currents in three microwave
conductors embedded in the planar trap design, as shown in Figure 1.1. By
adjusting the phases and amplitudes of these currents, the magnetic near-field can
be minimized at the position of the radiofrequency pseudopotential null, where the
ion is located. While conceptually simple and tunable, this implementation has
the drawback that keeping the current balanced, and thereby the field minimum
stable, during a pulse sequence for multi-qubit operations can be challenging.
This is especially difficult for high powers, as required for fast gates. The gate
speed increases with the strength of the field gradient. Although embedding the
conductors in resonant circuits significantly reduces the applied power and could
hence potentially lead to higher stability [69], it could also cause undesired coupling
between the three different resonant circuits that result in frequency shifts.
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From a practical point of view, it would be desirable to implement the spin-
motional coupling with a single microwave electrode which provides the magnetic
field configuration “by design”. This simplifies the implementation of the required
quantum control even further; however, it complicates the design of the surface-
electrode ion trap. The challenge of this approach is to overlap the magnetic
near-field minimum with the pseudopotential null by design. For this purpose, a
toolchain for highly accurate simulations of the microwave currents in the electrode
structure of surface-electrode ion traps is developed in this thesis. The simulations
are performed in a state-of-the-art full-wave numerical simulation tool, Ansys HFSS.
The trap design developed here features a single microwave conductor for inducing
sideband transitions, which is laid out in the shape of a meander line. I investigate
whether this shape is appropriate for creating the corresponding field configuration
and design a first test chip. The microwave quantum control is engineered for a
field-insensitive transition in the hyperfine manifold of a Beryllium ion. Although
the toolchain is developed for Beryllium ions, it can be used for other ions. We
use a single ion as a high resolution quantum sensor to measure the magnetic
field distribution provided by the meander-shaped electrode through energy shifts
induced in the hyperfine energy levels. To describe the field distribution required
for the spin-motional coupling, we develop a two-dimensional near-field model,
which can be used to compare measured and simulated near-fields. This allows us
to calibrate the toolchain.

The development of a quantum control approach based on a single-electrode
design would benefit both the scalability to large-scale trap arrays as well as the
fidelities of the spin-motional coupling. The single-electrode design offers excellent
stability of the near-field minimum at the ions’ position, which can lead to the high-
fidelity gate operations necessary for quantum information processing. Furthermore,
the single-electrode microwave design is an important simplification of the previous
microwave approaches to implement ion trap arrays, as required for quantum
simulators.

Thesis outline

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of
the basics relevant for the design of surface-electrode ion traps. This includes
the general principle of linear Paul traps and the pseudopotential approximation.
Furthermore, the idea of an adjustable rf potential is discussed. In Chapter 3, I
present the basics of the oscillating near-field approach in Beryllium ions, including
the level structure, the field-independent qubit as well as the interaction of the
ion with oscillating magnetic fields. Here, I further present the two-dimensional
near-field model used to describe the desired field configurations for spin-motional
couplings. Chapter 4 covers different designs implementing the single-electrode
near-field approach. Here, the general idea of the single-electrode design, including
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the integration of such an electrode into a surface-electrode ion trap is discussed. I
present the optimization of the combined structure and the corresponding simulation
models. In Chapter 5, the apparatus used to perform trapped-ion experiments
with the microwave near-field approach is described. This includes the vacuum
chamber, laser systems, electronics, as well as the ion trap and its fabrication.
In Chapter 6, I present the measurement of the microwave near-field provided
by the single-electrode design using a single beryllium ion as a quantum sensor.
This includes the characterization of the trapping potential as well as micromotion
compensation. Chapter 7 gives an outlook into advanced designs for multi-qubit
operations such as multi-layer traps based on the results obtained in this work.
Finally, I summarize the results in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Surface-electrode ion trap
design

Surface-electrode ion traps are a promising platform to implement large-scale
quantum information processors (QIP) and quantum simulation, as discussed in the
introduction. The ability to use standard well-known microfabrication processes
enables complex structuring of the electrode design. Most surface-electrode ion
traps used for quantum simulation and information are based on the fundamental
ion trap developed by Wolfgang Paul [70]. Only a few approaches implement QIP
with planar Penning traps such as [71, 72, 73, 74]. Compared to the commonly
used laser-based approach, a microwave-based control can be integrated directly
into the trap structure in a rather straightforward way by embedding microwave
conductors. The idea to provide the control for spin-motional coupling using a
single electrodes requires a thoughtful choice of the trap design. A linear Paul trap
is the most suitable design because microwave conductors can be placed in parallel
to the trap electrodes. Before considering the design of a surface-electrode ion
trap, basic properties of linear Paul traps are discussed. Since a single-electrode
design provides a fixed field configuration, the possibility to create an adjustable
radiofrequency (rf) potential is investigated. Such a potential provides the flexibility
to overlap the ion position with the microwave magnetic field minimum.

2.1 Linear Paul traps
To trap a charged particle, confinement in all three dimensions is required. Elec-
trostatic fields would be the obvious intuitive choice, since these fields are easy to
generate and control. However, confinement in all three dimensions with purely
electrostatic fields is not allowed by the laws of physics (Earnshaws theorem [75]),
since ∇ · ~E = 0. A three-dimensional confinement can either be achieved with

9
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a combination of magnetic and electric fields or a combination of oscillating and
static electric fields. The former is used in Penning traps, while the latter is used
for Paul traps, which are discussed here. The information given in this section is
based on the detailed descriptions in [20, 76].

Figure 2.1: Configuration of a linear Paul trap. Applying an oscillating field on the
rf electrodes (red) yields a confinement in the radial direction (xz-plane). The axial
confinement (y-axis) is provided by a static potential on the control electrodes (GND &
dc). For strong radial confinement, the ions line up on the center axis of the electrode
configuration.

The potential in a Paul trap is a combination of static and dynamic potentials;
in the simplest form, the latter is a potential with a quadrupole shape in the
trapping center. Such a field can be created by four electrodes arranged in a
square. Applying an oscillating voltage on two diagonally opposing electrodes,
while the others are held at ground, a quadrupole potential oscillating with the
drive frequency is produced in the plane perpendicular to the rods, the radial plane.
This configuration is known as a linear Paul trap and is illustrated in Figure 2.1
together with control electrodes used to apply a static potential for the additional
axial confinement. The control electrodes are created by segmenting the ground
electrodes and putting a negative potential on the center part. The grounded
segments next to the central control electrodes are known as the “endcap electrodes”.
In a quadrupole potential, at any specific moment in time, the ion feels an inward
force in one radial direction and outward force in the other radial direction. After a
half cycle of the oscillation, the situation is reversed. To achieve a stable trapping
potential, the frequency and voltage applied to the electrodes must be chosen
appropriately. The dynamics of an ion in the trap provide information about the
stability of the ion trap in the sense that the ion needs to follow a stable orbit
in the oscillatory field. From these dynamics, stability regions can be identified.
These regions depend on the applied voltages and thus, require a suitable design of
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the trap drive. One approach to calculate the dynamics uses the Mathieu equation.
In the case of the ideal linear Paul trap, the axial motion is described by a simple
harmonic motion. We are, however, mostly interested in the radial motion because
we will be using radial modes for near-field induced quantum logic operations. In
order to provide these operations with a single electrode, the null position of the
radial confinement is of particular interest since it is used to design the combined
trap geometry with an overlap of the electric and magnetic field quadrupoles (cf.
chapter 4). The following considers only the radial confinement.

Applying a static and an oscillatory potential, U and V cos(Ωrft)) respectively,
on two opposing electrodes of the linear Paul trap while the others are held at
ground yields the following potential in the radial plane

Φ(x, z, t) = (U − V cos(Ωrft))
x2 − z2

2r2
0

, (2.1)

where r0 is the distance from the center to an electrode and Ωrf the drive frequency.
In this potential, the motion of a trapped ion with mass m and charge q in the
xz-plane, the radial plane, is described by the differential equations

d2x

dt2
+

q

mr2
0

(U − V cos(Ωrft))x = 0 (2.2)

d2z

dt2
− q

mr2
0

(U − V cos(Ωrft))z = 0. (2.3)

With the transformation

ax = −az =
4qU

mr2
0Ω2

rf

, qx = −qz =
2qV

mr2
0Ω2

rf

and ζ =
Ωrft

2
,

the differential equations can be expressed as Mathieu equations

d2x

dζ2
+ (ax − 2qx cos(2ζ))x = 0 (2.4)

d2z

dζ2
+ (az − 2qz cos(2ζ))z = 0. (2.5)

We obtain solutions for these equations by using the Floquet theorem [77]. Only
for specific combinations of ai and qi parameters, a stable trapping potential is
reached. We assume that ai < q2

i � 1, i ∈ x, y, a typical case for linear Paul traps.
The first order solution is

ui(t) ≈ u0i cos(ωit+ ψi)
(
1 +

qi
2

cos(Ωrft)
)
. (2.6)

with

ωi ∼=
Ωrf

2

√
ai +

q2
i

2
, (2.7)
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where ψi and u0i depend on the initial position and the velocity of the ion. The
solution consists of two different kinds of motion: a harmonic oscillation at the
so-called secular frequency ωx,z and a rapid oscillation at the drive frequency Ωrf ,
known as micromotion, which is minimized at the center of the trapping potential.
Applying additional electrostatic fields on the control and endcap electrodes provides
the confining potential for the ion in the axial direction, which is here the y-direction.
These fields and any other stray fields can move the ion out of the center of the
radial confinement, leading to excess micromotion. The micromotion due to a
displacement induced by the secular motion is called intrinsic micromotion. While
the latter is unavoidable, the former can be compensated by using electrostatic
fields to bring the ion back to the rf minimum. Excess micromotion can also occur
due to a phase shift between the voltages on the rf electrodes. That motion cannot
be compensated by applying static compensation fields.

The pseudopotential approximation [78, 79] describes the treatment of the
potential as that of a harmonic oscillator. Here, the force experienced by an ion in
the oscillatory field is time averaged, leading to the pseudopotential φpp:

qφpp =
1

2
mω2

r(x
2 + z2) (2.8)

with
ωr =

qV√
2mr0Ωrf

=
qxΩrf

2
√

2
. (2.9)

Here, ωr is the radial secular frequency, assuming an electrode configuration which
is cylindrically symmetric. From Equation (2.8) and (2.9), we can estimate the
influence of each parameter on the trapping potential, such as the ion-to-electrode
distance r0, the drive frequency Ωrf and amplitude V . Although the equations are
derived for three-dimensional linear Paul traps, the basic idea can be transferred to
surface-electrode ion traps. In surface-electrode Paul traps, however, the additional
control electrodes provide an electrostatic field in the radial direction in addition to
the axial confinement. Although this field can be cancelled at the pseudopotential
null, it is typically not oriented along the same spatial direction as the radiofrequency
quadrupole associated with the voltage V cos(Ωrft), so that in general, the two radial
equations of motion do not decouple. In terms of the stability of the traps, assuming
a decoupled motion seems to lead to an overly conservative estimate of stability [80].
This does not, however, affect the calculation of secular frequencies within the
pseudopotential approximation. Since the potential is not fully symmetric, the
generalized form [78] of Equation (2.8) is more appropriate:

φpp =
q2

4mΩrf

|∆φrf |2, (2.10)

where φrf describes the time-averaged dynamic potential around the trapping center.
The three-dimensional linear Paul trap design already provides significant insight
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into the design of a surface-electrode ion trap, since the design can be transferred
into a two-dimensional plane using a Möbius transformation [81].

2.2 Analytic tools for trap design
In the pseudopotential approximation, the electric field originating from the ra-
diofrequency electrodes, usually oscillating at a frequency between 100 kHz and
100 MHz, is treated in terms of electrostatics. This simplifies the calculation of
the quadrupole field and moreover, the design of the electrode geometry. Surface-
electrode ion traps are usually single-layer metal electrodes grown on a dielectric
substrate. To avoid any stray fields occurring from accumulated charges on the
dielectric surfaces, the gap sizes between electrodes are kept as small as possible.
Figure 2.2 shows an example of a typical surface-electrode ion trap geometry. This
geometry can be obtained by transferring the three-dimensional (3D) geometry in
Figure 2.1 into a two-dimensional (2D) plane using a Möbius transformation. A
detailed description of mapping a 3D linear Paul traps into a planar Paul trap can
be found in [81].

Figure 2.2: Typical surface-electrode ion trap. The electrodes are arranged as a linear
Paul Trap with control electrodes on each side (dc). The radial confinement is determined
by the rf electrode geometry. Usually the ion is trapped only a few tens of microns above
the surface.

Several numerical simulation methods are available to solve the field configura-
tion for such trap geometries. Boundary element methods [82] and finite-element
methods [83] have found wide-spread success in the community, and because of
their high accuracy should in general be considered for the final design. However,
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such numerical simulations are time-consuming and hence not suitable for finding
a rudimentary design on which to base further developments. For the specific
case of surface-electrode ion traps, the rf pseudopotential can be simply calculated
using the Biot-Savart-like law for electrostatics [84]. This method uses the gapless
plane approximation, in which the electrode geometry is laid out in a single plane
extended to infinity with vanishing gap sizes between the electrodes. Here, any
given electrode is kept at a potential V , whereas the surrounding electrodes are
at zero potential, and more complicated voltage combinations can be treated by
the superposition principle. To use this approximation, the gap size in an actual
ion trap must be significantly smaller than the ion-to-surface distance, and the
extension of each electrode must be much larger than the gap size. Surface-electrode
ion traps are usually designed to fulfill these requirements. In the following, I will
briefly describe the basics of the Biot-Savart-like law.

2.2.1 Biot-Savart-like law

The Biot-Savart-like law for electrostatics is a powerful tool to calculate the elec-
trostatic field of an arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional electrode. The general idea
is to integrate over infinitesimal parts of the contour of any given electrode and
to determine the related electric field using the analog to the actual Biot-Savart
law [85].

The approach assumes a flat electrode lying in a plane and kept at a constant
potential V while the surrounding area is set to zero potential. The geometry of
the electrode is given by the closed boundary curve C. The electric field at a point
P is determined by the potential on the electrode. As derived in [84], the potential
for such a configuration is given by

φ(~r) =
V

2π
Ω(~r), (2.11)

where Ω(~r) is the solid angle spanned by the electrode area as seen from ~r. Figure 2.3
illustrates the geometric parameters for calculating Ω. In the yz-plane, the solid
angle is

Ω(~r) =

∫
(~r − ~r ′) · ~ex
|~r − ~r ′ |3

dy′dz′, (2.12)

assuming x > 0. ~r ′ defines a specific point in the electrode plane. We obtain the
electric field E(~r) by inserting the solid angle expression (Eq. (2.12)) into the
potential φ(~r) and using Stokes’ theorem [85]:

E(~r) = −∆φ(~r) =
V

2π

∮
C

(~r − ~r ′)× ~dr
′

|~r − ~r ′|3
. (2.13)

The integration is performed clockwise along the boundary curve C, as indicated in
Figure 2.3. The prerequisites for the calculation are the same as for the gapless
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Figure 2.3: Configuration to calculate the electric field at a point P with the Biot-Savart-
like law from an electrode with a potential V surrounded by a zero potential region (GND).
The electrode geometry is determined by the closed boundary curve C [84].

plane approximation. Hence, with Equation (2.13), we obtain the electric field for
any electrode geometry as long as the gapless plane approximation is valid. This
approach is used to calculate the field configuration for a specific trap geometry.
Based on this calculation, the pseudopotential null position as well as trap depth and
frequency can be obtained. Furthermore, it is possible to include the electrostatic
field for the axial confinement in the calculation, obtaining the complete set of trap
parameters. The complete potential is then given by

φtrap = φrf + φdc. (2.14)

For a given geometry, it is possible to determine the voltages needed to achieve
the axial confinement with specific boundary conditions. The number of dc elec-
trodes determines the number of degrees of freedom. This number is reduced by
specifying requirements for the axial confinement. In general, the axial confinement
is overlapped with the radial confinement, and hence all components of the dc
field are minimized at the rf pseudopotential null position. For six dc electrodes
as in Fig. 2.2, this overlap can be achieved by imposing equal voltages on pairs
of endcap voltages and by imposing a null dc field in the x- and z-directions at
the rf pseudopotential null position. The field is zero by symmetry in the axial
direction. The two remaining parameters can be specified setting the trap frequency
in the axial direction and the rotation of the normal modes with respect to the
surface to a fixed value. Ideally, the dc voltages are set in such a way that the
ion position is overlapped with the rf pseudopotential null to avoid excess micro-
motion. Besides these “optimal” field solutions, we are also interested in so-called
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“shim fields”. These are linear combinations of voltages, applied to all electrodes
together and superimposed with the trapping voltages, which let us apply a field of
given magnitude in any spatial direction, possibly while minimizing the associated
potential curvature. These “shim fields” are used for example to compensate any
stray fields present in the trap due to laser-induced charging of dielectric materials.
For specific applications in our project, it was desirable to obtain geometries with
individually controllable rf electrodes. The same methodology applied above can
also be used to calculate the pseudopotential in this more general case.

2.2.2 Adjustable rf potential

Integrating the microwave control into a surface-electrode ion trap using a single-
electrode design has a substantial drawback. The near-field minimum is given by
design and cannot be adjusted to achieve perfect overlap with the pseudopotential
null (cf. chapter 4). One approach to overcome this issue is to adjust the rf potential
instead of the microwave near-field minimum. To adjust the rf potential in all
directions of the radial plane, at least three electrodes with independently adjustable
potentials are required. We model these electrodes as planar conductors infinitely
extended along the axial direction. These electrodes are located in the yz-plane
and are surrounded by ground electrodes, also extended to infinity. The control
electrodes for the axial confinement are neglected. This assumption is appropriate,
since the position of the pseudopotential null is solely defined by the radiofrequency
field. We determine the potential of the rf electrode using the Biot-Savart-like law
and the pseudopotential approximation. We assume that the phases of the voltages
applied to all rf electrodes are identical. In the case of planar electrodes which
are infinitely extended along the axial direction (y-direction), the potential in the
radial plane, the xz-plane, can be solved analytically using Equation (2.11) and
(2.12). The potential φi(x, z) provided by an electrode i with an applied voltage Vi
which is extended from z = zsi to z = zei is then given by:

φi(x, z) =
Vi
π

(
arctan

(x− zsi
z

)
− arctan

(x− zei
z

))
. (2.15)

Although the voltage Vi of each electrode is individually adjustable, two of those
electrodes together should form a trapping potential with a minimum close to
the microwave near-field minimum when identical voltages are applied to both
electrodes. This will make it possible to also operate the trap from a single rf
source for inital loading and debugging. The aim here is to investigate how far the
pseudopotential minimum can be moved by applying a small voltage to a third
electrode or by modifying the voltage ratio of the two first electrodes.

To give a specific example, let us consider a symmetric electrode configuration
with four rf electrodes surrounding three microwave segments. Figure 2.4 a) shows
the arrangement of the electrodes with the resulting rf field configuration and b)
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Figure 2.4: Electrode configuration for a symmetric microwave arrangement (MW). The
voltage Vi of the four rf electrodes RFi, i = 1, .., 4 is independently adjustable. The rf field
configuration for V1 = V3 = 1 and V2 = V4 = 0 is shown in a) while b) is the resulting
pseudopotential.

the pseudopotential. Here, we consider only the field produced by the electrodes
RF1 and RF3 with V1 = V3 = 1 V, while the MW electrodes are set to rf ground.
Fixing the widths wRF1 = 10µm, wRF3 = 65µm and wMW = 12µm with a gap
size of 5µm, the pseudopotential position null is at (zrf , xrf) = (0.15µm, 30.9µm).
These are our initial values for the adjustment of the rf voltages. Note that we use
the gapless plane approximation here; half the gap size is added to each electrode
where the gap is located in reality. This assumption leads only to minor errors,
if the gap sizes are small compared to the electrode size [86]. Fine-tuning the
position of the rf pseudopotential is now possible by changing the ratio of V1 and
V3 or by applying an additional voltage V2 or V4. Figure 2.5 shows the position
of the rf pseudopotential null as a function of the amplitude V2. The voltage is
given in multiples of the voltage applied to electrode RF1, which is set to V1 = 1 V.
To compensate a mismatch of the rf pseudopotential and the near-field minimum
of about 2µm in the x-direction, at least 25% of the amplitude of V1 has to be
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applied to electrode RF2. Similar results are obtained by altering voltages V3

and V4 relative to V1. To achieve an overlap in both directions, two voltages are
changed simultaneously. For a given position of the microwave near-field minimum
(xMW, zMW), the voltage combination for an overlap is obtained by solving

∂φrf(xMW, zMW)

∂x
= 0 and

∂φrf (xMW, zMW)

∂z
= 0.

To achieve a perfect overlap of both minima in the experiment, the rf sources should
therefore allow for an independent adjustment of each voltage. Since the calculated
voltage values can differ from the initial experimental settings, we need to adjust the
voltages while an ion is trapped in the potential. The voltage combination necessary
to obtain the overlap should be reached by gradually changing the initial values.
This allows for maintaining a stable trapping potential during the adjustment.

Figure 2.5: Position (xrf , zrf) of the rf pseudopotential null as a function of the applied
voltage V2 in multiples of V1. The other voltages are set to V1 = V3 = 1 V and V4 = 0 V.



Chapter 3

Microwave quantum logic with
9Be+

The oscillating magnetic field approach to address and control qubit states of
trapped ions requires qubit splittings in the radiofrequency or microwave regime. In
trapped ions, such transitions appear between hyperfine or Zeeman levels. Choosing
qubit states in the hyperfine manifold of the electronic ground state of an ion has
the advantage that transitions exists which are magnetic-field-insensitive to first
order and can yield long coherence times (> 10 s) [87]. Any ion with a nuclear
magnetic moment I > 1/2 and an electron angular momentum J > 0 exhibits
such transitions. Our experiments are performed in the electronic ground state
hyperfine manifold of ionized beryllium where several field-insensitive transitions
for different magnetic field strengths exist. Using beryllium ions has the advantage
that, due to their low mass, high trap frequencies are feasible for a given electric
field. Furthermore, when trap voltages are small, such as in surface-electrode ion
traps, it is highly beneficial if the work functions of the neutral atoms from which
the ions are created and of the trap surfaces, typically made out of a different
metal, are similar. Due to similar work functions, the effect of patch potentials
occurring from neutral atoms deposited during the loading process is reduced. A
typical metal used in surface-electrode ion traps is gold, whose work function value
is 5.1 eV, which is close to that of beryllium (5.0 eV). In this chapter, I present
the basics for implementing the oscillating near-field approach in 9Be+, including
the level structure, our hyperfine qubit and the interaction with an oscillating
magnetic field. Detailed information on the topics discussed in the first section can
be found in [88]. The basics of the oscillating magnetic field approach are discussed
in [47]. Our model describing the two-dimensional near-field needed to induce a
spin-motional state coupling completes the discussion. The model is documented
in [89], which is under review at the time of this writing.

19
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3.1 9Be+ Qubit

With two valence electrons, neutral beryllium belongs to the group of alkaline earth
metals. When ionized, such elements have a similar level structure to alkali atoms,
implying a simple atomic structure due to the single valence electron. This simple
structure is favorable for trapped-ions experiments. The required optical transitions
are addressable with available laser wavelengths. Beryllium is the lightest element in
that group, allowing for the highest trap frequencies (Eq. (2.9)) for a given electric
field. In the oscillating magnetic field approach, high trap frequencies are desirable
to avoid off-resonant excitation while driving motional sideband transitions.

3.1.1 Level structure

The relevant atomic structure of ionized beryllium used in trapped-ion experiments
is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Such experiments require a pair of energy levels defining
the qubit states as well as optical transitions for state preparation and detection.
The former are often chosen to be sublevels of the ground state (S-orbital), while the
latter are electric dipole transitions between the ground state and higher orbitals. In
9Be+, this transition is between the S-orbital and the P-orbital, the lowest excited
state, with a wavelength of 313 nm.

The level structure is determined by the different couplings of angular mo-
mentum. We have to distinguish between fine and hyperfine structure. The fine
structure is a result of the coupling between the orbital angular momentum L of the
outer electron and the spin angular momentum S. The resulting electron angular
momentum J is given by J = L + S with the corresponding quantum number
J, J ∈ {|L− S|, . . . , L+ S}. With this relation, we obtain the fine structure for
9Be+. The ground state has a single energy level with J = 1/2, since L = 0 and
S = 1/2, while the lowest excited state is split into two states, J = 1/2 and J = 3/2.
The spectroscopic notation for these energy levels is 2S+1LJ , where L is given by
the subshell letter L = 0, 1, 2, .. ≡ S,P,D, ... Hence, the ground state level is 2S1/2,
and the two levels of the excited states are 2P1/2 and 2P3/2. The fine structure
splitting of the P-orbital is 197.2 GHz.

The fine structure levels are split further into hyperfine sublevels by the coupling
of the electron angular momentum and the nuclear angular momentum I. The
resulting atomic angular momentum is F = J + I with the corresponding quantum
number F, F ∈ {|J − I|, . . . , J + I}. 9Be+ has a nuclear spin of I = 3/2. Hence,
the ground state 2S1/2 is split into two levels F = 1 and F = 2 with an energy
splitting of 1.25 GHz. The hyperfine structure of the P1/2 level has a splitting of
237 MHz while that of the P3/2 is below 1 MHz [90, 91]. As shown in Figure 3.1,
the hyperfine structure is also divided into sublevels. Each hyperfine level has
2F + 1 magnetic sublevels. At zero magnetic field these sublevels are degenerate.
Applying a static magnetic field breaks this degeneracy. The energies of these levels
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Figure 3.1: Energy level diagram for 9Be+. The electric dipole transition between the
S- and P-orbital is at 313 nm. The fine structure levels 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 of the P-orbital
are split by 197.2 GHz, while their hyperfine splittings are at 237 MHz and below 1 MHz,
respectively. In the ground level 2S1/2 the hyperfine levels are split by 1.25 GHz. Each
of the hyperfine F states is divided into 2F + 1 magnetic sublevels mF if an external
magnetic field is applied.
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change depending on the external magnetic field. At low fields, the sublevels of the
hyperfine manifold are described in the |F,mF 〉 basis. Pairs of these sublevels are
usually used as the qubit states. Typical transition frequencies are in the microwave
domain, allowing the use of the oscillating magnetic field approach to implement
trapped-ion quantum logic.

3.1.2 Hyperfine qubit

In the hyperfine manifold of 2S1/2, magnetic-field-insensitive transitions exist. These
transitions are first-order-insensitive to magnetic-field fluctuations, which can be
exploited for long-lived qubits. In 9Be+, four of these transitions exist for different
magnetic field strengths. In the experiment, we apply an external magnetic field B
to define the quantization axis and to resolve the hyperfine sublevels due to the
linear Zeeman effect. The choice of the qubit transition determines the magnetic
field strength, as shown in the following.

The Hamiltonian of the combined interaction of the hyperfine structure and the
external field is given by

H = hA I · J− µ ·B (3.1)

where h is Planck’s constant, A a hyperfine constant and µ the magnetic dipole
operator. The interaction with the external magnetic field HB = −µ ·B is different
for weak and strong magnetic fields. For strong magnetic fields, the interaction
is described by the Paschen-Back effect. Here, the interaction with the external
magnetic field dominates over the hyperfine energy and J , I, mJ and mI are good
quantum numbers. The energy shift WB for a magnetic field in the z-direction is
then given by

WB = (µBgJmJ + µKgImI)Bz, (3.2)

where gI , gJ are the Landé g-factors for the electron angular momentum J and
nuclear spin I, µB the Bohr magneton and µK the nuclear magneton. In the weak-
field regime, the coupling of the nuclear spin to the electronic angular momentum
is stronger than the energy associated with the external magnetic field. In that
regime I, J , F and mF are good quantum numbers and the interaction energy WB

becomes
WB = µBgFmFBz, (3.3)

with gF as the Landé g-factor for the atomic angular momentum. The regime of
weak fields is known as the Zeeman regime.

In the intermediate regime, the energy of the sublevels can neither be described
in the |F,mF 〉 nor in the |mJ ,mI〉 basis. To determine the energy, we need to
diagonalize the combined Hamiltonian. For the ground state 2S1/2 and all other
states with F = I ± 1/2, the energy of the hyperfine sublevels can be determined
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Figure 3.2: Energy levels of the 2S1/2 ground state as a function of an external magnetic
field determined with the Breit-Rabi formula (eq. (3.4)). The states are given in the
|F,mF 〉 and |mJ ,mI〉 basis. The former is valid for weak fields in the Zeeman regime,
while the latter is a good description for strong fields in the Paschen-Back regime. Here,
the labelling is |F,mF 〉 |mJ ,mI〉.

analytically with the Breit-Rabi formula:

EB = − ∆EHFS

2(2I + 1)
+mgIµBB ±

∆EHFS

2


1± x m = ±(I + 1/2)

√
1 + 4m

2I+1
x+ x2 otherwise

(3.4)
where m = mI ±mJ = mI ± 1/2 and x is defined by

x =
(gJ − gI)µB

∆EHFS

·B. (3.5)

∆EHFS is given by

∆EHFS = A ·
(
I +

1

2

)
. (3.6)

The ± in front of the last term in Equation (3.4) refers to F = I ± 1/2. Figure 3.2
shows the resulting energy structure for the 2S1/2 state with the different energy
slopes in the Zeeman and Paschen-Back regimes. For certain field strengths,
sublevels of the hyperfine manifold have the same slope. Hence, the transition
between these states is first-order magnetic-field-insensitive. The derivative of the
Breit-Rabi formula (Eq. (3.4)) yields the field strengths at which these transitions
occur. Besides the point at B = 0, four field-independent transitions for 9Be+
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exist, listed in Table 3.1. The two-photon transition at low field (B = 0.0254 mT)
known in the context of cold atomic gases in the case of 87Rb, which has the same
nuclear spin as 9Be+ [92], but has seen no use in trapped-ion experiments so far.
Two of the magnetic-field-insensitive transitions are σ-transitions with ∆mF = ±1
which occur at about 11.9 mT. These transitions are usually chosen as qubits
for quantum information processing and simulation with beryllium based on the
laser scheme, cf. [87]. In the oscillating magnetic field approach, the radiated field
is linearly polarized. Hence, π-transitions with ∆mF = 0 are favorable. Such a
transition exists between |F = 2,mF = 1〉 and |F = 1,mF = 1〉 at 22.3 mT. We
choose |F = 1,mF = 1〉 as our spin up state (|↑〉) and |F = 2,mF = 1〉 as our spin
down state (|↓〉). The energy splitting of these states is 1082.55 MHz, a frequency
suitable for the oscillating microwave approach. Note that this is the first time that
this particular transition has been implemented in an experiment.

Table 3.1: Magnetic-field-insensitive transitions in the 2S1/2 hyperfine manifold of 9Be+

at corresponding magnetic field strength B and the corresponding transition frequency.

Hyperfine states B / mT f / MHz
|2, 0〉 → |1, 1〉 11.9446 1207.5
|2, 1〉 → |1, 0〉 11.9642 1207.35
|2, 1〉 → |1, 1〉 22.3073 1082.55
|2, 1〉 → |1,−1〉 0.0254 1250.02

3.2 Microwave excitation of internal and external
degrees of freedom

To implement multi-qubit operations with trapped ions, two different kinds of
quantum states are important, the internal state and the motional state. The
internal state is given by the level structure of the ion, which is in our case a pair
of magnetic sublevels in the hyperfine manifold of the 2S1/2 electronic ground state.
The motional state is defined by the energy levels of the harmonic oscillator of
the trapping potential (Eq. (2.8)). To address the internal state, an oscillatory
field matching the energy splitting between the two qubit states is required. Such
a transition is called carrier transition. Detuning the oscillatory field by the
trap frequency allows for coupling of the internal and motional states by adding
or removing quanta of motion while changing the internal state. These kinds
of transitions are known as sideband transitions. Figure 3.3 shows the possible
transitions. In the near-field approach, the ion interacts with an oscillating magnetic
field inducing these transitions. In the following, the interaction with the oscillating
magnetic field is described in more detail based on the derivation in [47].
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Figure 3.3: Possible transitions between the qubit states. Each of these states exhibits
motional degrees of freedom n, whose energies are determined by the trapping potential.
Carrier transitions at ω0 change the internal state only, whereas red/blue sideband
transitions at ωr/ωb remove/add quanta of motion while flipping the spin.

3.2.1 Interaction with oscillating magnetic field

We will now approximate the trapped ion as a two-level system where the two
states are identified with an effective spin-1/2 system or qubit. For a spin-1/2
system in a static magnetic field the Hamiltonian can be written as

Hint = ω0Sz =
~ω0

2
σz, (3.7)

where ~ω0 is the energy of the eigenstates and σz a Pauli matrix. Besides the
internal state, the trapping potential has to be considered. The Hamiltonian for
the trapping potential in the pseudopotential approximation is given by

Htrap = ~ωza†a, (3.8)

where ωz is the secular frequency determined by the trapping potential. a†, a are
the creation and annihilation operators, respectively. The combined Hamiltonian
H0 of the qubit is

H0 = Hint + Htrap. (3.9)

To investigate how an oscillating magnetic field acts on the combined Hamiltonian,
we assume the magnetic field driving the transition has a spatial variation along
the z-direction:

B(z, t) = B(z) · cos(ωt+ ϕ). (3.10)

Here, ϕ is a phase offset and ω the oscillation frequency. The corresponding
Hamiltonian for the magnetic dipole interaction is then given by

HB = −µσxB(z) · cos(ωt+ ϕ), (3.11)
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where µ describes the magnetic dipole matrix moment associated with a transition.
Writing the spatial variation of the magnetic field as its Taylor series and using the
relation σx = σ+ + σ−

1 leads to

HB = −µ cos(ωt+ ϕ)(σ+ + σ−)
∑
k

1

k!

∂kB(z)

∂zk

∣∣∣∣
z=0

zk. (3.12)

The position z in the approximated harmonic oscillator of the trapping potential
can be written in terms of creation and annihilation operators:

z =

√
~

2mωz
(a + a†) = z0(a + a†). (3.13)

Using that relation and the definition

Ωk = − µ

2~
∂kB(z)

∂zk

∣∣∣∣
z=0

zk0 , (3.14)

the Hamiltonian for the magnetic dipole interaction can be written as

HB = 2~ cos(ωt+ ϕ)(σ+ + σ−)
∑
k

Ωk

k!
(a + a†)k. (3.15)

In the interaction picture, the Hamiltonian is given by

H′B = e
iH0
~ tHBe

− iH0
~ t (3.16)

= 2~ cos(ωt+ ϕ)

×e
iHint

~ t(σ+ + σ−)e−
iHint

~ t

×
∑
k

Ωk

k!
e

iHtrap
~ t(a + a†)ke−

iHtrap
~ t.

With the Baker-Campbell-Haussdorff formula2, the Hamiltonian in the interaction
picture is transformed to

H′B = ~
(
ei(ωt+ϕ) + e−i(ωt+ϕ)

) (
σ+e

iω0t + σ−e
−iω0t

)∑
k

Ωk

k!

(
e−iωzta + eiωzta†

)k
.

(3.17)
In the rotating wave approximation, where the rapidly oscillating terms at ±(ω+ω0)
are dropped, the Hamiltonian changes to

H′B = ~
(
σ−e

i((ω−ω0)t+ϕ) + σ+e
−i((ω−ω0)t+ϕ)

)∑
k

Ωk

k!

(
e−iωzta + eiωzta†

)k
. (3.18)

1σ+ and σ− are the ladder operators for the Pauli matrices defined as σ± = 1/2[σx ± iσy].
2Detailed information is given in appendix A
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Keeping only the zero and first order terms, the Hamiltonian for the interaction is
reduced to

H′B = ~
(
σ−e

i((ω−ω0)t+ϕ) + σ+e
−i((ω−ω0)t+ϕ)

) (
Ω0 + Ω1

(
e−iωzta + eiωzta†

))
.
(3.19)

Hence, the interaction of an oscillating field with a trapped ion yields both carrier
and sideband transitions. The frequencies Ωk determined by the definition in
Equation (3.14) correspond to the Rabi oscillation rates. This definition identifies
the field requirements to drive carrier and sideband transitions with oscillating
magnetic fields. Carrier transitions need a field amplitude

Ω0 = −µB0

2~
(3.20)

and sideband transitions are induced by the amplitude gradient of the oscillating
field:

Ω1 = − µ

2~
∂B(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

z0. (3.21)

Additionally, Equation (3.19) shows that off-resonant carrier transitions can occur
as long as a field amplitude is present. To avoid these transitions and purely
drive sideband transitions, a field configuration with a high field gradient and a
vanishing field amplitude is required. In addition, this requirement suppresses
possible AC Zeeman shifts. Besides the strengths of the amplitude and gradient,
the Rabi frequencies depend on the dipole matrix element of the qubit transitions.
Figure 3.4 shows all possible transitions between the magnetic sublevels in the
hyperfine manifold 2S1/2. The corresponding frequencies and dipole matrix elements
are listed in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.4: Hyperfine levels of the 2S1/2 ground state of 9Be+. Corresponding frequencies
and matrix elements are listed in Table 3.2
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Table 3.2: Transitions |F ′,mF ′〉 → |F,mF 〉 in the hyperfine manifold 2S1/2 of 9Be+ at
22.3 mT with corresponding frequencies and magnetic dipole matrix moment µ associated
with the transition. µ is calculated by diagonalizing the corresponding Hamiltonian using
Wolfram Mathematica.

|F ′,mF ′〉 |F,mF 〉 f [MHz] µx,z/h [kHz/mT]
(A) |2,+2〉 |1,+1〉 853.64 99.0437
(B) |2,+1〉 |1,+1〉 1082.55 -140.091
(C) |2,+1〉 |1, 0〉 1239.92 52.0729
(D) |2, 0〉 |1,+1〉 1240.19 -84.2739
(E) |2, 0〉 |1, 0〉 1397.56 125.301
(F) |2, 0〉 |1,−1〉 1525.46 -25.7264
(G) |2,−1〉 |1, 0〉 1525.72 111.67
(H) |2,−1〉 |1,−1〉 1653.62 91.711
(I) |2,−2〉 |1,−1〉 1764.46 131.275

3.2.2 AC Zeeman shift

The AC Zeeman effect describes the energy shift due to off-resonant oscillating
magnetic fields. In the hyperfine manifold, such an oscillating magnetic field shifts
the energy Ei of sublevel i by

∆Ei =
1

~
∑
j

| 〈j|µ ·B|i〉 |2
(

1

ω − ωij
+

1

ω + ωij

)
, (3.22)

if the oscillation frequency ω is detuned from any transition frequency ωij =
(Ej−Ei)

~ [93]. Each allowed transition from sublevel j to sublevel i contributes to the
corresponding energy shift. These contributions depend directly on the detuning of
the oscillating magnetic field and on the strength of the polarization component of
the magnetic field B relevant for each transition. Since the shift is proportional
to the magnetic field, this relation can be used to determine the magnetic field by
measuring the frequency shift δfAC =

∆Ej−∆Ei

h
.

For an intuitive picture, we set i = 1 and j = 2 and assume that the detuning
∆ω = ω − ω12 is small compared to the difference between transitions frequencies.
Then the shift can be approximated as

∆E1 =
1

~
| 〈2|µ ·B|1〉 |2

(
2ω

ω2 − ω2
12

)
. (3.23)

From this relation we obtain that blue-detuned fields (ω > ω12) yield negative
energy shifts and pull the states closer together, whereas red-detuned (ω > ω12)
fields create positive shifts and push the states apart.
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3.3 2D microwave near-field model
In the magnetic near-field approach, sideband transitions require a high field
gradient and a vanishing field amplitude. Quadrupole-like field configurations meet
these requirements. They can be realized by superimposing fields with different
orientations. Here, the dimensions of the trap geometry and the ion-to-surface
distance are typically small compared to the wavelength. Due to the relatively
high microwave frequencies needed for the transitions, the field pattern cannot be
described in the quasistatic approximation as it is for the rf field configuration. At
microwave frequencies, eddy currents and phase effects cannot be neglected and
lead to more complex field patterns.

We developed an intuitive model of 2D microwave fields around a local minimum
of the field intensity which allows for evaluating simulated and measured data. In
general, the expansion of a 2D oscillatory magnetic field up to first order results
in a total of six complex or twelve real-valued expansion coefficients. However, in
the case where dimensions are small compared to the wavelength, the following
(near-field) conditions apply:

∇ · ~B = 0

∇× ~B = 0.

Then, the magnetic field is expressed as

~B = <
{
eiωt
(

(Br~eαr + iBi~eαi
) + (B′rQβr + iB′iQβi)~r + . . .

)}
, (3.24)

with the following definitions

~eα ≡
(

cosα
sinα

)
and Qβ ≡

(
cos β sin β
sin β − cos β

)
.

Here, Br,i and αr,i characterize the real and imaginary components of the complex
field at the origin and their spatial orientation. The parameters B′r,i and βr,i describe
the real and imaginary components of the complex field gradient and their spatial
orientation. The quadrupole matrix Qβ is traceless and symmetric assuming the
near-field conditions. As a result of the near-field condition, the number of real-
valued parameters is thus reduced from twelve to eight. By multiplying Equation
(3.24) with a suitable complex phase factor, the strength Br of the real part of the
gradient can be maximized. Making that specific choice, we obtain the relation:

βi = βr +
π

2
,

and we also write {Br, Bi} = B {cosϕ, sinϕ} and {B′r, B′i} = B′ {cosψ, sinψ}.
Here, B,B′ ∈ R, αr, βr, ψ ∈ [0, π[ and αi, βi, ϕ ∈ [−π/2, π/2[ are suitable domains.
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For a field configuration where | ~B| has a minimum at the origin, we obtain the
relations

αi − αr +
π

2
= nπ, n ∈ Z

and
ϕ = ψ − π

2
.

For our parameter choice, αi − αr + π/2 must be in ]−π, π[, thus n = 0 and

αi = αr −
π

2
.

Setting α ≡ αr and β ≡ βr, the field can be written as

~B = <
{
eiωt

(
B
(
~eα sinψ − i~eα−π/2 cosψ

)
+B′

(
Qβ cosψ + iQβ−π/2 sinψ

)
~r + . . .

)}
(3.25)

with five remaining parameters. Here, B and B′ are the strengths of the offset
field at the origin and of the field gradient, respectively. The spatial orientation of
the offset at the origin is given by the angle α, while β describes the angle of the
gradient matrix. The latter is shown in the illustration of the 2D quadrupole-like
field in Figure 3.5. The last parameter is the angle ψ, which characterizes the ratio
of the real to imaginary part and hence determines the polarization, which is set to
zero for the illustration in the Figure. The description of the magnetic field | ~B|
with Equation (3.25) is only valid for fields with a field minimum at the origin and
our special choice of the global phase factor.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the 2D microwave near-field model around a magnetic field
minimum at ψ = 0. The orientation given by the angle β of the gradient matrix is
visualized.



Chapter 4

Integrated microwave quantum
control

So far, I have discussed surface-electrode ion traps as a scalable platform for
quantum information processing and quantum simulation. In most trapped-ion
experiments, focused laser beams are used to implement quantum logic operations.
These are typically realized using sophisticated and bulky external laser systems.
In order to optimally scale the trapped-ion architecture, it would be beneficial if
some of the control infrastructure for realizing gates could be integrated into and
scaled with the trap structure, as discussed in chapter 1. One way to achieve this
is by combining the microwave near-field approach described in chapter 3 with the
surface-electrode ion trap architecture described in chapter 2. This approach has
been proposed in [47].

A universal set of microwave quantum control gates requires two different kinds
of transitions: carrier and motional sideband transitions. As discussed in chapter 3,
for state-independent trapping potentials, the former needs an oscillating field
amplitude whilst the latter requires a large oscillating amplitude gradient and a
vanishing oscillating field amplitude. Carrier transitions can easily be implemented
using a single current-carrying electrode embedded into the trap structure. The
field of such an electrode oscillates with the driving frequency, enabling transitions
between the qubit states. Motional sideband transitions are more difficult to
implement. A set of three microwave conductors can provide a field configuration
with a high field gradient and a vanishing residual field. The linear superposition
of the fields as well as the field configuration are displayed in Figure 4.1. Only
the arrangement in which the current in the middle electrode has an opposite sign
achieves a vanishing field at a location above the three conductors. In [51], the
field configuration was created by carefully balancing currents in three microwave
electrodes integrated in a surface-electrode ion trap. By adjusting the amplitudes

31
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and the phases of these currents, the magnetic near-field minimum could be spatially
overlapped with the radiofrequency pseudopotential null, the ions’ position. The
drawback of this approach is that keeping the currents balanced and thereby the
field stable during pulse sequences is challenging. Even small relative fluctuations
in the currents alter the magnetic field configuration. The ions experience changing
residual fields, which lead to off-resonant carrier transitions and AC-Zeeman shifts.
If these effects are not reproducible and fluctuate, they cannot easily be compensated.
However, using a single-electrode geometry which produces the field configuration
by design can stabilize the field. In this chapter the general idea of the single-
electrode design is discussed, including the integration of such a design into a
surface-electrode ion trap. I present our work on optimizing the combined structure
as well as a calibration trap. Note that although the simulations described here are
for the 22.3 mT field-independent qubit in 9Be+, they can easily be transferred to
other ions with a qubit transition in the few GHz regime. The first section of this
chapter has been published in [94].

Figure 4.1: a) Arrangement of three conductors to create a magnetic near-field configu-
ration required to drive sideband transitions. The current in the middle electrode has an
opposite sign compared to the outer electrodes. Thus, the fields of the outer electrodes
cancel the field of the middle electrode and a field minimum at a certain height above
the three conductors is obtained. b) shows the magnetic field distribution around a field
minimum in a cross-section, the xz-plane, in a). The arrows indicate the strength of the
magnetic near-field and its orientation.

4.1 Single-electrode design

Here, I present a design in which a single microwave electrode produces the field
configuration for motional sideband transitions by design. This approach provides
a microwave near-field with a minimum defined by the trap geometry. Fluctuations
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in the current will ideally not change the field minimum and hence the position of
the field minimum will be kept stable over time.

For a current distribution which creates a field configuration with a steep
gradient and a vanishing magnetic field, I have investigated a geometry laid out
like two turns of a meander. The arrangement of a single electrode in a two-turn
meander forms a current distribution similar to the three balanced currents of [51].
The only differences compared to a three-electrode design are that the currents in
the segments cannot be adjusted separately and that additional fields are provided
by the connection segments S4 and S5 as shown in Figure 4.2. These additional fields
and a non-negligible phase difference between the segments cause a non-vanishing
field at the minimum. In general, off-resonant excitation due to this field can
be calibrated and accounted for to some extent, as long as it is stable over time.
Nevertheless, it is desirable to minimize the residual field at the ion’s position.

Figure 4.2 shows the basic idea of our microwave design. For a symmetric
configuration (wIE1 = wIE2), by symmetry one would expect the field minimum
to appear above segment S2. Here, one can think of S2 as producing both the
desired gradient and a field in the z-direction. Together, S1 and S3 produce a field
which counteracts the field in z-direction originating from S2 while adding to the
overall gradient. This is conceptually equivalent to Figure 4.1 a). Typically, the
meander structure would be surrounded by two ground electrodes, similar to a
coplanar waveguide. Also, the structure is typically fabricated on top of a dielectric
substrate placed on a copper heat sink which effectively provides a ground plane
and modifies the coplanar waveguide behavior. Before going into the details of the
design, let us clarify general design goals and constraints.

Figure 4.2: Basic idea of a microwave conductor structure for near-field quantum logic
operations (top view). The conductor structure consisting of segments S1– S5 generates
a microwave near-field distribution above the structure. At the minimum of the mag-
netic microwave near-field, field gradients provide motional-internal couplings (“motional
sideband transitions”), whereas oscillating field amplitudes are responsible for parasitic
excitations of the carrier.
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4.1.1 Design requirements

For our target design, we aim for a distance between the near-field minimum
and the surface of the electrode d of about 30µm, similar to [51], a compromise
between steep gradients, laser access, and motional heating. The gradient increases
quadratically with decreasing distance from the surface at the same nominal
current, while anomalous heating increases at the same time as d4 [55]. Ion
heating, however, causes motional decoherence and reduces the fidelity of quantum
operations involving the motion. An ion-to-surface distance of 30µm is a good but
challenging compromise. So far, to the best of our knowledge, there is no working
surface-electrode ion trap with a distance smaller than this.

Figure 4.3: Profile of a surface-electrode ion trap showing the trap electrodes on a
dielectric substrate. a) shows the profile for a low electrode thickness h and b) that for
relatively high electrode thickness. By increasing the electrode thickness while keeping
the same ion-to-surface distance d, the same electrode width wele, and gap size wgap, stray
electric fields from accumulated charges on the dielectric substrate can be shielded by the
electrodes as indicated in b).

Other constraints arise from insulating surfaces. In general, insulating surfaces
close to the ion should be avoided because charges can accumulate in an uncontrolled
way. These charges create fluctuating stray electric fields and therefore alter the
trapping potential. However, these insulation surface cannot easily be avoided in
surface-electrode ion traps with a single-electrode layer. The trap electrodes in a
single-layer microfabricated ion trap are located on a dielectric substrate separated
by small gaps. A typical gap size is 5µm. Figure 4.3 illustrates a cross section of
such a trap. To reduce the influence of stray electric fields, a high ratio between
electrode and gap width as well as a large ratio of electrode thickness and width is
desirable. With our current fabrication process (see appendix B), we can structure
electrodes with a thickness of 10µm. To achieve a high ratio between electrode
and gap width, electrodes with a width of at least 10µm are preferred. Smaller
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electrodes are difficult to fabricate with our established fabrication process. The
amount of dielectric seen by the ion increases significantly if the electrode width is
decreased for a given gap size. In the following, an analytic model is used to obtain
a first idea about possible electrode sizes to create a field minimum 30µm above
the surface.

4.1.2 Elementary Biot-Savart model

A basic understanding of the magnetic near-field created by the meander segments
in the radial plane can be obtained with an elementary Biot-Savart model for
static magnetic fields. In this model we consider only the parallel segments S1−3 of
the meander shown in Figure 4.2. The currents in these segments determine the
position of the field minimum in the radial plane. In a meander-like shape currents
in neighboring segments have opposite sign. To resemble the meander-like shape in
the Biot-Savart model the currents in the three segments have the same amplitude
and the current in the middle segments S2 flows in the opposite direction. The three
segments are infinitely extended along the y-axis at positions rzi along the z-axis
at and x = 0. Each of these segments is modeled using four infinitely thin wires.
Two such wires are placed at the edges of the finite conductor, each containing half
the conductor current I. To model the current induced in the nearby ground plane,
two additional wires that carry currents induced in the edges of the neighboring
ground plane are placed on the ground plane on the other side of the gap. For an
illustration, see the inset in Figure 4.4. The induced currents are given by −αI/2
with α ≤ 1. The remaining current flows back in parts of the electrode structure
far away from the ion (e.g. in the ground plane below the chip), where it has
little effect on the near-fields. Here, we use α = 0.8, an estimate obtained from
earlier near-field simulations [95]. The superposition of all currents provides the
magnetic field configuration. The analytic model allows for estimating the position
of the magnetic field minimum depending on the electrode width and the distance
between the electrodes.

In general, two options for the meander layout are available, a symmetric and
an asymmetric one. As a first step, we will discuss the latter in detail as it has
been used in the design of [51, 95]. Here, the ground plane between two segments is
eliminated, specifically between S2 and S3. To obtain this configuration in the above
model we set wIE2 = −wgap. As a result, there are only three free parameters left:
the gap size wgap, the inter-electrode distance wIE1, and the microwave conductor
width wMW. By fixing the gap size to 5µm, the interplay of the two remaining
parameters determines the height of the magnetic field minimum xMW above the
surface. Figure 4.4 shows how that height changes with the width of the inner
electrode wIE1 and the electrode size wMW. The larger wIE1, the higher the position
of the magnetic field minimum. A similar behavior can be observed when increasing
the width of the electrode wMW at a fixed value for wIE1. The design target of 30µm
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Figure 4.4: Height of the magnetic near-field minimum above the structure of Fig. 4.2
with wIE2 = −wgap as a function of the microwave electrode separation wIE1 for different
microwave electrode width wMW in a simple analytic model. Inset: Within this model,
microwave currents in the surface are modeled by four infinitely thin wires at the edges of
the conductor and its neighboring ground planes.

can easily be achieved for electrode widths above 10µm with the asymmetric layout.
In contrast, the symmetric design shows overall higher surface-to-minimum distances
than the asymmetric design. To realize the design target with the symmetric design,
at least one of the parameters wMW, wIE1 , or wIE2 must be below 10µm, the lower
limit for the electrode width. However, the presented model enables solely the
estimation of the meander geometry parameters for specific desired distances of the
microwave field minimum from the surface. Determining the field of an oscillating
current in the GHz regime requires the consideration of skin and proximity effects
as well as a more exact model for induced eddy currents in neighboring electrodes.
Though an advanced analytic model might result in a better field calculation,
the effort to take all required effects into account is rather high. Instead, we use
available numerical simulation tools for an appropriate field characterization and
for finding a suitable integrated design.

4.1.3 Near-field simulation

Nowadays, numerical simulations are an efficient and well-established method for
designing high frequency structures in research and development. They allow to
optimize and investigate a structure without actually building a prototype. Most
applications use calibration measurements to estimate the model accuracy and
to validate approximations such as boundary conditions. In terms of surface-
electrode ion traps with integrated microwave control, so far no actual calibration
measurement has been accomplished. Simulations performed in [69, 95] have still
a rather high discrepancy between simulation and measurement. However, the
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microwave control designed for those traps is based on three independent currents
applied to the trap. Each of those currents can be adjusted in phase and amplitude,
which allows for compensating any discrepancies from simulations. For the present
single-electrode design an accurate model is required. In particular, the position of
the magnetic field minimum is relevant in order to realize an overlap with the ion
position at the pseudopotential null. In this work, Ansys HFSS is used to establish
a model for surface-electrode ion traps. Ansys HFSS is a high-frequency structure
solver using finite element methods, usually used to design antenna structures and
determine their radiation characteristics. The model of an ion trap with integrated
microwave control has somewhat different requirements. The radiated fields are not
relevant, but rather the near-fields, especially the fields a few tens of microns above
the surface. Here, a resolution of a few microns is required to extract the relevant
parameters of the magnetic near-fields. Few-micron resolution is extremely unusual
for radiation with a wavelength of about 30 cm. Typically, the meshing and hence
the resolution is on the order of one tenth of the applied wavelength. Additional
non-modal1 sheets, segmented air boxes and segmented electrodes with decreasing
mesh sizes allow for a mesh size on the order of a few microns at the position of
interest within a reasonable computing time. Furthermore, the computing time can
be decreased by solving the problem on the surface of the conductors, rather than
solving inside their volume. Using Green’s theorem [85], volume problems can be
translated into surface problems. Nevertheless, solving the model within the volume
is more accurate, especially for the model considered here, since the electrode
sizes are comparable to the ion-to-surface distance. For rough estimations and for
determining the influence of coarse changes to the geometry, the approximation
with surface currents is sufficient, whereas volume currents are used to accurately
determine the position of the near-field minimum for a final design.

In a first step, the meander-line itself is characterized, followed by adding
trap electrodes in a rather basic model. In both cases, gold electrodes with a
conductivity of 4.1 ∗ 107 Siemens/m and a thickness of 10µm are placed onto an
aluminum nitride (AlN) substrate with a dielectric constant of εr = 8.8 at 1 GHz
and a thickness of 635µm, as fabricated. In addition, a part of the chip mount is
included and copper is assigned as the material. In the experiment, the copper
mount serves as a heat sink and as an additional ground plane. Since the copper
mount modifies the microwave propagation it is included here. The structure is
excited by a single-mode wave port with an input power of 1 W from a 50 Ω source
impedance not matched to the load as in [69]. A second port at the other end of the
meander simulates a continuing coplanar waveguide without any termination. The
structure is not excited from this port. These assumptions are used as long as the
complete structure is not considered. The air box represents the volume in which
the problem is solved, in our case a vacuum box with radiation boundary. The

1A non-modal object will not be taken into account in the simulation. Regions with different
meshing sizes can be specified using such objects.
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region of the field minimum is of particular interest, thus an additional non-modal
sheet with a 3µm mesh to increase the accuracy is inserted in the middle of the
meander. This is the region where the ion is trapped in the final design. To prevent
any meshing errors, an additional vacuum box with a thickness of 10µm surrounds
the sheet. These models are used to observe geometric influences on the near-
field quadrupole regarding the position of the field minimum and the ratio of the
gradient to the residual field. Here it is sufficient to use the solution based on surface
currents, speeding up the characterization. More advanced models will consist of
an ion trap chip and part of the connector board. To simplify the simulations,
other influences are approximated using boundary conditions. Due to a lack of
calibration measurements for ion traps, these approximations might be inaccurate.
A calibration measurement of the near-field of one ion trap will overcome this issue.
Detailed information on boundary conditions and modifications of the settings
described above are given in the particular sections describing the corresponding
simulations. For more advanced models, the complete simulation setup is illustrated
including ports and boundary conditions. All simulations in this work are carried
out using the carrier transition frequency of 1082.55 MHz for the hyperfine qubit of
9Be+ at 22.3 mT, although the sideband transition frequencies are about ±10 MHz
shifted from this value. A subsequent frequency sweep provides information about
any changes of the quadrupole field due to changes to the frequency of the order a
few MHz.

Data analysis

The simulations provide discrete numerical data points for the magnetic near-field
on a grid around the near-field minimum. The complex magnetic field is extracted
from HFSS around the magnetic near-field minimum and evaluated by fitting a
10th order polynomial to the complex field ~B within a square of 8µm. The relevant
parameters of the quadrupole are obtained by evaluating the fitted data around
the field minimum with the 2D quadrupole model, described in section 3.3. Here,
only the first order of the Taylor expansion is relevant. To optimize the geometry,
a figure of merit η of the near-field is introduced as follows: The speed of carrier
transitions induced by the field is proportional to B, the oscillating magnetic field
amplitude at the position of the ions. The speed of motional sideband operations,
on the other hand, is proportional to the gradient B′ of the near-field, multiplied by
the motional wave packet size in the ground state, xwp =

√
~/(2mωm). For 9Be+

and ωm = 2π · 5 MHz, one obtains xwp ' 10 nm, a typical value. Hence the figure
of merit is given by

η =
B′xwp

B
. (4.1)

This figure gives the ratio of sideband to carrier transition Rabi rates and can be
compared to the Lamb-Dicke parameter for laser-induced transitions. Note that
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this figure is independent of the current amplitude in the microwave conductor, but
it depends on the specific electrode geometry. By maximizing the figure of merit,
we can find the optimal geometry for inducing spin-motional couplings by driving
sideband transitions.

4.1.4 Meander characteristics

Before integrating the meander into the trap design, the magnetic near-field pro-
duced by the meander-line without any trapping electrodes is characterized. Here,
the residual field as a function of the length of the meander is of particular interest.
This dependence allows us to determine whether the meander shape can produce
the desired field configuration. A parametric sweep of the length of the meander
from 100µm to 1000µm reveals the required information.

Due to the meander shape, an exact magnetic field null cannot be achieved.
The connection segments S4 and S5 (cf. Fig. 4.2) produce a field pointing along
y-direction in the center of the meander. Increasing the length reduces the effect,
but then an increased phase shift between the segments S1−3 leads to an increased
residual field in the xz-plane. The aforementioned parametric sweep of lM reveals
these effects. Figure 4.5 shows the residual field in the radial and axial directions as
a function of lM . The radial component increases slowly with increasing lM due to
the phase shifts whilst the axial component, the contribution from the connection
segments S4 and S5, decreases. In general, the residual fields for lengths longer
than 400µm are appropriate for driving efficient sideband transitions.

Furthermore, this basic geometry points out the limitations between the analytic
model compared to numerical calculations concerning the position of the magnetic
field minimum. The discrepancy increases with increasing electrode width. This
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Figure 4.5: Residual field B at the magnetic near-field minimum as a function of meander
length lM. For small lengths, fields originating from the segments S4 and S5 (see Fig. 4.2)
dominate; for longer lengths, phase retardation leads to a finite field amplitude.
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effect can be clearly seen for the asymmetric design (see Fig. 4.6). Induced currents
as well as proximity and skin effects are not accounted for properly within the
analytic model, leading to an inaccurate prediction for the position of the near-field
minimum in the analytic model. Hence, numerical simulations are essential to
determine the location of the near-field minimum. The next step is to add additional
electrodes for trapping. At a frequency of about 1 GHz, induced currents in these
neighboring electrodes affect the near-field behavior significantly.

Figure 4.6: Comparison of the near-field minimum height xMW above the electrode surface
obtained from the simple Biot-Savart model and from numerical simulations, respectively.
While the analytic models provides an exact field-zero, the position of the minimum in
the numerical simulation is extracted from a 10th order polynomial fit to the data. The
size of the microwave electrode is fixed to wMW = 10µm. The values are obtained for the
asymmetric design.

4.1.5 Adding trap electrodes

Figure 4.7 shows a sample surface-electrode ion trap design with an integrated
meander conductor. We investigate potential arrangements of the conductor and
the necessary trapping electrodes. Since the microwave electrode contains three
parallel segments, rf and dc electrodes can easily be arranged around and between
the meander segments. Here, all configurations were designed to have at least three
independent rf electrodes to be able to adjust the rf pseudopotential null for an
overlap of the magnetic and electric field quadrupoles, should this be required. The
configurations considered here are shown in Figure 4.8. The symmetric design and
one asymmetric design provide an additional rf electrode. In every configuration,
six dc electrodes, three on each side of the meander as indicated in Figure 4.7,
supply the axial confinement. Each configuration is implemented in a simple model
in HFSS taking only the central trap area with the ground plane into account,
as shown in Figure 4.9. Here, for the purpose of the microwave simulations, the
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Figure 4.7: Sample design configurations for integrating the meander electrode into a
linear Paul trap. A symmetric design exhibits four rf electrodes (red) and six dc electrodes
(green) which surround the meander (yellow).

Figure 4.8: Cross section of possible configurations for integrating the meander electrode
into a linear Paul trap. Configuration a) is a symmetric design, while b)-d) are asymmetric
designs. All configurations have at least three rf electrodes to fine-tune the position of
the rf null. Configurations a) and c) have an additional electrode which can also be used
as a microwave carrier electrode.

electrodes are assumed to be floating. This model is sufficient for studying the
general influence of additional electrodes on the near-field provided by the meander
electrode. The near-field is extracted from the area indicated with (?). We optimize
each structure in Figure 4.8 by varying the relevant parameters individually and
observing the behavior of the height of the minimum xMW and the figure of merit
η. The results are used to determine which of these configurations supplies the best
magnetic near-field configuration considering the figure of merit at a ion-to-surface
distance of at least 30µm. Here, the rf electrodes are treated as individually
adjustable electrodes, but can however be exchanged for a configuration where
two of them are connected to a common rf source and one is held at ground.
A typical surface current distribution and the resulting magnetic near-field for
one possible configuration are shown in Figure 4.10. The eddy currents in the
neighboring electrodes are clearly identifiable. Hence, the electrode width of the
outer rf electrodes also alters the field configuration.
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Figure 4.9: Simulation setup of the simple model, showing the symmetric design. Only
parts of the electrodes are included in the simulation. This approximation speeds up the
computation. The model is excited at the wave port and evaluated in the trapping center,
indicated with (?). Besides the geometric structure, ground plane (GND) and substrate
(AlN) are shown.

The parametric analysis reveals that adding electrodes dramatically influences
the near-field minimum height. Previous results favored an asymmetric meander
design. However, the current distribution with additional electrodes lowers the
height of the field minimum in such a way that the symmetric design becomes
favorable. Optimizing the asymmetric design is rather difficult. To achieve a height
of xMW > 30µm, the width of the electrodes, specifically the meander electrode,
should be increased to at least wMW = 20µm. However, increasing that electrode
width decreases the figure of merit η. Maintaining the design requirements, the
best value obtained out of all asymmetric designs is η ≈ 0.01. Better figures
of merit are only obtained by significantly decreasing the field minimum height.
The symmetric design, on the other hand, does not result in heights below 30µm
when assuming minimal electrode widths of 10µm. Specifically, a configuration
with wMW = wRF1 = 10µm achieves a height of ≈ 30µm with a figure of merit
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η > 0.02. Conclusively, the symmetric design gives the best results for a ion-to-
surface distance xMW > 30µm. An optimization of the symmetric design reveals
the general dependence of the figure of merit on the geometric parameters of the
trap. The distance between meander segments S1−3, which is the width of the
rf electrodes wRF1 and wRF2 in this configuration, has the strongest influence on
the figure of merit; the field is minimized for an electrode width of wRF1 = 8µm.
Small deviations from the optimal value cause a large reduction of the figure of
merit. All other parameters have minor influence. For example, the width of the
meander electrodes wMW has no significant influence; increasing the width leads to
a slightly lower figure of merit. While the parameters wMW and wRF1 should be
smaller for a good η, the widths of the outer electrodes wRF3 and wRF4 should be
bigger for a good η (cf. Figure 4.8 a)). Although the simple model gives only an
approximation of the near-field configuration, it reflects the general dependence of
η and the position of the magnetic near-field minimum on geometric changes.

Based on these results, an ion trap with three adjustable rf electrodes and an
additional microwave electrode for carrier transitions was designed. The width
wRF3 is adjusted to achieve a rough overlap of the trapping position with the
magnetic-near-field minimum when only electrodes RF1 and RF3 are used. Slightly
adjusting the voltage of one of the rf electrodes allows for fine-tuning of the ion’s

Figure 4.10: Surface current distribution ~Js in the symmetric design with the resulting
magnetic near-field ~B. The induced current in neighboring electrodes changes the magnetic
near-field configuration, especially the position of the field minimum, indicated with (?).
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Figure 4.11: Full trap design, including rf and dc electrodes for a linear Paul trap. Three
individually adjustable rf electrodes RF1−3 define the position of the trapped ion in the
radial direction, while the six dc electrodes DC1−6 confines the ion in the axial direction.
The additional electrode is used as a microwave carrier electrode, labeled MWC. The
inner part of the trap in a) is optimized using parametric sweeps, and the electrodes are
then extended to a full chip (b). The right-hand side in a) shows a zoom-in on the central
trap area.
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position in the calculation and also in the experiment. Hence, deviations from
the simulated magnetic near-field minimum position, due to the simplicity of the
model and neglected proper boundaries and feed lines, can be compensated in
the experiment. Figure 4.11 a) shows the layout of the inner part of the trap.
The fourth electrode can be used as an rf or microwave carrier electrode. For
this purpose the feed lines are extended to both sides, to enable connecting the
electrode on one side and grounding it on the other side if used as microwave
carrier electrode. The arrangement of electrodes DC1−6 is adjusted considering
the results of parametric sweeps and trap design demands. Setting wMW = 12µm,
wRF1 = 10µm, wRF3 = 50µm, wgap = 5µm, and lM = 850µm leads to a figure
of merit of η ≈ 0.032 at a position of xMW = 31.6µm. The trap electrodes are
expanded to a chip with a size of 7.5× 16 mm. The length of the trap is chosen
in order to adopt a coplanar waveguide behavior, although it is not the best
choice regarding laser access. The feed lines of all other electrodes are arranged
as depicted in Figure 4.11 b) to provide laser access, at least along the short side
of the trap, important for cooling and imaging. This trap exhibits a relatively
unconventional feature: the fine-tuning the position of the rf pseudopotential null
by individually adjusting the voltages on the rf electrodes. Only a few groups have
so far implemented on-the-fly variable pseudopotential configurations as discussed
here [96, 97, 98]. Since a drive system with this capability is still under development
in our group, we bonded two rf electrodes (RF1 and RF3) together while grounding
RF2 and used a single rf drive to test the trapping procedure with this trap. While
we loaded our first 9Be+ ions in a trap of this design, it had a few important
shortcomings such as the size of the chip and the connection of the rf electrodes.
In the following section an alternative design is discussed.

4.2 SpyderTrap
The trap presented here is an enhanced version of the symmetric design discussed
in section 4.1.5. The symmetric design features the possibility to fine-tune the
position of the rf pseudopotential null by adjusting the voltages on one of the three
rf electrodes, enabling the overlap with the magnetic field minimum. Because the rf
drive for individually adjustable rf electrodes is not fully developed yet, we eliminate
that feature in the new trap design, known as SpyderTrap, and use a single rf
drive to provide the trapping potential. The rf electrode is hence divided into two
segments in the central trap area of the chip, similar to other microfabricated trap
designs. Now, an adjustment of the overlap of the near-field minimum and the rf null
position is not possible. The overlap is determined purely by design, which means
that a more accurate model to determine the position of the magnetic near-field
minimum is essential. Here, a more advanced model is developed including the
full chip design and additional boundary conditions for the electrodes. However,
prior to this project, there was no experience in how accurately the position of the
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microwave near-field minimum could be determined by simulations. To overcome
this drawback, a calibration trap is introduced. The comparison of simulated and
measured near-fields of this trap reveals insight into appropriate boundary and
simulation settings. First, the trap design and the optimization of the trap design
regarding the near-field configuration for sideband transitions are performed.

4.2.1 Trap design

The structure of the SpyderTrap resembles the design of the symmetric trap
with some modifications. Figure 4.12 a) illustrates the trapping zones with all
electrodes. The rf potential is given by a single segmented electrode providing the
radial confinement while six dc electrodes DC1−6 provide the axial confinement.
Furthermode, these six electrodes are used to overlap the position of the ion with
the rf pseudopotential null and hence compensate micromotion. The rf electrode
(RF) is arranged between the parallel segments of the meander. Due to the reduced
number of rf electrodes and a symmetric layout of the meander, two additional
electrodes are available. One is used as the microwave carrier electrode (MWC),
the other is part of the ground plane. The illustration reveals a connection of
both microwave electrodes to the ground plane at the end of the central trap
area. We ground the meander as close as possible to the trap center to eliminate
any phase differences between the applied and the back-reflected electromagnetic
waves. Furthermore, the electric length and hence the inductance of the meander
is reduced.

To investigate the behavior of the magnetic near-field generated by the meander
electrode in the SpyderTrap, the whole chip design is included in the numerical
simulation. The electrodes are extended to the edge of the chip as shown in
Figure 4.12 b). To achieve a symmetric current distribution in the meander, the
complete chip is designed to be as symmetric as possible. The meander feed line is
tapered from the edge to the chip center to avoid back-reflections due to sudden
impedance jumps. The neighboring ground planes model the input of the meander
as a coplanar waveguide. The ground plane is not segmented to emulate this
behavior. The total chip size is reduced to 5×5mm2, a size allowing for laser access
in all directions. Since an ion-to-surface distance of 30µm is favored, an extension
of the size might lead to clipping of the laser beams at the edge of the trap. For
the lasers used in our experiment (313 nm and 235 nm), the size should be below
7.5 mm to avoid any clipping, though smaller is better.

4.2.2 Optimized design

Here, I will describe the final result of the optimization of the SpyderTrap design.
To gain insight into the geometric parameters and the performance achievable in
principle, we optimize the trap structure solely with respect to the figure of merit
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Figure 4.12: SpyderTrap design including trapping and microwave electrodes. a) shows
the central trap area. Here, a single segmented rf electrode (RF) provides the radial
confinement by design. The additional electrodes are used as microwave carrier and
ground electrodes to maintain the symmetry. Both microwave electrodes are grounded on
the chip. These electrodes are extended to a 5× 5 mm chip, and the ground plane is a
single electrode as shown in b). Part of the aluminum nitride substrate is included here.
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η introduced in Eq. (4.1), which basically gives the ratio of sideband to carrier
transition Rabi rates. Note that hence only a coarse agreement between the location
of the microwave minimum and the rf pseudopotential null is achieved. Also, we
still assume floating as boundary conditions for the trapping electrodes and the
microwave carrier electrode. In order to fully optimize the overlap of the microwave
minimum with the pseudopotential null and take into account boundary conditions
properly, more elaborate simulations will be required which will involve compromises
concerning the achievable figure of merit. These more elaborate simulations will be
described in the subsequent section 4.2.3. Here, solely the geometric influences are
determined. This approach might give slightly inaccurate results, but simplifies the
optimization. Although similar simulations have been performed in section 4.1.5,
we investigate the complete geometric dependence once more. The fact that the
microwave electrodes are now directly grounded on the chip surface itself at the
edge of the central trap area and not on the filter board as previously implemented,
as well as the replacement of one of the former rf electrodes by a grounded patch
changes the current distribution and hence the magnetic near-field. The simulation
model is set up in HFSS similar to the model discussed in section 4.1.4. We model
here the complete chip design even though the geometric dependence could be
obtained with a simple model including only the trap area. The meander in the
design seen in Figure 4.12 b) is excited with a wave port. The materials assigned
are again those used in our fabrication procedure (cf. section 4.1.3). Furthermore,
the solution is obtained with the assumption of surface currents since the exact
position of the near-field minimum is not required for optimizing just the figure
of merit. The deviation from using volume currents is less than 1µm, and adding
boundaries changes the position by a significantly higher value. To speed up the
computation time for simulation, the electrodes are segmented into an inner and
outer part. A finer mesh is applied on the inner part, the central trap area, to
increase the accuracy, while the mesh for the outer part is coarser to speed up the
computation time. To optimize the near-field configuration, a parametric sweep for
every individual electrode width of the rf and microwave electrodes is performed.
Determining the influence of each electrode results in an optimal configuration for
certain ion-to-surface distances, here 30µm.

As already seen from previous simulation results, the position of the near-field
minimum depends mainly on the width of the meander electrode and the distances
between the individual segments, here represented by the electrodes MW, RF1 and
GND1. The distance between the surface and the field minimum increases with each
of these parameters. The same is in principle true for the electrodes RF2 and MWC,
even though the position of the near-field minimum shift here is about a factor of 10
smaller compared to the shifts corresponding the other parameters. Altering MW,
RF1 and GND1 by 1µm shifts the field minimum height by approximately 1µm. A
similar behavior is found for the gap size: increasing the value leads to an increase
of the surface distance. Figure 4.13 shows the variation of the height depending on
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the width of electrode RF1. Due to the symmetric arrangement, GND1 changes
simultaneously. Here, the other parameters are set to: wMW = 12µm, wgap = 5µm
and wRF2 = wMWC = 50µm. The desired position of the field minimum is reached
by choosing wRF1 = 10µm, which is already on the lower end of our fabrication
range. In total, the position in the x-direction increases by increasing any of the
available parameters. Note that so far, we have not constrained the pseudopotential
null yet, which varies as a function of the parameters just like the microwave field
minimum.

Figure 4.13: Height of the magnetic near-field minimum xMW as a function of the electrode
width wRF1 . The widths of electrodes RF1 and GND1 change simultaneously. Although
an electrode width below 10µm is difficult to fabricate, wRF1 ranges from 2 to 16µm to get
an idea of the influence of that parameter. For wRF1 ≈ 10µm a height of xMW ≈ 30µm
is feasible. Here, the size of the meander electrode is fixed to wMW = 12µm.

We optimize the near-field by maximizing the figure of merit η, the ratio of
gradient and residual field. The parametric sweeps reveal a minor influence of
wMW. Changing that width alters the gradient and likewise the residual field, hence
the choice of wMW can be specified to adjust the position of the field minimum.
Although the figure of merit increases with an increased gap size wgap, the gap size
is fixed to wgap ≈ 5− 6µm to shield electric stray fields created by accumulated
charges on the dielectric. Sweeping wRF2 in a range from 10 to 70µm shows an
increase of the figure of merit with increasing width. The remaining parameter wRF1

has the strongest influence on the figure of merit. Specifically, the residual field
shows a minimum for an electrode width of wRF1 = 6µm. Small deviations from
the optimal value cause large deviations of the figure of merit. Both behaviors are
shown in Figure 4.14. This behavior is slightly different from the results obtained
for the simple model described in section 4.1.5. The value for the field minimum
shifts to an even smaller value. The reason for this is the grounded meander
electrode. Repeating the simulation for the simple model with a grounded meander
yields approximately the same results. Nevertheless, with such an electrode size
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Figure 4.14: Influence of the electrode width wRF1 on the residual field (b) and the figure
of merit η (a) of the magnetic near-field. A field minimum at wRF1 = 6µm leads to a
maximum of the figure of merit.

the minimum height of xMW = 30µm is not reached; furthermore, our fabrication
process is not able to build such small electrodes. The best parameter set for
our design requirements is wRF1 = wGND1 = 10µm, wMW = 12µm, wgap = 5µm
and wRF2 = wMWC = 70µm with a figure of merit of η = 0.04 at xMW = 31.2µm
for a meander length of lM = 800µm. Note that in principle, it is possible to
achieve an overlap of the pseudopotential minimum and the near-field minimum
for arbitrary ion-to-surface distances. However, the resulting widths for RF2 and
MWC can become unphysically large. It is a lucky coincidence that for 30µm
ion-to-surface distance, we can find a configuration with a coarse overlap (again,
not considering proper boundary conditions yet) with a reasonable width of MWC
and RF2. Improving the fabrication process might reduce the possible electrode
width to about 8µm. The field minimum height can then be adjusted by increasing
the meander electrode width to wMW = 14µm. The figure of merit is then η = 0.11
and the field minimum height is xMW = 31.5µm. Before finalizing this design a
calibration trap with the same geometry but different electrode sizes was developed.
Here, the boundary conditions are added and the position of the rf pseudopotential
null is overlapped with the field minimum, as described in the next section.

4.2.3 Calibration trap

Instead of using an optimized design for calibrating the simulation in terms of
boundary conditions, a more conservative design is used, both in terms of the
fabrication requirements and the distance to the surface. After some previous
inconclusive experience with the symmetric design (cf. section 4.1.5), we wanted
to ensure we would not run into issues related to stray light from laser beams
grazing across the surface in this trap. The SpyderTrap design is hence modified
to trap not 30µm, but 45µm above the surface. The purpose of the calibration
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trap is an implementation of the microwave control with microwave transfer pulses
and Rabi oscillations on the qubit transitions. Furthermore, a magnetic near-field
measurement provides insight into the boundary conditions for the simulation model.
A comparison of simulation and measurement improves the understanding of the
boundaries and yields an enhanced model, better reflecting the actual near-field
configuration. To achieve an acceptable overlap between the magnetic near-field
minimum and the rf pseudopotential null, the boundary conditions for the electrodes
are added to the model, as described in the following.

Adding boundary conditions

Assigning boundary conditions to the electrodes implies an understanding of the
electrical connection of each electrode in an actual experiment. To apply a proper
dc signal to the electrodes DC1−6, low pass filters eliminate oscillating signals with
a frequency higher than approximately 1 MHz depending on the low pass filter
composition. These filters prevent any rf or microwave signal from reaching the dc
electrodes. That way, the electrodes DC1−6 appear as grounded for those signals.
The appearance of the rf connection for the microwave is mainly a short circuit
with some minor impedance, since the rf electrode is connected with a copper feed-
through to a helical resonator whose end is grounded. A microwave electrode, on the
other hand, is usually coupled to a 50 Ω line, the impedance used by commercially
available microwave components. To take all of those connection properties into
account, a connection board is modeled in HFSS. This board surrounds the trap on
three sides and is made of RO4350B, a common substrate material for microwave
applications. On the substrate, gold patches connected to ground via impedance
sheets are placed. These sheets resemble the actual connections using appropriate
boundary conditions. Bond wires connect each electrode with the corresponding
gold patch. Figure 4.15 shows the complete simulation model. The boundary for
the microwave carrier electrode sheet is set to ZMW = 50 + i0 Ω while we assume
an impedance of ZRF = 0 + i50 Ω for the rf electrode. The sheets connecting the
ground and dc electrodes have a boundary condition for a finite electrical conductor
realizing a direct ground connection. The finite conductor has the properties of gold.
As in previous simulations, the model is solved in a vacuum box and the materials
are again assigned as used in the fabrication process (cf. section 4.1.3). We add
an additional virtual air box with vacuum properties to improve the meshing in
the trap center and hence the accuracy. However, without any calibration mea-
surement of the magnetic near-field, no accurate model of the connections is possible.

Overlap of electric and magnetic field

Using the model described above with additional boundary conditions, a second
parametric sweep set is performed to estimate the distance of the microwave near-
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Figure 4.15: Simulation model with boundary conditions for all electrodes. The meander
electrode is excited with a wave port and terminated on the chip. The ground plane
and the dc electrodes are grounded using wire bonds connecting the electrodes to gold
patches sitting on a RO4350B substrate. The gold patches are set to ground (GND) by a
sheet with a finite conductor boundary, here gold (Au) is assigned. The microwave carrier
(MWC) and the rf electrodes (RF) are terminated with impedance sheets connecting the
gold patches. The virtual air box decreases the mesh size in the center of the chip leading
to an increased accuracy.

field minimum from the surface. Here, we abandon the symmetry by adjusting all
parameters individually for finding a suitable overlap of the electric and magnetic
quadrupole fields. The sweeps are performed using surface currents. The height
of the electric field quadrupole null, and hence the ion position is estimated using
Equation (2.15), which treats the rf electrodes as infinitely extended in the axial
direction. The target for the calibration trap is a height of roughly 45µm. All
previous simulations showed that the width of the meander and distance between
segments have the strongest influences on the near-field minimum height above
the surface. To reach approximately the height of 45µm, a width of 18µm for
wMW, wRF1 and wGND1 is assumed as a starting point for the trapping potential
calculations, a rough estimate from the second parametric sweep. In addition, these
sweeps reveal that the position of the minimum in the z-direction is a few microns
off from origin, which is defined as the center of the middle electrode of the meander.
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Adjusting the parameters as discussed in section 2.2.2 using the Biot-Savart-like
law indicates a good set of rf electrode parameters, namely wRF1 = 17µm and
wRF2 = 85µm with an ion-to-surface distance of 45.7µm. The position in the
z-direction can be altered by adjusting wMW and wGND1 while keeping the same
distance between RF1 and RF2. The position of the magnetic near-field minimum
varies from 44µm to 48µm in the x-direction and 1µm and 3µm in the z-direction.
This position can be slightly adjusted by changing wMWC. This electrode size has
no influence on the ion’s position and can hence be used to reach a better overlap
between the fields. For the final overlap, the position of the ion is determined
by calculating the rf potential from the complete electrode geometry using the
Biot-Savart-like law for electrostatics [84] described in section 2.2.1. Furthermore,
we use volume currents for the magnetic field solution in the central trap area of the
model and for the complete meander line. Iterating different parameter sets finally
leads to the following parameters: wMW = 16µm, wMWC = 20µm, wRF1 = 17µm,
wRF2 = 85µm, wGND1 = 25µm and wgap = 5µm. The electric field minimum is
located at (xrf , zrf) = (45.7µm, 2.9µm) while the magnetic field minimum is at
(xMW, zMW) = (45.4µm, 2.1µm). The small discrepancy is irrelevant for measuring
the near-field and calibrating the simulation boundaries. After fabricating this trap,
a measurement of the S-parameter provides a first comparison with the simulation,
as described in the next section.

4.2.4 S-parameter measurement

The scattering matrix is a useful tool to characterize microwave components. It
describes the relationship between incident microwave V +

j and reflected wave V −i
for N-port devices. The S-parameters Sij are determined by

Sij =
V −i
V +
j

∣∣∣∣
Vk=0 for k 6=j

. (4.2)

Although the SpyderTrap possesses two microwave electrodes, it is here considered
as a single port device. The S-parameter S11 describes the back-reflection of an
incoming signal. We measure this parameter using a network analyzer with an
attached wafer prober.2 The measured frequencies range from 1 to 10 GHz. The
wafer prober is directly positioned at the beginning of the meander feed line. To
eliminate any influence due to the large ground plane of the probe station, the trap is
placed on an absorber made of Eccosorb MF-117. Several ion chips are investigated,
all of them produced on the same wafer as the SpyderTrap used in the experiment.
The simulation used for comparison is performed for the chip without any additional
ground planes or connector board parts. Solely the pure chip including electrode

2The measurements are performed in cooperation with K. Schubert at the Technical University
of Braunschweig.
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and substrate is analyzed. A frequency sweep is performed for the same range as
the measurement, to obtain the S-parameter. If no field solution is needed, the
computing time can be decreased. Figure 4.16 shows the simulated and measured
S-parameter S11 as a function of frequency. Here, we look at the real and imaginary
parts of the S-parameter S11 separately. The plot shows only a small deviation
from simulation to measurement for low frequencies, whereas differences start to
appear for frequencies higher than 5 GHz. For higher frequencies, the wavelength of
the microwave in the structure reaches the size of the structure. Close to resonance,
the behavior is altered strongly depending on small geometric or material changes.
The measured resonance is at ≈ 8.3 GHz, while the simulated one is shifted to
≈ 9 GHz. However, our interest is the variation in the frequency range around the
qubit transition frequency of 1082.55 MHz. Here, the changes are rather small, see
Figure 4.16 b). The impedance measured for that frequency is Zmeas = 3.4 + i35.3 Ω
while the simulation reveals an impedance of Zsim = 2.15 + i31.6 Ω. Note that
the corresponding inductance at about 1 GHz for both, measured and simulated,
impedance value is approximately 5 nH, which can be compared to the inductance
of a few wirebonds with a length of about one millimeter. Hence, these impedance
values are approximately zero. The disagreement of these values can be explained
by fabrication errors, slightly differing material properties as well as the position of
the wafer prober on the chip. In summary, it can be stated that the first comparison
of simulation and measurement shows a good agreement for the field-independent
qubit frequency.

4.2.5 Model corrections

After fabricating the SpyderTrap we found that the simulation model used as
shown in Figure 4.15 has some significant shortcomings. We discovered the issue
by accident while we were trying to simulate also the rf trapping field using HFSS
by converting impedance sheets on the rf electrodes to ports for applying a signal.
We did the same for the microwave carrier electrode and gained some new insights.
Here, I report on the results of these investigations and estimate any changes due
to fabrication errors, as well as the dependence on frequency.

First of all, the assumption that a gold patch connected via a 50 Ω impedance
sheet to ground describes a 50 Ω feed line is a quite simple picture. For a rough
estimate it might be sufficient, however for determining the actual position of the
microwave near-field minimum, it is not. To achieve a 50 Ω feed line behavior,
part of the actual feed line should be modeled. The connection of the rf electrodes
does not change the position of the near-field minimum significantly, as long as
the impedance is chosen to roughly approximate the experimental settings. In
the experiment, the total length of the rf conductor until the ground connection
is made is about 20 cm. For the microwave, this single conductor appears as an
inductance. Assuming an inductance for that line as low as 1µH already results in
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Figure 4.16: Real and imaginary part of the back-reflected signal S11. The measured and
simulated S-parameter are plotted as a function of frequency in a range from 1− 10 GHz
(a)). The zoom-in to the range of 1 − 2.2 GHz reveals only a small deviation between
both signals (b)).
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a reactance of XRF = 1000 Ω at 1 GHz. Hence, the previously assumed impedance
of ZRF = 0 + 50iΩ is obviously too low. Furthermore, the cable and connectors
have some impedance, so RRF = 0 Ω as an assumed resistance does not reflect
the experimental conditions. In the model, the meander line is directly excited
with a wave port, as shown in Figure 4.15. Though this provides a reasonable
result, it does not replicate the settings in the experiment. Here, the meander is
contacted to a feed line on a connector board by bonding. This feed line has an
impedance of 50Ω, which is slightly different from the meander input (Z = 45Ω).
This discrepancy and the bond wires lead to back-reflection at that position. This
should also be taken into account for a suitable model.

Enhanced model

The enhanced model replicates the conditions in the actual chip in a more sophis-
ticated way. Instead of using impedance sheets, lumped ports are introduced for
the microwave carrier and rf electrode. Here, boundaries for the impedance of the
source can be added. We choose an impedance of ZRF = 100 + 1000iΩ for the rf
port and ZMW = 50 Ω for the microwave. The feed lines for the meander electrode
on the connector board are arranged as coplanar waveguides (CPW). Due to the
ground plane below the connector board the behavior of the CPW differs slightly. A
different model for coplanar waveguides with an additional ground plane estimates
the characteristic impedance of those feed lines [99]. This model requires the height
of the substrate and the dielectric constants, as well as the dimensions of the feed
line to determine the characteristic impedance. The substrate is as mentioned
RO4350B with a height of 1524µm. The dielectric constant of this material is
εr = 3.66 at 1 GHz. To achieve a 50 Ω line we set the width of the feed line to
wCPWG = 1.3 mm and the gap size on the connector board to wgapFB = 150µm.
For the rf electrode, the electrode width is set to wRFFB = 1 mm. To improve the
connection of the gold between the connector board and the copper ground plane,
vias are inserted in the design, as shown in Figure 4.17. Furthermore, an offset
between the ion trap chip and the connector board is introduced. To accurately
determine the position of the near-field minimum, the inner part of the electrodes
and complete meander line are solved inside the volume. With the enhanced model,
the more realistic position of the magnetic near-field minimum is determined as
(xMW, zMW) = (45.1µm, 0µm). In the following, sources of possible deviations from
this value are identified.

Fabrication tolerance

Since our fabrication process involves fabrication errors, the resulting fields due
to such errors are determined. For the rf pseudopotential, such an error does
not play a role, since the model is based on the gapless plane approximation. A
correction parameter wcor is introduced, which is subtracted from the gap widths
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Figure 4.17: Enhanced model with part of the connector board, which exhibits 25µm
gold electrodes on a RO4350B substrate. The ion chip is placed on a copper platform to
achieve an offset between connector board and chip, improving laser access. Gold wire
bonds connect the chip and the connector board. To achieve a good connection of the
ground plane of the connector board to the support copper block (GND), vias are inserted.
The meander is fed via a feed line in coplanar waveguide configuration which is excited
with a wave port. The microwave carrier electrode (MWC) and the rf electrode (RF) are
excited with a lumped port. The virtual air box reduces the mesh size in the trapping
center allowing for an improved accuracy.
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and added to the electrode widths. For example, if the fabrication process leads
to electrodes widths 1 µm wider than expected, the gap width is decreased by
1 µm. The corresponding correction parameter is wcor = 1 µm. The variation of
the correction parameter goes from −1 to 2µm, leading to a variation of the gap
width from 4 to 7µm. This is a realistic range for our mask and resist parameters.
Moreover, the electrode thickness might deviate from the target value because of
issues in the electroplating process. The electroplating is not homogeneous over the
whole three-inch wafer and depends strongly on the plating time. Small deviations
of ± 1µm have been observed for the same electroplating time. A variation of the
thickness by ± 2µm is taken into account, assuming a worst case. Since the trap
is not optimized for the performance of the sideband transition, only the overlap
of the fields is of interest considering the deviations. As mentioned before, the
trapping potential does not change, so only changes in position of the microwave
near-field minimum are observed. For both errors, the position in the x-direction
varies significantly while the position in the z-direction changes by less than 0.5µm
over the whole range. The influence of both errors on the field minimum height
xMW are shown in Figure 4.18. In the worst case, this leads to a mismatch by
up to ±3µm for a perfectly overlapped design. In general, the error due to the
fabrication process should be below 0.5µm for the electrode widths and for the
height, decreasing the mismatch to below ±1µm. Any larger deviation from this
should be followed by an improvement of the fabrication process. However, a
perfect match of the field quadrupoles in position cannot be achieved, even if the
determined position were accurate to less than a few nanometers.

Figure 4.18: Dependence of the field minimum height xMW on fabrication errors. An error
due to the lithography process leading to a change of gap and electrode size, respectively,
is introduced as wcor (a). The second error occurs due to electroplating: the thickness of
the electrodes h varies here in the worst case by ±2µm. Figure b) shows the influence.
For both errors, the field minimum height changes xMW by ≈ 1µm per µm.
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Frequency dependence

All simulations are performed for the qubit transition frequency at 1082.55 MHz. In
the experiment, for sideband transitions, the microwave field will be detuned from
this carrier resonance by 0− 15 MHz. In order to understand the influence of the
drive frequency in general, a frequency sweep in a range from 850 MHz to 1800 MHz
is carried out. This range includes all frequencies of the hyperfine manifold of 9Be+,
as well as the sideband transitions, which are usually on the order of ±10 MHz
detuned from the field-independent transition. The dependence in that range is
rather small compared to the influence of fabrication errors. The position changes
by less than 0.5µm in height and 1µm in the z-direction, as shown in Figure 4.19.
For the sideband frequencies, there is a negligible difference in position, gradient
and residual field. The solutions are obtained for surface currents to simplify the
simulation model, explaining the height offset of about 0.4µm for 1082.55 MHz.
Apart from that, the parameter set is the same as before.

Figure 4.19: Position of the magnetic near-field minimum (xMW, zMW) as a function of
frequency f . The changes in height xMW (a) and z-coordinate zMW (b) are less than a
1.5µm for a change of 1 GHz and hence negligible for 10 MHz, the distance to a typical
sideband frequency.

Deviation from assumed impedance settings

For the enhanced model, the impedance for the rf and the microwave carrier
electrode was fixed to a certain value derived from the settings in the experiment.
However, these values are assumptions and can be slightly different from our best
estimate. Furthermore, transmission line theory implies a transformation of the
termination impedance over the length of the transmission line for a mismatched
termination [100]. Since the actual feed lines are much longer than modeled in the
simulation setup, the simulated termination might not reflect the actual observed
termination. In a first step, the simulations are performed with impedance sheets.
Altering the impedance of both terminations individually reveals every change for
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the model due to a mismatch in impedance. Sweeping the resistance and reactance
of the rf feed line termination shows no significant change in the position of the
near-field minimum, while both parameters of the microwave carrier feed line alter
the position significantly. A look at the central trap area explains this behavior.
The microwave carrier electrode is grounded, while the rf electrode is terminated
with an open circuit. S-parameter calculations show that about 12 % of the power
coupled into the meander is transmitted to the microwave carrier electrode, whereas
only 0.005 % is transmitted to the rf electrode. This reduces significantly the
influence of a back-reflected current from an impedance mismatch in the rf feed
line. The influence of a varying termination on the microwave carrier electrode is
shown in Figure 4.20. Altering the resistance or reactance changes the position by
up to 12µm in the z-direction and 5µm in the x-direction. Normally, the feed line
impedance should differ only little from a 50 Ω line. Microwave components in the
line will, however, always exhibit some mismatches, leading to a back-reflection at
the position of the mismatch. Estimating the impedance jump which leads to a
back-reflected current similar to the experimental value is rather difficult.

Figure 4.20: Position of the magnetic near-field minimum (xMW, zMW) as a function
of resistance RMWC and reactance XMWC with which the microwave carrier electrode
is terminated. Small deviations from the assumed impedance ZMW = 50 Ω result in a
significant change in position.
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A more intuitive picture is given by approximating the back-reflected current
by applying a small signal to each of the lumped ports. In an auxiliary simulation
the lumped ports are included and the amplitude and phase of the applied signal
are varied. The carrier electrode has a huge impact on the near-field configuration.
Small deviations of the back-reflected current on the microwave carrier electrode
lead to a significant change, not only in position but, also of the figure of merit.
Figure 4.21 shows the position dependence on amplitude and phase of a back-
reflected signal. Applying a current with a factor of ten higher in power to the rf
electrode shows a similar behavior with a significantly lower oscillation amplitude.
The oscillation is below 0.5µm and hence negligible for our purposes. Since the
back-reflected signal in the experiment can only be estimated, an exact prediction
of the near-field minimum position for this trap is difficult. Here, the error depends
strongly on the phase of the back-reflection. To reduce the influence of the microwave
carrier electrode, that electrode should be moved further away from the trap center
or removed completely.

Figure 4.21: Position of the magnetic near-field minimum (xMW, zMW) as a function of
amplitude PMWC and phase αMWC of a back-reflected current occurring from the microwave
carrier electrode termination. While extracting the dependence on the amplitude, the
phase is fixed to zero, whereas the data for the phase dependence is obtained for 1% of the
input power. To model the back-reflection, a lumped port is used to apply an additional
signal.
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From the numerical data, the possibilities to adjust and optimize the near-field
by applying a signal to the microwave electrode arises. However, this would resemble
a return to the scenario of [51], where the near-field configuration was obtained by
balancing three different currents. Although the currents needed are significantly
smaller and thus the possible error, we propose another approach to adjust the
near-field. In this approach we add a switch into the feed line of the microwave
carrier in order to fine-tune the back-reflected signal. Either the switch lets the
signal through or switches to a fixed termination with a specific impedance, ideally
set by a double-stub tuner. This microwave component adjusts the phase and
amplitude of a back-reflected signal using a transformation over the transmission
line. However, for a next design, the carrier electrode should be eliminated or placed
further away from the meander. In multi-zone trap arrays, the zones for single
and multi-qubit operations should be separated to enable high-fidelity single-qubit
addressing as discussed in [53].



Chapter 5

Apparatus

Performing experiments with trapped ions requires a complex experimental appa-
ratus. The key element of the apparatus is the ion trap itself, a surface-electrode
chip with different electrodes to provide confining potentials as well as microwave
electrodes to control the quantum states of trapped ions. Even though we perform
most operations using microwave near-fields, laser systems are still required to
perform laser cooling and fluorescence detection of the ions. Furthermore, we
operate a pulsed laser and a photoionization laser system for ablation loading of
ions. The ion trap is mounted in a vacuum chamber providing an ultra high vacuum
environment. The whole experiment is controlled with an FPGA-based control
system enabling complex experimental sequences. Here, all components required to
trap and manipulate beryllium ions are described, starting with the ion trap and
its fabrication.

5.1 SpyderTrap
The ion trap tested here is a surface-electrode ion trap with integrated microwave
quantum control. The so-called SpyderTrap is an ion trap with a surface-ion distance
of 45µm which is used to calibrate numerical simulations of microwave fields for
controlling the quantum states of the trapped ions (cf. section 4.2). The focus of
this work is to measure the magnetic field provided by a single meander electrode
for driving sideband transitions. This measurement enables a comparison to the
simulation model and potentially a calibration of the model (cf. chapter 6). The
ion trap is produced in a clean room environment using standard microfabrication
processes. We characterize the trap using surface analysis techniques such as optical
microscopy or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to estimate errors in the design
parameters due to fabrication processes, important for validating the simulation
(see chapter 4).

63
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5.1.1 Fabrication process

The process to fabricate the SpyderTrap is based on planar chip technology, well
established in atom and ion chip fabrication [101]. Here, the chip structure is
produced by electroplating gold onto a substrate with a lithographically patterned
resist. The whole fabrication process is performed in a clean room environment
to guarantee a clean and defect-free surface, essential for avoiding stray fields and
undesired field fluctuations in the trapping potential. In the following the substrate
choice as well as an overview of the fabrication process are discussed. A detailed
recipe can be found in appendix B.

Substrate

Building a microfabricated ion trap with integrated current carrying conductors
demands a thoughtful choice of the substrate material. Using a substrate with a
high thermal conductivity reduces thermal heating of the wires at the applied high
currents. Furthermore, a low power dissipation factor is desirable to minimize high
frequency losses. Table 5.1 lists commonly used substrate materials with relevant
properties for microfabricated ion traps.

Table 5.1: Substrate materials used or suggested for microfabricated ion and atom chips
at room temperature. Relevant properties such as the thermal conductivity, dissipation
factor or dielectric constant are listed with approximate values for rf frequencies [26].

Material Thermal
conductivity
(W/(Km))

Dielectric
constant

Dissipation
factor (tan δ)

AlN 180 8.5 3× 10−4

Alumina 30 9.8 1× 10−4

BN 28 4.1 5× 10−4

Diamond 2000 5.7 6× 10−4

Fused Silica 1 3.9 4× 10−4

GaAs 55 13 1× 10−3

Quartz 7 4.5 2× 10−4

Sapphire 45 11 1× 10−4

Si 150 12 5× 10−3

SiC 250 14 2× 10−1

We use polycrystalline Aluminium nitride (AlN) with a thermal conductivity of
180 W/(Km) and a power dissipation factor of 3×10−4 at rf frequencies. Considering
a high thermal conductivity only diamond and silicon carbide (SiC) are better
material choices. However, diamond is more expensive (about ten times) and SiC
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has a high dissipation factor and hence high losses for the radiofrequency and
microwave signals. Since the microfabrication equipment at the PTB clean room
facility supports only 3 inch wafers, our AlN wafers have that size and a thickness of
635µm±25µm. The disadvantages of AlN is its relatively high surface roughness of
about 50 nm. However, a careful control of the deposition rate during electroplating
minimizes the effect of the initial high roughness. An alternative is crystalline AlN,
which can nowadays be grown with a wafer size of up to 2 inches [102].

Fabrication flow

Electroplating is a chemical process in which metal is deposited onto a conductive
surface using electrolysis. The conductive surface is placed parallel to an anode
into a solution containing ionized metal atoms. Applying a negative voltage on the
conductive surface and a positive voltage on the anode side leads to a current flow
in the solution. The metal ions are deposited on the conductive surface. The whole
fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 5.1 including conditioning treatments for
the electroplating.

Figure 5.1: Fabrication process: a) Starting with cleaning the plain AlN wafer, a titanium
adhesion (2 nm) and a gold seed layer (50 nm) are deposited by thermal evaporation (b).
c) Spinning on 10µm resist with a following UV lithography step (d). After developing, a
resist mask remains (e), in which the gold is electroplated (f). The resist mask is removed
with acetone and piranha etch (g) and finally the seed gold layer and titanium layer are
etched (h).

An electroplating process requires either a metal substrate or a conductive
layer on the substrate to start the growth process. Hence, a metallic seed layer
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is deposited on the wafer to initiate the process on the non-conductive AlN. A
50 nm gold layer is deposited on top of a 2 nm adhesion layer of titanium on the
substrate by thermal evaporation. Optical lithography is used to transfer the chip
structure from a chrome mask into a photoresist. After developing the exposed
resist, the remaining structure is used as a template for electroplating. To achieve
electrodes with a thickness of 10µm, we use a positive tone resist1. Adjusting the
spin coating time enables a resist thickness of about 10µm. An additional step at
higher angular frequency reduces the resist edge bead2. A remaining edge bead
leads to near-field diffraction and, in a positive resist, to smaller features in the
resist compared to the mask. The resulting error is about 2µm and has to be taken
into account when producing the chrome mask3 for the lithography. The processed
wafer serves as the cathode during electroplating. In our home-made setup, the
wafer is attached with two contact pads to a movable mount which is connected
to a small linear engine. This arrangement is placed parallel to a titanium anode
and into the electroplating solution4. The electroplating beaker takes 0.5 l of the
solution which contains 7.5 g of gold. Connecting the anode and the wafer to a
power supply and slowly adjusting the voltage starts the process. From Faraday’s
law the time t to electroplate a specific thickness h of gold can be estimated by [101]

t =
nFSρ

αIM
h =

1010

1.1

As

m3
× S

I
h. (5.1)

Here, n = 1 is the charge number of the gold ions, F Faraday’s constant, M the
molar mass and ρ the mass density of gold. α is the current efficiency and is nearly
1 for the gold plating, while I is the current applied. S is the area which will be
plated, including connector pads. The grain size of the plated gold depends on the
electroplating rate. We choose a rate of 2 nm/s to achieve a smooth surface. After
electroplating, the wafer is removed and rinsed carefully with DI water. Acetone
removes the resist almost completely. To avoid any organic remains, the wafer is
immersed in piranha etch before wet etching. Aqua regia etches the seed layer and
usually most of the adhesion layer. The rest of the titanium can be etched with a
following piranha etch step. Removing the titanium can be challenging, if the layer
is thicker than 3 nm. In that case a strong acid - hydrofluoric acid (HF) - is needed.

One wafer contains about one hundred traps; each is optically inspected be-
fore sawing the wafer into pieces. Besides an optical microscope and a scanning
electron microscope, a profilometer is available for thickness measurement. The
characterization of the trap is described in the following section.

1ma-P 1275 from micro resist technology GmbH, Berlin
2During the spin coating process a bead is formed at the edge of the wafer. For thick film

resists this bead can have a significantly higher film thickness.
3Our mask was made by Thomas Weimann at the clean room facility of PTB via electron

beam lithography.
4Sulphite-based gold bath (Gold-SF) from METAKEM GmbH, Usingen, Germany
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5.1.2 Characterization

An optical microscope is used to locate surface defects or potential shorts and
to identify a suitable trap for operation. Furthermore, a rough measurement
of the electrode widths is possible using this technique. However, it reveals no
information about the thickness and the profile of the plated electrodes. This
information is obtained using a profilometer and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Unfortunately, these procedures can damage or contaminate the trap surface
if not done properly. To avoid any damage or contamination during characterization
we only inspect the ion chips nearby the optically selected one to extract relevant
information.

Figure 5.2: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images artificially coloured for clarifica-
tion. The measurement was performed by Peter Hinze at the PTB clean room facility. In
a) the trap structure is visible while b) shows the meander edge. Here, a mushroom-like
shape of the electrode exhibiting overgrowth is identified. The sizes of individual electrodes
are labeled in image c). Measured width of the electrodes in the central trap area of one
of the ion chips nearby the optically selected one. d) Tilting of the sample during SEM
inspection allows us to measure the electrode thickness. The thickness is measured on
a SEM test chip which exhibits only parallel lines to allow for thickness measurements.
The SEM measurement was performed on a SEM test chip taken from a different wafer
compared to the ion chip characterized in a)-c).

The profilometer is a DEKTAK profiler with a 12µm tip. In our case, it can only
be used for thickness measurement, as the electrode and gap sizes are of similar size.
Thickness measurements of gold structures with equal electroplating duration yield
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a thickness deviation of about 2µm between different wafers. Further investigations
show an additional thickness variation on the wafer itself. That variation is on
the same order and might arise from an uneven distribution of the gold in the
solution, an uneven movement during the plating process or from an uneven current
distribution. Additional stirring and quartering of the wafer before the electroplating
might reduce this issue. The unreliability of the electroplating process has to be
taken into account in designing the SpyderTrap. The thickness of the SpyderTrap
chip used in the experiment is approximately 11µm. Since the resist thickness
is only 10µm, this implies that the electrodes slightly overgrow the resist. This
leads to a mushroom-like shape. We observe this effect with the profilometer and
a SEM measurement as seen in Figure 5.2 b). Scanning electron microscopy not
only reveals the profile of the electrode structure, but a measurement of the width
is also possible and we can investigate the surface of the gold. Comparing the
surface before and after etching shows that during the etching process, the gold
electrodes are also affected. The etching leads to a slightly rougher surface and
should therefore be done only for the required time. Figure 5.2 c) shows a SEM
measurement with the widths of the center electrodes of one of the traps. We
expect the parameters of the selected SpyderTrap to be similar. Comparing all
nearby electrodes leads to the estimated parameters in Table 5.2. In our case, we
choose a trap which has a slightly overgrown structure to reduce effects of charged
particles on the dielectric. The specific shape partially blocks the undesired stray
field. Figure 5.2 d) shows one of the measured profiles with an electrode thickness
of 8µm. Sharp edges were expected; the measurement shows a different behaviour.
The current distribution in this shape might be slightly different compared to a
square shaped electrode. This might lead to a slightly changed magnetic field
distribution.

Table 5.2: Approximated parameters of the fabricated ion trap determined using optical
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. The thickness measurement reveals an
electrode thickness of approximately 11µm. The parameter indications can be found in
Figure 4.12

Electrode Width (µm)
gap 5
GND1 24
MW 15
MWC 19
RF1 16
RF2 84
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5.1.3 Trap assembly

Figure 5.3 illustrates the trap assembly with all necessary components. The ion trap
is mounted onto a copper support to reach the necessary height for optical access in
the vacuum chamber. The connection from the electrodes on the SpyderTrap to the
signal sources is done by wirebonding the electrodes onto a connector board5. This
board is made out of RO4350B and provides the rf, dc and microwave connections.
The microwave line is a 50 Ω line tapered from an SMA connector to a suitable size
for connecting the trap. The connector board is called filterboard, which alludes
to one of its functions. The dc connection lines include rf filters to suppress any
rf noise on the dc electrodes. Together with an additional filterbox outside of the
chamber, the rf filter forms a Butterworth filter [103]. The rf is connected via a pin
to an rf feedthrough while the microwave signal paths are connected via SMA cable.
These cables have an impedance of 50 Ω to reduce any impedance mismatches.
Both filterboard and trap are mounted on a copper block to supply a sufficient heat
sink which serves also as a ground plane. The SpyderTrap is glued onto the copper
mount with an epoxy6, while the filterboard is screwed onto the mount with gold
plated screws. The gold plated screws provide a good electrical connection between
the board and the copper ground. After glueing and mounting both items, the
electrodes are bonded using a ball wire bonder with 25µm gold bonds. Depending
on the current flowing through the electrodes, different numbers of bonds were used.
The dc electrodes are connected with two bonds while the microwave electrodes
are connected with at least ten bonds. These multiple bonds will support a current
of at least 1 A, while four bonds are sufficient for the rf where relatively small
currents are observed.

A Faraday cage is added onto the filterboard surrounding the SpyderTrap. This
cage is used to block any unwanted electrical fields. A gold mesh with an optical
transmission of 90% completes the cage. Optical access is available on the main axes.
The extension on the left side of the cage supports a 0.5 mm diameter beryllium
wire, the neutral atom source. The loading scheme is described in chapter 5.3.1.

5.2 Vacuum system

Single and few trapped-ion experiments are usually realized in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) chambers with pressures of about 10−11 mbar or less. In such an environment,
background gas collisions are reduced and the lifetime of the ions in surface traps can
reach several hours. To reach UHV conditions, three vacuum pumps are connected
to the main chamber with a distribution junction. Besides a turbomolecular

5Fabricated by Contag AG, Berlin, Germany
6EPO-TEK H74 from Epoxy Technology Inc., MA, USA
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Figure 5.3: Trap assembly. A SpyderTrap mounted on a filterboard inside a Faraday cage
which supports the beryllium wire as source of our ions.

pump7, we use an ion getter pump8 and a titanium sublimation pump9. The
picture in Figure 5.4 shows the complete setup. The main chamber is a six-inch
“spherical octagon”10 which contains the trap on the chip mount described in 5.1.3.
Besides the optical viewports, the vacuum chamber has three flanges with electrical
feedthroughs: SMA connections for the microwaves, the 48 pin connector for dc
and power feedthrough pins for the rf connection. We inserted four rf feedthroughs
to enable a design with three adjustable radiofrequency electrodes. In the present
setup three of the four feedthroughs are grounded, and only one is used to supply
the rf voltage for the trap. In general, only UHV-compatible components are used,
including vented screws to prevent virtual leaks.

Before assembling the vacuum chamber, all components were cleaned using an
ultrasonic bath with first DI water, then acetone and finally isopropanol. The turbo
molecular pump evacuates the chamber until a vacuum on the order of 10−8 mbar
is reached. In a first step, the evacuated chamber is baked for three weeks at
300◦C without delicate components such as the filterboard, electrical connectors
or optical viewports. The final assembly in which the chip is mounted into the
chamber is performed in a clean room environment to prevent dust and particles
from getting onto the chip structure. Now, a second baking step is performed. The

7TPS Compact V304 from Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, US
8TiTan Ion Pump from Gamma Vacuum, Shakopee, MN, US
9VACOM Vakuum Komponenten & Messtechnik GmbH, Großlöbichau, Germany

10Kimball Physics Inc.,Wilton, NH, USA
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Figure 5.4: Picture of the complete vacuum chamber including rf resonator, magnetic
field coils and vacuum pumps. The water connections for the field coils are visible while
the octagon is hidden behind the coils.

temperature is limited to 180◦C, the highest temperature the optical viewports
can withstand. The baking time is two weeks. During the second baking step, the
titanium sublimation pump is fired to prevent outgassing after the bake out. After
cooling down the chamber to room temperature, the ion getter pump is turned on
and the turbomolecular pump is disconnected. All wires of the sublimation pump
are successively fired at 45 A for five minutes a couple of times until a vacuum
level of 10−11 mbar is reached. Here, a thin titanium layer covers the walls of the
chamber and acts as a getter pump. To maintain the pressure level, the layer has
to be renewed every few months.

Magnetic field coils

Outside of the vacuum enclosure are the magnetic field coils used to define the
quantization axis and to create the required field for the field-independent qubit
(cf. chapter 3). To produce a magnetic field of 22.3 mT at the position of the ion,
the coils should be as close as possible to the chamber to minimize the required
current. Still, a power consumption of more than 5 kW has to be dissipated. We
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use directly water-cooled magnetic field coils. The design is based on the work
of [104]. Here, we use round insulated copper wires of about 2 mm diameter wound
in four layers of 18 windings each on an aluminium mount. The water flows through
the mount around the wires. For efficient cooling, PVC spacers are positioned
between the different layers. To reach the desired field of 22.3 mT, a current of
88.6 A with a voltage of 65 V is necessary. The orientation of the magnetic field is
sketched in Figure 5.5. The z-axis of the trap chip (cf. Fig. 4.12) is rotated by 12◦

counter-clockwise with respect to the magnetic field orientation.

5.3 Laser systems
The laser systems needed in a quantum control experiment highly depend on the
level structure of the ion of choice. In the case of singly ionized beryllium we need
two types of laser systems; one delivering near-resonant light around 313 nm for
Doppler cooling, repumping and detection, and the other for photoionization (PI)
of neutral beryllium. The setup presented here involves an ablation scheme for
loading ions into the trap which requires an additional laser. Figure 5.5 illustrates
the experimental beam path to the trap, including a schematic of the vacuum
chamber. In the following the loading scheme, including the PI laser system, the
Doppler cooling setup, and the imaging are described.

5.3.1 Loading

In general, the loading scheme for trapped ions consists of three basic steps:

• generating a neutral atom flux

• ionization either through electron impact or photoionization

• trapping and cooling the ionized atom

Starting with a neutral atom flux evaporated from the oven system, the atoms pass
through the photoionization laser beam which ionizes some atoms. Oscillating and
static electric fields trap the ionized atoms in all three dimensions. In the trap,
the ions interact with the Doppler cooling laser which leads to a reduction of their
kinetic energy. The scattered photons are detected via an imaging system.

The most common way to generate the neutral atom flux is a resistively heated
oven. For example, by heating a beryllium wire11 with an electric current, the
neutral atoms evaporate and can be directed to the trap via suitable shielding.
The shielding protects the trap surface from excess atom flux. Instead of using
a resistively heated oven as a beryllium source, we implemented and tested an

11The beryllium wire is wrapped around a tungsten wire. The current runs through the tungsten
wire and both wires are heated up.
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Figure 5.5: Beam paths for the 313 nm cooling and detection laser, the 235 nm photoion-
ization laser and the 1064 nm beam for the ablation loading. The infrared beam on the
beryllium wire can be observed with a CCD camera. The wire is placed in the extension
of the Faraday cage.
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ablation technique which produces a neutral atom flux. Similar schemes were shown
for example in [105]. To start the ablation process, a 1064 nm nanosecond laser
pulse12 is focused onto a 0.5 mm diameter beryllium wire which is mounted next
to the trap as shown in Figure 5.5. The beam is aligned onto the wire through a
2 mm hole in the Faraday cage. For ease of alignment, we perform the procedure
with a 1051 auxiliary continuous wave (CW) laser beam first and then overlap the
pulse laser with the auxiliary beam. An infrared CCD camera looking from the
side images the spot of the lasers (pulsed and auxiliary) on the beryllium wire. We
use the Minilite laser in single shot mode and adjust the power of the laser until a
pressure change is detected on the display of the ion pump current. Typically the
pressure rises up to about 5 × 10−11 mbar. At this level we can reliably trap with a
few pulses within seconds. The atom beam is directed to the trap via an additional
hole in the oven mount under an angle of 20 ◦. Above the trap center, the atom
beam crosses the photoionization laser under an angle of 110 ◦. This configuration
was chosen to minimize the Doppler-broadening as much as possible within the
geometrical constraints.

The direct ionization of neutral beryllium would require a photon with a
wavelength of 133 nm. Since this is in the deep UV we use a two-photon process
to ionize the atoms. A first photon with an energy of 235 nm excites the neutral
Be atom resonantly from the 2 1S0 to 2 1P1 level. A second photon then excites
to the continuum and completes the photoionization process. The 235 nm light
is provided by frequency quadrupling a commercial 940 nm diode laser/tapered
amplifier system13 with a maximum output power of 1.5 W, as described in [106].
To achieve a sufficient output power at 235 nm we set up the doubling cavities
in bow-tie configurations. Both cavities are locked with the Pound-Drever-Hall
method [107]. Figure 5.6 shows a simple schematic of the laser setup. An output
power of about 15 mW is reached. We reduce this power to about 2 mW, an
adequate power level for the ionization process. To avoid as much as possible
buildup of patch charges on the ion trap due to the UV light, a computer controlled
shutter is inserted into the beam path. The PI beam is only turned on during the
loading procedure.

The frequency for the ionization can be determined by measuring the fluorescence
from the 2 1S0 to 2 1P1 transition in neutral Be atoms. To avoid contamination
of the trap with neutral beryllium, the fluorescence measurement has been done
in a small vacuum cube. Since the atom flux due to laser pulses is rather small,
a continuous wave source at 1550 nm heats the wire for at least ten seconds. A
fraction of the 470 nm light is guided to a wavemeter to monitor the wavelength
during the measurement. The detection of the fluorescence depending on the
frequency around 638.0395 THz clearly shows the resonance, see Figure 5.7. Note,
in the small vacuum chamber the atom beam and the photoionization laser are

12Minilite I from Continuum, San Jose, CA, USA
13 TOPTICA Photonics AG, Gräfelfing, Germany
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the photoionization laser system. The 940 nm light of the
Tapered Amplifier (TA) is led through an optical isolator (OI), to reduce any back reflection
into the laser, to the first doubling cavity. The light is doubled in a PPKTP crystal and
the length of the cavity is locked by a Pound-Drever-Hall lock (PDH). The generated
470 nm light is then doubled in a second bow-tie cavity in a BBO crystal. This cavity is
again locked with a PDH lock using the modulated sidebands of the first SHG stage. The
created 235 nm light is then focused into the chamber. To adjust the wavelength for the
photoionization process, part of the 940 nm is measured with a wavemeter. We manually
adjust the frequency to the beryllium resonance by tuning the slave laser’s cavity length
via a piezo (PZT). We use here a ComponentLibrary by Alexander Franzen which is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License.

perpendicular to each other, which reduces the temperature-dependent Doppler
shift.

However, in the experimental apparatus this is not the case. We have to take
into account a slight change in the resonance frequency due to the Doppler effect.
For the loading scheme this shift is small compared to the width of the resonance.
We reliably load within a range of 1 GHz around the measured resonance. The
ability to shoot only a single pulse onto the wire to achieve sufficient atom flux
reduces the deposition of beryllium onto the chip surface compared to the common
resistive oven technique, and it saves heating time. It also allows us to minimize
the time that the photoionization laser is on and the resulting charge buildup.

5.3.2 Cooling and detection laser system

The simple level structure of beryllium ions requires only a single laser system
at 313 nm for several purposes. By tuning this wavelength with acousto-optic
modulators (AOM), cooling and detection as well as optical pumping can be
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Figure 5.7: Beryllium fluorescence measured in a small test vacuum chamber as a function
of the frequency of the photoionization laser. Since we lock and measure the 470 nm
light instead of the 235 nm, the fluorescence is shown as a function of the corresponding
frequency. We scan the laser frequency from 638.038 THz to 638.042 THz.

implemented. The complete laser system consists of three parts: generating 313 nm
light, stabilizing the frequency of the 626 nm light to an iodine line and an AOM
setup to produce the three different beams. The system is illustrated in Figure 5.8.

The generation of the 313 nm laser light is done according to the schemes
presented in [108, 106]. Sum-frequency generation (SFG) with two near-infrared
fiber lasers at 1550 nm and 1051 nm yields 626 nm light, followed by a frequency-
doubling step to reach the desired wavelength of 313 nm. Each of these fiber lasers
achieves an output power of 5 W. In our experiment we use only 2.2 W to obtain
0.5 W at 626 nm. For the SFG, both beams are focused into a PPLN (periodically
poled lithium niobate) crystal, which is temperature stabilized to 180 ◦C to ensure
phase matching. The polarization of the 1050 nm laser is adjusted with a half-wave
plate before combining both beams with a dichroic mirror. The conversion efficiency
depends on the polarization overlap and can be adjusted with the half wave plate.
The optimal spot size for the SFG is achieved by focusing the beam into the crystal.
With a rather large output beam only a single lens is required for the 1051 nm light,
whereas two lenses are needed for the 1550 nm beam. After the SFG, a dichroic
element separates the remaining infrared light from the visible 626 nm light and
the infrared light is led onto a beam dump. To stabilize the frequency, we lock
the 626 nm light to an iodine line via frequency-modulation spectroscopy. For this
purpose, a combination of a half-wave plate and a PBS (polarizing beam splitter)
picks off about 20 mW of the light, directing it to the stabilization setup. The
light is shifted by 576 MHz using an AOM in double pass configuration, and an
additional AOM shifts the pump light in the frequency-modulation spectroscopy
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lock-in
amp

Figure 5.8: Illustration of the 313 nm laser system used to generate the cooling and
detection as well as the optical pumping wavelengths. The illustration contains all three
parts of the of the system. The generation of the 313 nm includes the SFG in a PPLN
crystal and the SHG in a BBO crystal. This light is then divided into the three beams and
shifted to the mentioned wavelengths with AOMs in double-pass configuration. A typical
double-pass setup is visualized in the small black box which shows a side view of the
setup. Furthermore, the frequency-modulation spectroscopy setup to lock the wavelength
to one of the iodine lines is displayed. The box shows a side view of one AOM setup to
visualize the beam path. We use here a ComponentLibrary by Alexander Franzen which
is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License.
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Figure 5.9: Overview of optical transitions between the 2S1/2 and the 2P3/2 manifold
required for cooling, detection and repumping.

setup by an additional 40 MHz, effectively causing an additional shift of 20 MHz
relative to the lock point, which is a line in the iodine spectrum. The doubled
frequency of that iodine line is 1825 MHz red-detuned from the cycling transition,
2S1/2 |F = 2,mF = +2〉 to 2P3/2 |mJ = +3/2,mI = +3/2〉, which is used for
cooling. The remaining light is frequency-doubled by a SHG process in a BBO
crystal. To increase the conversion efficiency of the process, the BBO crystal is
placed into an enhancement cavity in bow-tie configuration, which is resonant
with the pump frequency. The locking of the length of the cavity to a multiple of
the pump frequency is realized with the Hänsch-Couillaud method [109], where
the feedback is sent to a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) mounted on one of the
cavity mirrors. We typically operate at an output power of the enhancement cavity
of about 100 mW at 313 nm, more than sufficient to supply all necessary beams.
This light is now 1192 MHz blue-detuned from the doubled frequency of the iodine
line and hence 633 MHz red-detuned from the cooling transition. To create all
necessary frequencies for cooling, detection and optical pumping, the beam is
separated into three parts: a near-resonant beam, a far-detuned Doppler beam
and a repumper. Each beam is shifted using an AOM in double-pass configuration.
The near-resonant beam is slightly detuned for state detection and Doppler cooling.
We reach the resonance frequency by shifting the frequency-doubled beam with
a 317 MHz AOM. For optimizing Doppler cooling, the frequency is red-detuned
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by half of the excited state linewidth, which is 19.4 MHz. The far-detuned beam
is 856 MHz red-detuned from the cycling transition, 2S1/2 |F = 2,mF = +2〉 to
2P3/2 |mJ = +3/2,mI = +3/2〉 using an AOM working at 110 MHz. This light is
especially necessary during loading to efficiently Doppler cool hot ions. It is also used
for repumping during the Doppler cooling. The dedicated repumper is red-detuned
by 1268 MHz from the cooling transition and drives the 2S1/2 |F = 1,mF = +1〉
to 2P3/2 |mJ = +1/2,mI = +3/2〉 transition to deplete the |F = 1,mF = +1〉
state (essential for sideband cooling). All transitions mentioned here are shown in
Figure 5.9. With the experimental control unit (cf. section 5.4.1), it is possible
to individually address all three beams and adjust the power of each beam. After
recombining the beams, they are coupled into a UV fiber [110] (see also [111]) for
mode cleaning and reduction of beam pointing effects. The beams are then aligned
into the vacuum chamber. A PBS and a subsequent quarter- and half-wave plates
set the polarization of the beams. The lens focuses the beams 45µm above the ion
trap surface in the trap center. Here, the beam width is about 30µm. Aligning the
beams parallel to the surface is important to avoid hitting the surface and hence
creating stray light and possible patch potentials.

5.3.3 Imaging system

The state detection of the ion is performed by measuring the scattered photons
from the ions. The state-dependent fluorescence is induced by the light of the
near-resonant beam and is collected by our imaging system, a combination of a
customized Sellmaier objective with a magnification of 13 and a numerical aperture
of 0.41 and a commercially available microscope objective with a magnification of 3.
The complete system is located outside of the vacuum enclosure and is illustrated
in Figure 5.10. The light is either directed onto a photomultiplier module14 (PMT)
with a quantum efficiency of about 20% at a wavelength of 313 nm or onto an
EMCCD camera15. We can switch between both detection methods with a flip
mirror. For quantitative analysis, the scattered photons are collected with the PMT.
Here, each detected photon produces a TTL signal counted by the experimental
control unit. To obtain a low-background signal from a trapped ion, it is essential
to suppress any stray light. Accordingly, an aperture is placed at the imaging plane
of the first objective to reduce stray light from the chip surface. The external stray
light is decreased by enclosing the whole detection beam path into a tube system
and by mounting a UV transmitting filter in front of the PMT.

The Sellmaier objective is mounted onto a three-dimensional motorized stage
to adjust the objective to the trap center and to change the focus position to
accommodate 235 nm and 313 nm light for alignment. The camera can be used to
align both beams. Using the image of the illuminated electrode structure, we can

14H8259-01 from Hamamatsu Photonics K.K, Japan
15iXonEM+ from ANDOR Technology Ltd., Belfast, UK
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Figure 5.10: Schematic drawing of the imaging system. The whole beam path is enclosed
in a tube system (black). In the imaging plane of the Sellmaier objective, an aperture
reduces stray light before the second magnification stage realized with a microscope
objective. The flip mirror to switch between an EMCCD camera and a PMT is placed in
the “switching box”.

determine the position of the trap center to which the beams should be aligned.

5.4 Trap electronics

Trapping ions in linear Paul traps is realized with two different kinds of fields. A
radiofrequency potential confines the ion in the radial direction while electrostatic
fields provide the axial confinement. In both cases, voltages are supplied to the
electrodes of the SpyderTrap to create the fields. An oscillator induces the rf voltages,
while the experimental control unit generates the dc voltages. Furthermore, this
unit provides the microwave pulses and schedules the pulse sequences of each
experiment, as described in the following.

5.4.1 Experimental control

The experimental control unit used in this work was developed at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in Boulder, CO. It is described in
detail in reference [103]. As part of [112], the hardware for our setup was realized
and the software ported to Windows 7 and Visual C++ 2010. Furthermore, obsolete
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build dependencies were removed through the introduction of a new NI-DAQ “glue
layer”. The unit consists of a field programmable gate array (FPGA), reconfigurable
digital logic devices which are capable of generating arbitrary logic functions. It
enables controlling the communication of the computer with hardware devices to
create three types of output signals: TTL pulses, sinusoidal and analogue signals.
With these signal forms we can control the complete experimental setup.

The TTL signals are used to execute the sequence of an experiment by switching
any operation. For example, consider switching the acousto-optic modulators in
beam paths to control laser interactions. Here, the FPGA switches the TTL output
between two logical levels, 0 V and 3.3 V, in 16 ns. The technical realization of
the experimental control limits the minimum time of such pulses, meaning any
operation is turned on/off for at least 48 ns. Besides switching TTL signals, the
FPGA is also able to count TTL pulses from PMTs, converting the fluorescence
into a count rate.

The sinusoidal signal provides the basis for the microwave pulses driving all
carrier and sideband transitions needed in the experiment. These signals are created
by direct digital synthesizers (DDS). The frequencies and phases of those signals are
set by the FPGA, which is synchronized with a 62.5 MHz reference which gives the
limit of 16 ns, mentioned above. To create precise DDS signals, an additional 1 GHz
reference is used. That reference limits the output frequency to 500 MHz according
to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem [113]. Both reference frequencies are created from
a module phase locked to a 10 MHz reference, which is provided by an ultra-stable
maser accessible at PTB. To achieve signals in the 1 GHz regime we quadruple the
frequencies after the DDS module, as described in detail in section 5.4.3.

The analogue signals provide dc voltages for the axial confinement. They
are created by a module called “waveform card” developed at NIST [114, 115].
This module allows output signals between −10 V and 10 V, sufficient for the
axial confinement provided by the dc electrodes. Signals can be changed almost
continuously with a rate of 50 MSamples/s in discrete steps of 0.3 mV. This is
important to precisely control the position of the trapped ion and hence be able
to minimize micromotion by positioning the ion at the rf pseudopotential null.
For more detailed information and characterization of the experimental control
see [103, 112, 104].

5.4.2 Trap drive

The most common way to supply the high voltages for the radial confinement of
an ion trap is by amplifying an oscillator signal with a high Q step-up resonator,
enabling voltages up to several kV. In the case of surface-electrode ion traps, the
required voltages are lower (up to a few hundred Volts instead of kV) compared to
standard 3D ion traps and can be provided by electronic circuits. This is especially
important for traps with adjustable rf voltages [116].
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In our recent trap design a single split rf electrode supplies the radial confinement
(cf. section 4.2). For this trap, we step up the signal of a HP 8640 oscillator16 using
a quarter-wave resonator in a coaxial design with a helical inner conductor made
out of copper. The rf signal is sent via rf feed lines through the top flange of the
vacuum chamber. To monitor the power, a directional coupler picks up a small
part of the voltage before the resonator. From resonance measurements, we can
determine the characteristics of the resonator and the trap capacitance. Here, the
resonator is approximated as a parallel RLC circuit, where the drive frequency Ωrf

is determined through the inductance and capacitance of the system

Ωrf =
1√
LC

.

The Q factor is then
QL = RC Ωrf ,

where R represents the resistance of the helical resonator. Fitting the data points
in Figure 5.11 leads approximately to L = 205 nH, C = 1.8 pF and an unloaded Q
factor of 424. The trap capacitance is determined to CT = 14 pF from a resonance
frequency Ωrf = 2π · 88 MHz while the loaded resonator has a resistance of about
R = 48 kΩ and a Q factor of 212. We work at a voltage of 50 V, leading to a trap
depth of approximately 39 meV and a trap frequency ωx,z of about 2π · 11 MHz.

Figure 5.11: Characterization of the helical resonator by measuring the resonance frequency
for different capacitive loads. A linear fit enables determining the characteristic inductance
L, capacitance C and the quality factor Q for the unloaded resonator. Furthermore, the
capacitance of the trap and the quality factor for that case can be determined.

To enable parametric excitation of the trapped ions, a directional coupler is
added between the HP 8640 and the resonator excitation port. The coupler is

16Hewlett-Packard Inc, Palo Alto, CA, USA
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driven in the reverse direction. A signal 10 MHz detuned from the rf drive frequency
generated by a DDS module is coupled to the rf signal, which can be scanned over
a range of a few tens of Megahertz. This leads to a trap potential modulated with
roughly the trap frequency. A more detailed description of the parametric heating
process can be found in section 6.2.2.

5.4.3 Microwave drive system

All experiments performed employ microwave pulses to address the hyperfine
states in the 2S1/2 manifold. In total four different frequencies, 853 MHz, 1083 MHz,
1240 MHz and 1398 MHz are necessary, as depicted in Figure 5.12. The experimental
control unit cannot provide these frequencies directly, since the frequencies available
are limited to 500 MHz. However, quadrupling the sinusoidal signals yields all
required frequencies. Here, the quadrupling stage as well as the main principle of
pulse generation are described.

Figure 5.12: Overview of the transitions to address in the 2S1/2 manifold. The microwave
drive system is designed to supply pulses with frequencies between 800 and 1400 MHz.

The quadrupling stage consists of two frequency doublers of the type “FK-
3000+”, low- and high pass filters of the type SLP and SHP, attenuators and
two amplifiers, ZFL − 500HLN+ and ZFL − 2000LN. All components used are
commercially available Mini-Circuits17 parts. The complete signal path is illustrated
in Figure 5.13. The first filter in the signal path eliminates any image frequencies
occurring in the sinusoidal signal from the DDS module. Before the signal is
frequency-doubled for the first time, the power level is adjusted using a combination
of attenuators and amplifiers. This is necessary, since the frequency doublers

17Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA
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require an input level between +12 dBm and +15 dBm. Undesired harmonics are
suppressed using high-pass and low-pass filters in combination. Then, the signal
is frequency doubled. The section of the signal line to the next doubler is set up
equivalently, but substituting filters and amplifiers by components with a suitable
frequency range. After the last doubling stage, a final high-pass filter suppresses all
lower frequency signals. The next step is to convert the sinusoidal signal into pulses
with an adjustable duration. We use a switch18 to multiply the signal with a square
wave. The resulting pulses can either be used to drive sideband or carrier transitions.
Depending on the application, the signals must be amplified differently. For the
former, we use a 50 W amplifier19, since the sideband electrode has an impedance of
about 40 Ω and currents up to 1 A are applied. In contrast, carrier transitions need
less microwave power. We use a 10 W amplifier20. This amplifier is not used at its
maximum output power level, but is able to drive all carrier transitions within a
few microseconds (cf. section 6.1.2). A detailed characterization of the microwave
drive system can be found in [104]. In total, three complete signal paths are set
up to provide carrier, red and blue sideband transitions simultaneously. Red and
blue sideband pulses are combined before the amplifier and fed via SMA cable to
the filterboard, where the signal line is in a coplanar waveguide configuration. The
carrier signal line is set up equivalently.

x2

x2

Figure 5.13: Complete signal path of the quadrupling stage for generating microwave
signals with the required frequencies to address the hyperfine states in the 2S1/2 manifold of
9Be+. The input level for the frequency doublers is achieved by a combination of amplifiers
and attenuators, while several filter stages eliminate undesired frequency components.

18ZASWA-2-50DR+ from Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA
19RUP15050-12 from RFHIC Bldg. 41-14, 170 beon-gil, Burim-ro, Dongan-gu, Anyang-si,

Gyeonggi-do, 431-769 Rep. of KOREA
20ZRL-1150LN+ from Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA



Chapter 6

Probing microwave near-fields
using a single ion

The surface-electrode ion trap developed in this work features a single microwave
electrode embedded into the trap structure. With the electric fields creating the
trapping potential and the magnetic near-field to address and control the ions given
by design, it is essential to accurately predict the field configuration. By measuring
the magnetic field generated by the single electrode, we are able to validate our
numerical simulations. Since no measurement techniques are available to measure
the near-field with a resolution below 1µm at a frequency of around 1 GHz a few tens
of microns above a surface [117], we probe the near-field using a single trapped ion.
Here, the ion is displaced from its null position and the magnetic field is measured a
few microns around that position. The size of the magnetic near-field map depends
on the stability regions of the trap. Before performing such a measurement, it is
necessary to localize the ion by reducing motional energy, and to prepare it in a
well-defined state. Figure 6.1 shows the relevant transitions for probing the magnetic
near-field with the ion. Micromotion compensation reveals the null position of the
rf pseudopotential and by measuring the trap frequencies, we can determine the
displacements as a function of the applied shim fields. To observe the complete
magnetic field behavior, the AC Zeeman shifts of two transitions are measured.
In this chapter, I present the experimental steps towards mapping the magnetic
near-field using a single ion, the reference measurement for the comparison with
the simulation. Furthermore, I show first exploratory results for manipulating the
field configuration by changing the termination of the microwave carrier electrode.

85
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Figure 6.1: Hyperfine levels of the 2S1/2 ground state of 9Be+ with relevant transitions
for state initialization and magnetic near-field measurement. We measure the AC Zeeman
shift on transition (B), the qubit transition and on transition (E). The hyperfine levels
are given in the |F,mF 〉 notation, as described in chapter 3.

6.1 Preparing the ion
Measuring the magnetic field created by the single meander electrode with a single
ion requires initialization of the state in which the measurement is performed. The
initialization includes cooling the ion to reduce its average kinetic energy. The ion is
initialized in the |F = 2,mF = +2〉 state of the 2S1/2 manifold of 9Be+. Microwave
pulses transfer the population to the relevant state for the measurement.

6.1.1 Doppler cooling

Doppler cooling is an essential process for trapped-ion experiments, in which the
interaction with laser light reduces the average kinetic energy. Without reducing
the kinetic energy of a trapped ion, its lifetime in the trap decreases significantly;
due to the high kinetic energy, it can easily escape from the trapping potential.
Further, cooling strongly localizes the ion and initializes the ion’s motional state.

A single laser beam is able to damp the ion’s oscillations as long as each
normal mode of the oscillation has a projection onto the beam. This laser
beam is red-detuned from a closed two-level transition, in our case the transi-
tion 2S1/2 |F = 2,mF = +2〉 ↔ 2P3/2 |mJ = 3/2,mI = 3/2〉. The interaction with
the laser beam leads to absorption and emission of photons at the frequency of the
transitions. Due to momentum conservation, both absorption and emission lead
to a momentum kick ∆p = ~k. While absorption gives a momentum kick in the
direction of the wave-vector k, the ion scatters the emitted photons statistically in
all possible directions. Hence, the emission leads to an average zero-momentum
transfer.
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Consider an ion moving with a velocity vz in a laser field red-detuned by ∆
from the atomic resonance ω0. Due to the Doppler effect, an ion moving in the
direction of the laser beam sees a frequency shifted by kzvz towards the atomic
resonance. In contrast, an ion moving away from the laser beam sees an even larger
detuning of ∆ + kzvz from resonance and hence scatters less photons. Thus, the ion
experiences a net momentum transfer which reduces the motion. The ion’s motion
reaches an equilibrium when cooling and heating through the random emission of
photons have the same rate. For a detuning of ∆ = Γ/2 with intensities well below
the saturation intensity, the so-called Doppler limit is reached. The motion of the
ion can be associated with a temperature of

kBTmin =
~Γ

2
, (6.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Γ the natural line width of the excited
state. The process described here is a simplified picture; detailed information on
Doppler cooling can be found in [88, 118, 119]. The first demonstration experiments
for Doppler cooling of ions were performed in 1978 [12, 13].

As mentioned before, to cool the ion’s motion in all directions, each normal mode
must have a non-vanishing projection onto the laser beam. In the experiment, the
laser beam is aligned with the quantization axis which is determined by the external
magnetic field ~B0. Figure 6.2 illustrates the coordinate system relevant for our
experiment. To cool not only the motion in the radial direction, the quantization
axis is tilted relative to the xz-plane of the SpyderTrap. Ideally, the tilt would be
45◦; however, then the projected parallel component of the oscillating magnetic
field decreases. As a compromise, we choose a tilt of 12◦ to achieve a high gradient
for sideband transitions. We can cool both normal modes of the radial confinement
by applying a static potential which tilts the normal modes. In the present setup,
the modes are tilted by ≈ 22◦. In this configuration we can cool each direction of
the ion’s motion.

To prepare the ion, we use two overlapping σ+ beams for Doppler cooling on the
2S1/2 |2,+2〉 ↔ 2P3/2 |3/2, 3/2〉 cycling transition at 313 nm. The first is 856 MHz
red-detuned to cool hot ions during the loading procedure and has approximately
10µW power at a 30µm waist. The second beam is detuned by approximately half
the natural linewidth of the 2P3/2 state (Γ/2 ≈ 10 MHz) and the power is about
half the saturation intensity. This beam performs Doppler cooling for slower ions
and initializes the ion into the 2S1/2 |2,+2〉 state via optical pumping. The whole
process takes about 3 ms in our experiment, mainly to limit the duty cycle for
the high power applied to the meander electrode. Actual cooling times could be
much shorter. The final cooling is performed during 10µs, where only the resonant
Doppler beam is applied. Working at the Doppler cooling limit is sufficient for
the experiments performed in this thesis. Subsequent experiments might require
cooling to the ground state, which is possible with resolved sideband cooling [120].
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Figure 6.2: We probe the magnetic field provided by meander electrode (MW) using a
single 9Be+ ion trapped 45µm above the surface. The RF and DC1−6 electrodes define
the trapping potential. Microwave transfer pulses are provided by applying a current on
MWC. The quantization axis defined by ~B0 is tilted by 12◦ with respect to the radial
plane, enabling laser cooling in all directions.

6.1.2 State initialization

Cooling the ions is one part of the state initialization, which prepares the ion in the
|2,+2〉 state in the hyperfine manifold of the 2S1/2 ground state (cf. Figure 6.1).
This state is our initial state and is used for fluorescence detection. To perform
the fluorescence detection, we tune the near-resonant Doppler beam to resonance.
Through a series of suitable microwave π-pulses1 resonant with corresponding
hyperfine transitions, we can prepare any state in the hyperfine manifold. We
determine the population of the prepared state by transferring the population back
to the |2,+2〉 state and detecting fluorescence with a PMT (see section 5.3.3). The
transfer pulses are provided by the microwave carrier electrode (cf. Fig. 6.2). The
pulse lengths are typically on the order of a microsecond. For the magnetic field
measurement, we are interested in two transitions in the hyperfine manifold to

1π-pulse refers to a pulse translating the complete population with the Rabi frequency Ω
in time τπ. For the Rabi rate, we use a convention (D. Wineland, NIST [20]) which implies
Ωτπ = π/2.
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identify the parameters for the 2D quadrupole description2 presented in section 3.3.
One is the qubit transition |2,+1〉 ↔ |1,+1〉 and the other is the transition
|2, 0〉 ↔ |1, 0〉3, (B) and (E), respectively, as indicated in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.3
shows Rabi oscillations on the field-independent qubit transition with a π-time of
τ = 0.507µs. Using the definition of the Rabi rate for a carrier transition (Eq. 3.21),
the amplitude of the magnetic field driving the transition is B = 72µT.

Figure 6.3: Rabi oscillation on the field-independent qubit transition induced by a magnetic
field provided by the microwave carrier electrode (MWC). Here, error bars indicate the
statistical uncertainties of 500 measurements.

The state initialization including shelving for the detection is schematically
illustrated in Figure 6.4 for both transitions (B) and (E), respectively. To perform
experiments on the qubit transition (B), we prepare the ion in the |↑〉 = |1,+1〉
state of our qubit by transferring the population from |2,+2〉 to |1,+1〉. After an
experiment sequence, we detect the final state by transferring the population of the
|↑〉 state back to the initial state for fluorescence detection. To avoid off-resonant
transitions from the |↓〉 = |2, 1〉 state into the 2P3/2 manifold, its population is
shelved into a far-detuned state in the F = 1 manifold of the 2S1/2 ground state,
here into |1, 0〉. Shelving increases significantly the contrast of the state detection.

For the second transition (E), the ion is prepared in the |2, 0〉 state, by transfer-
ring the population from the initial state |2,+2〉 via |1,+1〉 to |2, 0〉. In this case
we detect the population of the lower state, reversing the preparation process to
transfer its population back to the initial state for detection. Since the frequencies
of transition (C) and (D), as defined in Figure 6.1, differ only by a few MHz, the

2This 2D model characterizes the magnetic near-field in terms of five parameters such as
strength and orientation of the zero and first order terms of the magnetic near-field.

3As we will see later, the corresponding AC Zeeman shift exploited in the near-field measure-
ments is significantly different for these transitions for a field with a frequency close to a sideband
transitions of the qubit.
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Figure 6.4: State initialization and detection sequence for the two transitions used for
the magnetic field measurement. a) shows pulses needed for qubit transition (B) and b)
those for the transition |2, 0〉 ↔ |1, 0〉 (E). The black arrows indicate microwave π-pulses
for the initialization and the transfer to |2,+2〉. The shelving pulses are illustrated with
red arrows. The measured transitions are indicated with blue arrows. We shelve the
population from |2,+1〉 to either |1, 0〉 or |1,+1〉 to avoid off-resonant transitions and
hence a loss in contrast.

population in |1, 0〉 can be unintentionally transferred to |2,+1〉. We shelve this
population to |1,+1〉.

6.2 Characterizing the rf pseudopotential

Measuring the magnetic near-field distribution requires a determination of the
relative position of the ion. We measure the field relative to the rf pseudopotential
null, which can be found by compensating micromotion (cf. chapter 2). By applying
different shim fields on the dc electrodes, we are able to displace the ion in the
radial plane and measure the field at different positions. We determine the relative
displacement based on the trap parameters. This is only possible if the measured
potential is sufficiently well described by the model. We test this by measuring the
trap frequencies, which are directly related to the potential.

The potential used in the magnetic field measurement is supplied by a 2π·88 MHz
rf signal with an amplitude of 50 V and a set of dc voltages determined using certain
assumptions described in section 2.2.1. We reduce the remaining free parameters by
setting the axial frequency to 1 MHz and one of the voltages to a fixed value, here
UDC4 = 2V . The applied voltages are then UDC1 = UDC3 = −2.71 V, UDC2 = 0.86 V,
UDC6 = UDC4 = 2 V and UDC5 = −0.47 V. The resulting potential is shown in
Figure 6.5; here the axes of the normal modes of the secular motion are indicated.
The axes are tilted by 22.45◦ due to the applied DC potential. The combined
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potential leads to radial mode frequencies of 2π · 10.9 MHz and 2π · 11.16 MHz for
the low and high frequency mode (LF and HF), respectively. The trap depth is
≈ 39 meV. We determine the position of the minimum of the combined potential by
solving for the zero position of the gradient of the total potential. If that position
coincides with the rf null position which is at (xrf , zrf) = (45.7µm, 2.9µm), the ion
experiences no excess micromotion. By compensating the micromotion, we can find
the position of the rf null in the experiment, as described in section 6.2.2.

Figure 6.5: Potential of the combined dc fields and rf pseudopotential, as a function of
position in x- and z-direction in relative to the position at which the rf pseudopotential is
zero. The axis of the low and high frequency normal modes, LF and HF respectively, are
indicated as oriented in the experiment.

To displace the ion in the radial plane, an offset field ∆E is applied which moves
the ion in one of the radial directions. This offset field arises from a suitable linear
combination of dc voltages added to the applied voltages UDC1−6 . The additional
voltages are on the order of a few milliVolt. For the mapping procedure, the ion
is displaced in the x- and z-direction with a fixed step width for the added shim
fields ∆Ex and ∆Ez. We determine each position for its given set of shim fields by
setting the resulting gradient of the potential to zero:

δφtrap(r,∆Ex,∆Ez)

δx
=
δφtrap(r,∆Ex,∆Ez)

δz
= 0. (6.2)

Hence, we obtain the position in the trapping potential as a function of shim field
in terms of the pseudopotential null position at which the shim fields are zero.
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6.2.1 Secular frequency measurement

Secular frequencies can be measured by applying an oscillatory field near the
expected secular frequency to one of the dc trap electrodes. This will create an
oscillatory electric field which can resonantly drive the motion of the ion and create
large Doppler shifts through the resulting ion velocities. These Doppler shifts lead
to a loss of count rate in the ion detection and can be observed as a dip in a
frequency scan of the count rate. We measure all secular frequencies, radial and
axial, with this method. Figure 6.6 shows the measurement of the high frequency
radial mode. All trap frequencies differ only slightly from the predictable value.
Small deviations can occur due to deviations in the rf power at the trap. The
measured frequencies correspond to an rf amplitude of 48 V.

Figure 6.6: Secular frequency of the high frequency mode in the radial plane measured by
resonantly driving the ion’s motion. The resonances is at ≈ 10.7 MHz which correspond
to an rf amplitude of 48 V.

6.2.2 Micromotion compensation

To find the rf pseudopotential null, we compensate the micromotion. As mentioned
before, any displacement of the ion from the rf pseudopotential null leads to excess
micromotion. This type of micromotion can be compensated by adjusting the
dc potential φDC with shim fields. We implement two different techniques to
compensate micromotion: parametric heating [121] and the microwave approach
for rf micromotion compensation first demonstrated in [95].

Parametric heating

Parametric heating describes the process of heating the ion by resonantly exciting
the secular motion. It is based on the the principle of a parametric oscillator
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which describes the driving of an oscillation by modulating one of the characteristic
parameters of the system. Here, the trap frequency is one of the characteristic
parameters of the trapping potential. Hence, modulating the rf driving amplitude
with the trap frequency resonantly excites the secular motion of the ion which
leads to ion heating. The heating process changes the fluorescence and we can
measure the parametric resonances [121], the trap frequencies. This principle can
be used to compensate micromotion since the motion can only be excited if the
ion is displaced from the rf null position. Hence, if the parametric resonances are
detectable, the ion undergoes excess micromotion. To determine the parametric
resonances, we scan over a frequency range around the estimated values and detect
the ion’s fluorescence. By adjusting the shim fields individually for both, high and
low frequency mode, we can compensate micromotion in all radial directions. At
the pseudopotential null, the parametric resonances vanish for both radial trap
frequencies. Close to the rf null position we heat the ion for about 2 ms before
measuring the fluorescence. Figure 6.7 shows the dips for two trap frequencies
corresponding to the low frequency and high frequency radial mode, respectively.

Figure 6.7: Trap frequencies in radial plane measured by parametrically heating the
secular motions of the ion. The two resonances at 11.39 MHz and 11.64 MHz give the
frequencies for the low and high frequency mode, respectively.

Microwave approach

The microwave approach for rf micromotion compensation [95] is based on the fact
that the micromotion induces sidebands ±nΩrf , n ∈ N on carrier transitions in the
excitation spectrum. By tuning the field to one of these sidebands, we can drive
carrier transitions which depend on the amplitude of the micromotion with the
gradient of the magnetic field. Using the meander electrode offers micromotion
compensation in every direction in the radial plane due to the quadrupole-like field
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Figure 6.8: Micromotion map. Measurement of rabi rates Ωmm induced by micromotion
sidebands as a function of position in the radial plane. Here, the rf pseudopotential null
coincides with the coordinate origin. The Rabi rate of the micromotion sidebands is
proportional to the micromotion amplitude and vanishes for the compensated ion.

configuration.
The micromotion amplitude is usually described as a function of the driving

frequency Ωrf and the position rmm = (xmmex + ymmey + zmmez) · cos(Ωrf t). In
the specific case of applying a magnetic field gradient B′ provided by the meander
electrode with a frequency of fHFS + fRF, the ion senses a field oscillating at fHFS

with an amplitude Bmm given by

Bmm =
1

2
B′
(

cos βmm sin βmm
sin βmm − cos βmm

)(
xmm
zmm

)
, (6.3)

where βmm describes the orientation of the magnetic field quadrupole and fHFS

a transition between states in the hyperfine manifold of the ground state. Here,
we consider only the linear component of the 2D microwave near-field model (cf.
section 3.3) and assume a linear polarization. The resulting Rabi rate for a transition
in the hyperfine manifold is

Ωmm =
1

2
Bp
mm

µ

2~
, (6.4)

where µ is the magnetic dipole matrix element of the hyperfine carrier transition
involved and Bp

mm is the polarization component of Bmm which drives the chosen
hyperfine transition. The Rabi rate is directly proportional to the field Bmm and
hence to the micromotion amplitude. Therefore, we minimize micromotion by
minimizing the Rabi rate. For this purpose, we measure the Rabi rate at different
positions, as shown in Figure 6.8. Any radial micromotion would thus lead to
an oscillatory magnetic field at fHFS in the frame of the ion. This field would
also be oriented in the radial plane. If we use a ∆mF = ±1 transition (such as
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|2,+2〉 ↔ |1,+1〉), such a radial oscillatory magnetic field will always have a finite
projection on B0, which is oriented at 12◦ with respect to the radial plane. It would
thus always lead to Rabi oscillations on such a transition. These Rabi oscillations
can then be minimized to minimize micromotion. When using a ∆mF = 0 transition
(such as |2,+1〉 ↔ |1,+1〉), radial microwave fields perpendicular to the surface
and resulting from micromotion cannot be sensed because such fields would also be
perpendicular to B0. Nevertheless, such transitions can serve as a valid cross-check.
At the rf null position the Rabi rates vanish in the ideal case. However, in the
experiment, the scanning range is limited to 2 ms. Hence, any rabi rate below
≈ 80 Hz is not measurable. With a gradient as high as 50 T/m, this correspond to
a micromotion amplitude below 1 nm.

Based on these measurements, the shim field settings to compensate micromotion
in the SpyderTrap are known, as well as the rf null position. Next, we measure the
magnetic field around the null position by exploiting AC Zeeman shifts.

6.3 Measuring the magnetic near-field
The magnetic field provided by the meander conductor is characterized by measuring
the AC Zeeman shift induced on the hyperfine states of the ion by an oscillating
magnetic field. Such a shift can either be measured by Rabi spectroscopy [122]
or the Ramsey method presented in [95]. We employ here the latter because the
required experimental sequence can be implemented in an easy automation routine.

6.3.1 Ramsey method

The Ramsey method developed in [95] is a conventional Ramsey sequence with
a spin echo pulse separating the interferometer into two “slots” , an energy shift
inserted into one “slot” of the interferometer, as well as a spatial displacement of
the ion within each interferometer “slot” to be able to measure the influence of the
near-field as a function of position. The basic procedure can be described as follows:
The ion is prepared in a state |a〉 in the hyperfine manifold of the ground state
S1/2. We irradiate a π/2-pulse resonant with a transition to the state |b〉, and then
apply the microwave drive on the meander electrode for a variable time TMW at a
frequency 10 MHz detuned from the qubit transition (B). Through the resulting
AC Zeeman shift, the near-field will induce a dephasing of the superposition with
respect to an internal clock running at the unperturbed atomic transition frequency.
The dephasing can be measured with a second π/2-pulse with an appropriate phase
and by measuring the population in |a〉 as a function of the drive time TMW . To
reduce the effect of magnetic field fluctuations slower than the experiment time of
about 500µs and only measure the dephasing due to the oscillating magnetic field,
the experiment makes use of a spin echo. The sequence is illustrated in Figure 6.9
a). For measuring the magnetic field as a function of position, the sequence is
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extended by adding the displacement before and after applying the microwave
field of the meander (see Figure 6.9 b)). By performing cooling, preparation and
detection operations as well as the π- and π/2-pulses at the rf null position, we can
make sure that preparation and manipulation are always done consistently. Note
that the Ramsey method does not directly reveal the sign of the AC Zeeman shift.
This is not relevant for the near-field measurement; here we use the positive sign
for the net shift.

Figure 6.9: Ramsey method to measure microwave near-fields. a) Pulse sequence to
measure the magnetic field of an oscillating signal through phase accumulation from the
induced AC Zeeman shift while the ion is in a superposition state of |a〉 and |b〉. The first
π/2-pulse sets the ion into the superposition state. The microwave pulse detuned from a
transition resonance ω0 by ω± is applied for a time TMW. The spin echo π-pulse reduces
the influence of magnetic field fluctuations. The accumulated phase is then measured
with a second π/2-pulse and by detecting the population in |a〉. b) shows the extended
version, in which the displacement of the ion is included. Here, the ion is moved by δr
before and after the microwave field is applied, so that the phase accumulation can be
measured at different positions.

To characterize the complete field using the 2D microwave near-field model
described in section 3.3, we measure the AC Zeeman shift on different transitions in
the hyperfine manifold 2S1/2. By choosing two transitions which depend differently
on the field components, we are able to reconstruct the parameters of the model.
The signal applied to the microwave meander electrode inducing the AC Zeeman
shift is 10 MHz blue-detuned from the qubit transition. We choose to measure
the induced energy shift on |2, 0〉 ↔ |1, 0〉, since the corresponding shift depends
nearly equally on all field components. For this transition (E) (cf. Figure 6.1), the
near-field is red-detuned from all contributing transitions allowed by selection rules,
leading to a blue net shift of (E). For the qubit transition, the near-field applied
to MW is blue-detuned from the transition frequency, resulting in a red shift of
that transition due to the π-component of the field. Since the near-fields in our
experiment are mostly linearly polarized, σ+ and σ− contribute roughly equally.
This leads to a red shift of the qubit transition as a result of the blue-detuned
off-resonant coupling to (A) (cf. Figure 6.1). There will also be a strong blue
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shift of the qubit transition as a result of the red-detuned off-resonant coupling
to (C) and (D). Hence, the π-component of the field induces a strong red shift
while the blue shift as a result of the σ-components is rather weak. The spatial
structure of the AC Zeeman shift for these two transitions is significantly different.
To visualize this idea, we plot the shift induced by a quadrupole field using the
simulated magnetic field data. Figure 6.10 shows the pattern of the corresponding
AC Zeeman shift δfAC as a function of x and z. The different spatial behavior
allows us to obtain complementary information about the magnetic field. Transition
(E) reveals information about the strength of the gradient B′ and the residual field
B and the position of the minimum, whereas the qubit transition allows us to
extract the spatial orientations α and β and the polarization ψ. The AC Zeeman
shift of transition (E) should exhibit a minimum close to the field minimum of | ~B|
while the qubit transition exhibits a more complex structure due to the interplay
of the red and blue shifts from the π- and σ-components.

Figure 6.10: AC Zeeman shift induced on different transitions based on the field provided
by the numerical simulation. a) shows the pattern for the shift induced on the qubit
transition. The influence of the parallel field B‖ is here predominant. The AC Zeeman
shift on the transition |2, 0〉 ↔ |1, 0〉 transition exhibits a clear minimum. The shifts are
plotted as a function of x and z.

In the experiment, we measure the magnetic field provided by the meander
electrode (MW) a few microns around the magnetic field minimum. The AC Zeeman
shift on transition (E) exhibits a minimum close to that minimum. By measuring
AC Zeeman shifts over a large region around the rf null position, the rough position
of that transition minimum can be determined. Around the field minimum, the
resolution is increased significantly to about 0.25µm to achieve an appropriate
precision concerning the strength and orientation of the applied magnetic field.
The shift on the qubit transition is measured in the same region with identical step
size of the electric shim fields. The measured AC Zeeman shift for both transitions
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Figure 6.11: AC Zeeman shift δfAC induced on a single 9Be+ ion by the magnetic near-
field of the meander electrode. The two rows show the data for |2,+1〉 ↔ |1,+1〉 and
|2, 0〉 ↔ |1, 0〉, respectively. The first column shows the measured shift probed with a
single ion. White areas indicate areas in the radial plane where we cannot stably trap
ions. The second column shows the result of the least square fit based on the 2D near-field
model 3.3.

is shown in Figure 6.11. The left-hand side shows the actual measured data as a
function of ion position, whereas the right-hand side is the least square fit of the
AC Zeeman shift resulting from the 2D near-field model. Besides the parameters
in equation 3.25, in addition, we use the position of the field minimum, x0 and
z0, as fitting parameters. The data for transition (E) was taken at a power level
approximately 6 dB higher than applied for the qubit transition in order to increase
AC Zeeman shifts for that level. Hence, we include the experimental power ratio
between the two transition in the fitting procedure. The fitting reveals a ratio of
6.47(15) dB. We scale the measured and fitted data in Figure 6.11 to the power
level of the qubit transition. For reference, the power level of the qubit transition
corresponds to a magnetic field gradient of B′ ≈ 45 T/m whereas the data for
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transition (E) was taken with a gradient of B′ ≈ 94 T/m. The corresponding
residual fields are 393µT and 825µT, respectively. The figure of merit is then
η = 0.001, which is power independent. This value is rather low because the trap
design was not optimized for a good figure of merit. As assumed, the magnetic
field is mostly linearly polarized, ψ = 4.3(1.2)◦. We extract an angle of α = 31.1(3)
determining the orientation of the residual field and an angle of β = 109.1(11.5)◦

describing the orientation of the quadrupole gradient matrix in the radial plane. The
field minimum is at (x0, z0) = (−0.8,−45.3)µm, which deviates by approximately
0.3µm in x and by 3.7µm in z-direction from the rf null position which is determined
with electrostatic simulations and the pseudopotential approximation. Comparing
the experimental and fitted data reveals a good agreement of our 2D model with
the measured data (cf. Table 6.1).

6.3.2 Termination dependence

Numerical simulations show that back-reflected currents have a huge impact on the
near-field configuration, especially on the position of the field minimum. While the
effect of back-reflected currents on the dc and rf electrodes is negligible, a small back-
reflection on the microwave carrier electrode changes the near-field significantly (cf.
section 4.2.5). To estimate the current, we measure the S-parameters on the SMA
feed-throughs for the microwave carrier and the meander electrode. Specifically,
the S12 parameter is of interest. That parameter describes the signal which is
transmitted to the carrier electrode while applying a signal to the meander electrode.
At the qubit frequency f = 1082.55 MHz, the S-parameter is S12 ≈ −9dB. Hence,
≈ 12.6% of the power coupled into the meander is transmitted to the microwave
carrier electrode. A fraction of that power is reflected back into the structure.
Ideally, the feed lines for both electrodes are perfect 50 Ω line and no back reflection
occurs. However, any transition can lead to a small mismatch and hence to a
back-reflection. In the experiment, we assume that about 4% of the power coupled
from the meander to the carrier electrode is reflected back into the structure.
Numerical simulations predict that when the back-reflection changes, the position
of the magnetic near-field minimum varies.

We test the position dependence by terminating the carrier electrode directly
at the SMA feed-through on the vacuum chamber. The transfer π-pulses are then
provided by the meander electrode. A fast switch4 changes the signal path, so
either the carrier or the sideband signal is sent to the meander electrode. This is
necessary, since the power level for the two transitions differs strongly. We measure
the AC Zeeman shift on transition (E) with different termination impedances of the
microwave carrier electrode. The corresponding shifts exhibit minima at slightly
different positions depending on the termination. To ensure that the minimum
is still within the trapping potential, we choose terminations with an impedance

4ZASWA-2-50DR+ from Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA
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Figure 6.12: AC Zeeman shift δfAC induced by the magnetic field provided by the meander
electrode for different termination of the carrier electrode. The shift is given as a function
of shim fields ∆Ex and ∆Ez moving the ion in the radial plane. a) is the shift for a 50 Ω
termination, whereas b) is for 40 Ω and c) for 30 Ω. The carrier electrode is terminated
directly at the feed-through of the vacuum chamber. For these measurements, carrier
transitions for the state initialization are provided by the meander structure.

of 50 Ω, 40 Ω and 30 Ω. The resolution is chosen slightly different for these three
measurements, since we are only interested in the qualitative behavior. The shifts
are given as a function of shim fields relative to the rf null. A close look at the
measured data, shown in Figure 6.12, indicates a variation of the position of the
minimum. Decreasing the termination shifts the minimum position to the right-
hand side and hence closer to the rf null position. Hence, the predicted influence
of the back-reflected current on the microwave carrier electrode can also be seen
in the experiment. This influence makes it difficult to predict the actual position
of the near-field minimum, since the back-reflected current can only be estimated.
Enhanced version of the presented trap should reduce this influence by removing
the carrier electrode from the trap center. Nevertheless, in the current trap design,
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we can use this aspect to our advantage by using it to overlap the electric and
magnetic field by adjusting the back reflection. Inserting a switch into the feed
line of the carrier electrode and driving it reverse allows for switching between
the signal path and a termination. Ideally, this termination is adjustable to tune
the back reflection. Double-stub tuners allow to adjust the termination and hence
the back reflection. This might be necessary if in the future the trap is used to
implement sideband cooling and entangling gates based on sidebands.

6.4 Comparison with simulations

Probing the magnetic near-field using a single ion allows to determine the character-
istics of the field provided by a single meander electrode. Fitting the measured AC
Zeeman shift of two different transitions to the 2D near-field model (cf. section 3.3)
gives the five fit parameters characterizing the field. By comparing the values
extracted from the fit with simulations, we are able to validate our numerical simu-
lations. We compare the measured data with the simulated data achieved within
the enhanced simulation model, described in section 4.2.5. For the simulation, we
assume an electrode thickness of h = 11µm and a gap size of 5µm approximated
from the fabrication characterization. We further assume that about 4% of the
power coupling from the meander to the microwave carrier electrode is back-reflected
into the structure. Table 6.1 list the fitting parameters including the position of the
near-field minimum for the experimental and the simulation data. The parameters
of the simulation depend strongly on the power and the phase of the back reflected
current in the microwave carrier electrode. We obtain best agreement for a phase
of 110◦ at the lumped port. The value for the simulated data in Table 6.1 are for
that specific phase. As shown in the Table, the agreement between simulation and
experiment is at the sub-micron and few-degree level. The fitted and simulated
data for both transitions are shown in Figure 6.13. The small deviation in position
can be seen as well as the mismatch of the quadrupole orientation.

Table 6.1: Parameters of the microwave near-fields according to the 2D near-field model
developed in section 3.3. The parameters are determined from simulations and from
experimental measurements of the AC Zeeman shift.

Parameter Simulation Experimental data
B/B′ 8.5µm 8.7(1.0)µm
ψ 6.4◦ 4.3(1.2)◦

α 24.3◦ 31.1(3)◦

β 99.9◦ 109.1(11.5)◦

x0 45.5µm 45.3(1)µm
z0 −0.8µm −0.8(2)µm
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the fitted and simulated AC Zeeman shift δfAC for both
measured transitions. The two rows show the data for |2,+1〉 ↔ |1,+1〉 and |2, 0〉 ↔ |1, 0〉,
respectively. The fitted data is on the left-hand side (a) and c)) and the simulated on
the right-hand side (b) and d)). The simulated data is scaled for comparison with the
measured data.

The deviation due to the back-reflection and fabrication errors makes an accurate
prediction of the position of the field minimum difficult. However, fabrication errors
are easier to handle; the variation can be reduced to less than 0.5µm by optimizing
the fabrication process. The deviation in the position is then on the same order.
The influence of the back reflection can be reduced by removing the microwave
carrier electrode from the trap center. Another issue is the accuracy of the assumed
spatial position of the ion as a function of trap voltages. The position is estimated
from electrostatic simulations and the pseudopotential approximation. Taking all
these effects into account, our enhanced simulation model reflects the measured
data with a surprising accuracy. The quality of the prediction has to be tested
by designing a successive ion trap with the same simulation model. Ideally, the
position in the new design should not depend so strongly on back-reflected currents,
which are difficult to estimate.
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6.5 Observation of motional sideband transitions
The single meander-shaped electrode designed in chapter 4 is meant to provide
the field configuration to induce the spin-motional coupling essential to carry out
multi-qubit operations. Even though the magnetic field measurement reveals a
rather high residual field, we are able to resolve the corresponding motional sideband
frequencies very well. With a frequency of about 2π · 11 MHz, the sidebands can
be separated from the broad carrier transition as shown in Figure 6.14 for the red
sideband transition. This is the fundamental step towards entangling operations in
our experiment. The next steps would be to show if we can implement sideband
cooling using the meander electrode.

Figure 6.14: The red sideband frequency can easily be resolved at a frequency around
11.5 MHz. The deviation from the measurement in Figure 6.7 occurs due to a slightly
different power level of the rf signal.
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Chapter 7

Advanced designs for
multi-qubit operations

The main goal of this work was to develop a surface-electrode ion trap with a single
electrode providing the microwave near-field for multi-qubit operations. To achieve
an overlap of the magnetic near-field with the trapping potential by design, a
reliable simulation model was essential. The model presented in this work shows an
excellent agreement with the experimental data. The next step towards high-fidelity
gates is a new trap design optimized for sideband transitions. Based on the obtained
results, an enhanced design is developed. Another step to improve the trap design
is to integrate the single electrode into multi-layer traps, possibly improving the
near-field due to a superior current distribution in the meander and the ground
planes. The microwave control can also be improved by embedding the meander
into a resonant structure. First results from an improved design are presented here.

7.1 OctoTrap
The ion trap design developed here provides the magnetic near-field configuration
for inducing spin-motional coupling with a single microwave electrode, shaped
as a meander. The so-called SpyderTrap is the first functional trap with such
a simple electrode configuration for integrating the quantum control. However,
the main purpose of that design was to validate our simulation model. It was
not really optimized for the best performance in the context of motional sideband
transitions and quantum logic gates. This is, in fact, only possible now, after taking
into account the experimental feedback from the SpyderTrap. The challenge of
overlapping the field minimum with the pseudopotential null requires an excellent
prediction of both positions. Probing the magnetic field distribution shows that
the enhanced model described in section 4.2.5 predicts the position of the magnetic
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field minimum reasonably well. Based on these results, one can now attempt
to optimize a subsequent ion trap design for sideband transitions by using the
optimized parameters in section 4.2.2. By using the enhanced simulation model,
the overlap of the electric and magnetic near-field should be possible within a few
hundred nanometers, as long as the fabrication errors are reduced to the required
level (cf. section 4.2.5). Even though this would lead to a significantly better ratio
of sideband to carrier transition Rabi rates, the problem with the back-reflected
currents in the microwave carrier electrode is not solved (cf. section 4.2.5). The
results obtained in the magnetic near-field measurement as well as the simulations
show a strong dependence on the back-reflected current from small impedance
mismatches in the microwave carrier electrode feed line. A back-reflection of only
4% of the power transmitted from the microwave meander electrode to the carrier
electrode shifts the magnetic near-field minimum by a few microns depending on
the phase of that back reflection. Due to the poor predictability of this behaviour,
the carrier electrode should be removed entirely from the chip design or moved
out of the trapping center. Even though removing the microwave electrode avoids
this problem entirely, we consider the latter option since it allows for driving fast
carrier transitions independent of the meander electrode. Moving the carrier out of
the central trap area does not affect the ability to drive carrier transitions. The
resulting changes in the design require a complete analysis of the new geometry.
The name of the new chip design is OctoTrap.

In the new trap geometry, the microwave carrier electrode (MWC) is moved
out of the central trap area to the edge of the chip. Towards this end, part of
the former ground electrode (cf. Figure 4.12) is transformed into a grounded
microwave electrode by dividing the ground plane with a small gap, as shown
in Figure 7.1. However, removing MWC eliminates the symmetry in the trap
center and reduces the amount of available parameters for optimizing the near-field.
Previous simulations show that the width in-between the meander segments has
the strongest influence on the figure of merit (cf. chapter 4). For a certain value,
the figure of merit is maximized. That value differs slightly for different designs.
However, these simulations show that the width of that segment corresponding
to the optimal figure of merit is below 8µm (cf. chapter 4). For example, in
the SpyderTrap design it is 6µm. The fabrication process developed in this work
does not allow for electrode widths below 10µm while maintaining an electrode
thickness of h = 10µm. However, an improvement of the fabrication process by
using a different photo resist allows to set the lower fabrication limit to 8µm
width electrodes. Hence, we fix the width in-between the meander segments to
wRF1 = wGND1 = 8µm to obtain the best figure of merit possible within the
fabrication constraints. This unfortunately yields a significant problem. Only two
parameters, wMW and wRF2 , are available to overlap the quadrupole fields and
these parameters change the height of the magnetic near-field minimum and the
ion-to-surface distance nearly equally. This does not allow for an overlap of both
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Figure 7.1: Design of an improved version of the SpyderTrap. In the so-called OctoTrap
the microwave carrier electrode (MWC) is moved to the edge of the chip. To achieve
an overlap of the electric and magnetic field quadrupole, an additional ground segment
GND2 is inserted in the design, shown in b).
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quadrupole fields. A first parametric sweep reveals a minimum distance between the
field minimum and the ion’s position in the x-direction of about 3µm. None of the
available parameters can be adjusted sufficiently to compensate for that distance.
Also, slightly increasing wRF1 and/or wGND1 does not significantly improve the
overlap. Only changing the electrode thickness by about a factor of two could lead
to an overlap of the fields. Although the improved fabrication process increases
the aspect ratio of electrode width to thickness to about 1 : 2, more than 15µm
cannot be fabricated reliably for electrode widths of 8µm. Hence, an overlap in
this design is not feasible. To overcome this issue, the symmetric design in the trap
center is re-established. The former carrier electrode is now part of the ground
plane. Simulation results reveal a better figure of merit by cutting the ground on
one side of the central trap area (see Figure 7.1 a)). Adding an additional ground
part restores the symmetry and more importantly decreases the height of the field
minimum. Furthermore, adjusting the width of that electrode and the width wRF2

independently enables an overlap of the fields. The final design is obtained by
determining the height of the magnetic near-field minimum based on the width
of the meander electrode and subsequent adjustment of wRF2 and wGND2 . The
latter changes mainly the position of the field minimum; it does not influence the
rf potential. wRF2 is optimized to obtain an overlap in the z-direction. Slightly
adjusting the thickness of the electrodes yields a simulated overlap within a few
100 nm. We have, however, not considered the influence of back-reflected currents
on the re-designed carrier electrode yet to see if the redesign holds its promise.

In the validation of the enhanced model, we have assumed that the back-
reflection amounts to 4% of the power coupled from the meander to the microwave
carrier electrode. This assumption lead to an excellent agreement of simulation and
measurement if the phase of that current is chosen appropriately (cf. section 6.4).
Although the assumption is reasonable, the simulation model might still have slight
deviations in the prediction of the position since the amplitude and phase of the
back-reflected current are only estimated. Small deviations from that value lead to
a significant change in position (cf. section 4.2.5). Moving the microwave carrier
electrode out of the trap center to the edge of the chip reduces this influence
significantly. Here, the position changes by less than 0.3µm, assuming a current
on MWC which has 1% of the power coupled to the meander. Compared to the
SpyderTrap, this deviation is reduced by one order of magnitude (cf. Figure 4.21).
This is mainly due to the fact that for the same nominal current on the carrier
electrode, the magnetic field seen by the ion is substantially smaller than for the
SpyderTrap. Moreover, the coupling between the microwave electrodes is slightly
decreased, which leads to an additional factor of two in power. In total, the influence
of a back-reflected signal on the microwave carrier electrode is reduced to the same
level as the influence of errors in the fabrication process. Probing the near-field of
the OctoTrap will give more insight about the accuracy of the simulation model.
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7.2 Multi-layer traps

Multi-layer traps have a high potential for scaling up the architecture of a simple
ion trap to a quantum information processor, as discussed in [28]. Although the
fabrication is difficult, these traps are necessary for large-scale devices required
for quantum simulation and quantum information. Multiple metal layers extend
the possibilities for arranging the different electrodes for trapping and controlling
ions [123]. Having multiple layers enables an improved design for the integrated
microwave approach by using the lowest layer solely for delivering microwave signals
to the trap center. For the single-electrode design, it can further reduce the residual
field by placing the turning segments S4 and S5 (cf. Figure 4.2) in the lowest layer
and the other parallel segment in the upper layer. The basic idea is illustrated
in Figure 7.2 for a single-site ion trap. The modified current distribution in the
multi-layer structure should improve the figure of merit due to a reduced residual
field. Furthermore, implementing the single microwave electrode design in a scalable
architecture is only possible with multiple layers; in a single layer, the rf potential
is always interrupted at the turning points of the meander. In a first step, we
investigate a three-layer design. Here, only the microwave feed line and the ground
plane are in the lowest layer. All trapping electrodes are in the top layer. This
simplifies the fabrication process.

Fabrication

There are several approaches of fabricating multi-layer ion and atom chips [124, 101,
125, 126, 127]. In a first attempt, we develop a fabrication process which extends
our single-layer fabrication. The general idea is to grow each metal layer using the
electroplating process for the single layer and use polyamide as an insulation layer
between the first and third layer. Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) can be
used to planarize the polyamide enabling a smooth top layer. Figure 7.3 shows the
first results of fabricating the multi-layer ion trap in the PTB clean room facility.
The lowest layer is grown on a silicon substrate with high resistivity (10 kΩ m)
with an additional insulation layer of silicon nitride (SiN). The individual steps are
similar to those for a single-layer, but they differ due to a different choice of photo
resist. The second layer, mostly consisting of vias, is grown with the same process
onto the first layer, repeating all of the steps. The next step is to spin on and
planarize polyamide filling the gaps in the first layer and creating the insulation
layer. The third layer is then grown onto that insulation. To start the electroplating
process for the last layer, gold and an adhesion metal must be evaporated on the
polyamide layer. In a last step, we plan to etch the polyamide in the gaps to reach
high aspect ratio for the electrode heights. This reduces the effect of electric stray
fields due to accumulated charges on the dielectric substrate.
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Figure 7.2: Multi-layer design for a surface-electrode ion trap with a single trapping zone
and a single microwave electrode providing the near-field used to induce spin-motional
coupling. The microwave electrode is highlighted in yellow. The feed line of the meander
is in the lowest layer, whereas the parallel segments S1−3 are in the upper layer. To reduce
magnetic near-field in axial direction, the turning elements are placed in the lowest layer;
vias connect the upper and lower layer. Arrows indicate the current flow direction in the
meander electrode.
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Figure 7.3: First fabrication results towards a multi-layer design. a) shows a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image from a 5× 5 mm2 ion trap chip. The two layers shown
are grown using electroplating. In the zoom-in (b) the shape of the lower layer and the
vias are shown. We grow the gold electrodes (Au) on silicon substrate with a Si3N4

insulation layer. The image is artificially coloured for clarification. SEM images are taken
by Peter Hinze at the PTB clean room facility.

First simulation results

In a first simulation run, we investigate whether the proposed meander design
improves the ratio of sideband to carrier transition Rabi rates (cf. Eq. (4.1)). A
complete chip design is considered for the investigation. We sweep the electrode
sizes in the trap center including the heights of the individual layers. Optimizing
all parameters leads to a maximum figure of merit η ≈ 0.15. The sweep of the
parameter with the strongest influence is shown in Figure 7.4 a). For comparison,
Figure 7.4 b) shows the sweep of the same parameter for the single-layer design.
Although the latter reaches a better ratio of sideband to carrier transition Rabi rats,
which is described by the figure of merit, the multi-layer design is advantageous.
As mentioned before and discussed in section 4.1.1, the fabrication limit for the
electrode width is 8µm. As a result, the optimal value for the single layer design
cannot be achieved and the best ratio decreases from η ≈ 0.24 to η ≈ 0.05.
The most interesting fact arising from using multi-layers is that the changed
current distribution shifts the optimal electrode size from wRF1 = 6µm for the
single-electrode design to wRF1 = 10µm, which lies inside our fabrication range.
Under these constraints, multi-layer designs are significantly better regarding
efficient sideband transitions. A figure of merit three times higher can be reached.
Nevertheless, the comparison was done without accounting for boundary conditions
for the electrodes, and without overlapping the near-field minimum with the ion’s
position. To obtain a decent design, a complete simulation run including boundaries
and an optimization of the aforementioned overlap has to be performed.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of multi- and single-layer ion trap design. After optimizing
the geometry, the parameter with the most influence wRF1 is swept around the optimal
electrode size for both designs. a) shows the data for the multi-layer design and b) the
data for the single-layer design. In general, the single-layer design reaches higher value
for the figure of merit η. However, taking fabrication limits into account, the best figure
of merit is reached with the multi-layer design since the lower limit for the electrode size
is 8µm. The grey area indicates feasible electrode widths.

7.3 Impedance matching
The surface-electrode ion trap developed in this work provides the microwave near-
field configuration essential for multi-qubit operations through a single microwave
electrode integrated into the trap design. That single electrode is grounded as close
as possible to the trap center to eliminate any phase differences between the applied
and the back-reflected microwave signals. The S-parameter measurement shows that
at a frequency of 1082.55 MHz approximately 90% of the power is back-reflected
towards the amplifier. To reduce the power loss, the microwave electrode and hence
the ion trap can be embedded into a resonant structure. That structure is either
realized with a half- or quarter-wave resonator [69] or using an impedance matching
network. Due to the enhancement of the current in such a structure, we reach
significantly higher current and thus field gradients for the same input power. With
impedance-matched networks it is possible to build a resonant structure around
the ion trap with lumped elements in such a way that almost the complete applied
power is transmitted into the trap. In a NTH1 project, first attempts to design
such a network based on lumped elements have been investigated in cooperation
with the TU Braunschweig. An interdigital gap capacitor embedded in the feed line
is able to form a resonant structure with the grounded meander electrode in the ion
trap, as shown in Figure 7.5. Carefully designing this capacitor yields a resonance
at the qubit transition frequency for the combined system. The bandwidth of this
resonance should be at least 30 MHz to account for sideband frequencies.

1Niedersächsische Technische Hochschule
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Figure 7.5: Impedance matching for an ion trap with a single microwave electrode.
Embedding an interdigital gap capacitor in the feedline of the meander electrode allows
for building a resonant structure with which the current in the ion trap can be enhanced.
Vias connect the ground of the feed line to an underlying ground plane.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The work presented in this thesis focuses on the integration of a single microwave
electrode into the design of a surface-electrode ion trap. That electrode induces
spin-motional couplings necessary to implement multi-qubit operations. The near-
field approach requires a small field amplitude and a high gradient to induce such a
coupling. First numerical simulations show that a single meander-shaped electrode
is able to provide such a field configuration. The field amplitude is minimized
for a certain geometric arrangement. To compare the near-field patterns from
simulations and measurements, a 2D microwave near-field model characterizing the
field pattern was developed. Our model fully describes the properties of a magnetic
field near a local minimum through five parameters. These parameters characterize
the strength and orientation of the residual field at the minimum as well as of the
gradient. The fifth parameter describes the phase between the real and imaginary
part of the field and hence the polarization. This model is the basis of the fitting
procedure used for numerical and simulated data.

Numerical simulations are essential for designing ion traps with integrated
microwave quantum control structures, since the electrodes are embedded in the
trap structure and the qubit splitting is typically in the GHz regime. At such high
frequencies, the proximity and skin effect play a significant role. State-of-the-art nu-
merical simulation account for both effects and allow for an accurate determination
of the field configuration. Several simulation models describing the trap design in
different stages have been developed. All simulations presented were performed for
the transition frequency of a first-order field-insensitive transition in the hyperfine
manifold in the ground state of 9Be+. This transition occurs at a 22.3 mT bias
field between the energy levels |F = 2,mF = +2〉 and |F = 2,mF = +1〉, which are
defined as the qubit states.

The surface-electrode ion trap design requires an overlap of the magnetic near-
field minimum and the position of rf pseudopotential null by design. An additional
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microwave electrode was inserted into the design to drive fast carrier transitions.
To precisely determine the position of the magnetic near-field, it was necessary
to include the boundary conditions for each electrode. These conditions needed
to reflect the settings in the experimental setup. Due to a simplified assumption
for the boundary conditions applied to the electrode, the overlap of the magnetic
quadrupole field and the trapping potential in the final calibration trap, the
SpyderTrap, deviates by a few microns. However, an improved model including
ports for the microwave carrier electrode and rf electrodes reflected the actual
experimental settings in a reasonable way. This model shows that the magnetic
near-field is extremely sensitive to small back-reflected currents coming from the
microwave carrier electrode. In particular, the position depends on this current,
complicating an overlap of the magnetic near-field and the ion’s position. To reduce
this dependence, the microwave carrier electrode should be removed or moved away
from of the central trap area in a subsequent design. The design of the OctoTrap
is an optimized chip geometry, in which the microwave carrier electrode is moved
away from the central trap area. The effect of the back-reflection is here reduced
to the level of fabrication errors.

To determine how precisely the field configuration can be predicted with nu-
merical simulations, the magnetic near-field distribution provided by the meander
was measured. A single 9Be+ ion served as a high-resolution quantum sensor
to measure the magnetic field distribution through energy shifts induced in the
hyperfine structure of the ground state. By shifting the ion in the radiofrequency
potential using small electrostatic shim fields, the magnetic field within the trap-
ping potential was measured radially. The resolution of the positioning is a few
tens of nanometers. The apparatus to perform this measurement and succeeding
experiments was set up during this work. One neat feature of this apparatus is
the ability to load an ion with a single nanosecond pulse by ablation loading. The
measured magnetic near-field agrees on the sub-micron and few-degree level with
the simulation. For the simulation, we assumed that 4% of the power coupled from
the meander to the microwave carrier electrode is back reflected into the structure.
By changing the termination of the carrier electrode outside of the vacuum chamber,
the magnetic near-field minimum was shifted towards the rf pseudopotential null.
This dependence can be used as a feature with the present trap, however it should
be avoided in the subsequent designs, to prevent fluctuating currents that degrade
the stability of the magnetic field.

The results obtained in this thesis will inspire the design of new structures for
microwave quantum logic applications used for quantum simulation and quantum
information processing. Ideally, future designs would be based on a multi-layer
structure, so that signals could be delivered in layers underneath the structure via
embedded waveguides and only brought to the surface close to the ion. This would
decouple the design of near-field structures from other trap modules in a scalable
trap array. First attempts towards a multi-layer ion trap are presented in this work.
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Commutator relations

Here, I will follow a description developed by C. E. Langer and C. Ospelkaus while
at NIST.

To transform the equation of the interaction of the qubit with an oscillating
field, we use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula with additional commutator
relations. Assuming two linear operators A and B

Bn := [A,B]n :=
[
A, [A,B]n−1

]
B0 := B ,

the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula is given by

eτABe−τA =
∑
n

τn

n!
Bn. (A.1)

In the following, the steps to transform Equation (3.16) into the form of Equa-
tion (3.17) are shown. As a reminder, the interaction picture Hamiltonian is given
by

H′B = e
iH0
~ tHBe

− iH0
~ t

= 2~ cos(ωt+ ϕ)

×e
iHint

~ t(σ+ + σ−)e−
iHint

~ t

×
∑
k

Ωk

k!
e

iHtrap
~ t(a + a†)

k
e−

iHtrap
~ t.

For the interaction with the internal part

e
iω0t
2

σz(σ+ + σ−)e−
iω0t
2

σz
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the linear operators are A := σz and B := σ+ + σ−, and τ := iω0t/2. With the
commutator relations

[σz,σ+ + σ−] = [σz,σx]

= 2iσy

= 2(σ+ − σ−)

[σz, 2(σ+ − σ−)] = [σz, 2iσy]

= 4σx

= 4(σ+ + σ−)

we can set Bn = 2nσ+ + (−2)nσ−. Applying Equation (A.1) leads to

e
iHint

~ t(σ+ + σ−)e−
iHint

~ t =
∑
n

(iω0t/2)n

n!
(2nσ+ + (−2)nσ−) (A.2)

= σ+e
iω0t + σ−e

−iω0t. (A.3)

Using e
iHtrap

~ te−
iHtrap

~ t = 1, the interaction with Htrap can be written as:

∑
k

Ωk

k!
eiωzt(a†a)(a + a†)ke−iωzt(a†a)

=
∑
k

Ωk

k!

[
eiωzt(a†a)(a + a†)e−iωzt(a†a)

]k
. (A.4)

Here, we treat the expression in the square brackets by expanding it into a sum of two
terms, one with a and one with a†, and then apply Eq. (A.1) individually for those
terms. The linear operators are then A := a†a and B := a with Bn = (−1)na and
A := a†a and B := a† with Bn = a†. We obtain the relation for the corresponding
Bn due to [

a†a, a
]

= a†aa− aa†a

=
(
a†a− aa†

)
a

= −
[
a, a†

]
a

= −a

and [
a†a, a†

]
= a†aa† − a†a†a

= a†
(
aa† − a†a

)
= a†

[
a, a†

]
= a†.
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Applying Equation (A.1), Equation (A.4) becomes∑
k

Ωk

k!

(
eiωzt(a†a)(a + a†)e−iωzt(a†a)

)k
=

∑
k

Ωk

k!

(∑
n

iωzt

n!

(
(−1)na + a†

))
(A.5)

=
∑
k

Ωk

k!

(
e−iωzta + eiωzta†

)
The complete Hamiltonian in interaction picture is then (Eq. (3.17)):

H′B = ~
(
ei(ωt+ϕ) + e−i(ωt+ϕ)

) (
σ+e

iω0t + σ−e
−iω0t

)∑
k

Ωk

k!

(
e−iωzta + eiωzta†

)k
.
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Appendix B

Microfabrication recipe

Our ion trap fabrication process is based on Philipp Treutlein’s recipe for atom
chips [101]. Because we applied several parameter changes to achieve thicker
electrode structures, a detailed recipe for the microfabrication process at the PTB
clean-room facility is described here. If used in a different clean room, an adjustment
of the process parameters is necessary. In particular, the lithography parameters
might change significantly, mainly due to different levels of humidity. The recipe is
divided into the following fabrication steps.

• Deposition of adhesion (Ti) and seed layer (Au)

• Optical lithography

• Electroplating

• Etching

• Dicing

Deposition of adhesion and seed layer

We use a home-made evaporation chamber to deposit the seed and adhesion layer.
The so-called CongoVac evaporator is a resistive thermal evaporator with a two
boat system. Hence, both materials can be deposited consecutively without opening
the vacuum chamber. The CongoVac evaporator reaches pressures on the order of
10−6 mbar during the process, sufficient for our purposes.

1. Vent vacuum chamber.

2. Cleaning procedure of AlN wafer.
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(a) 5 min acetone in a ultra sonic bath (USB), blow dry.

(b) 5 min isopropanol in a USB, spin dry thoroughly.

(c) 5 min at 200 W in oxygen plasma (1.2 mbar).

3. Mount thermal boat for gold and titanium.

(a) If necessary refill titanium and/or gold.

4. Mount wafer in CongoVac chamber without delay and close shutter.

5. Evacuate chamber and wait until a pressure of 10−6 mbar is reached.

6. Deposition

(a) Program evaporator for titanium and turn on current.

(b) Wait until evaporation starts and titanium starts gettering.

(c) Open shutter and deposit 2 nm Ti with a rate of 0.1 nm/s.

(d) Close shutter and switch current supply to gold thermal boat.

(e) Program evaporator for gold and turn on current.

(f) Wait till evaporation starts and a stable pressure is reached.

(g) Open shutter and deposit 50 nm gold with a rate of 0.2 nm/s.

7. Remove all items and evacuate chamber to ensure a clean environment for
successive operations.

Optical lithography

Lithography is usually done directly after evaporation. If this is not possible and
the coated wafer is stored for a short time, the cleaning procedure described above
is repeated. The lithography steps are divided into spinning on the resist, pre-bake,
exposure and development. We spin on the resist with a standard spin coater in a
two-step process to reduce a possible edge bead. After the coating, a relaxation step
is included to avoid any defects coming from outgassing in the resist film. For thin
films, this is not necessary. A pre-bake stabilizes the resist and prevents sticking
of the resist to the mask. The following waiting period is used to rehydrate the
resist. Without this step, the development time might be increased significantly;
furthermore, steep edges cannot be achieved. The exposure is done with a MA6
Mask aligner. With our thick film resist, we can achieve a line resolution of roughly
4 µm for an electrode thickness of 10µm. Smaller structure cannot be resolved in
our process.

1. Spin on resist
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(a) Heat wafer for 5 minutes on a hotplate at 100 ◦C.

(b) Place wafer centered onto the spin coater chuck.

(c) Dispense 2.5 ml of ma-P 1275 resist carefully on the surface.

(d) Avoid or rather remove any bubbles in the resist.

(e) Spin on the resist for 30 s at 1800 rpm, then 5 s at 3000 rpm

(f) Final film thickness: 10 µm.

2. Pre-bake and waiting times.

(a) Let the resist relax for 10 min

(b) Pre-bake wafer 10 min at 100 ◦C on a hotplate (likewise 90 ◦C for 12 min).

(c) Let the wafer rehydrate for 15 min

3. Exposure

(a) Place mask into mask holder and fix it.

(b) Place wafer carefully onto wafer chuck.

(c) Use low vacuum mode for exposure.

(d) Expose wafer for 35 s to reach an exposure dose of 420 mJ/cm2.

4. Development

(a) Develop resist in ma-D 331 developer for 80 s. Move wafer the whole
time.

(b) Stop development in a water bath.

(c) Rinse thoroughly with water.

(d) Spin the wafer dry.

(e) Inspect wafer with an optical microscope and potentially continue devel-
opment.

5. Clean mask

(a) 30 min in acetone in a USB, blow dry.

(b) 10 min in isopropanol in a USB, blow dry thoroughly.
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Electroplating

During the electroplating, the wafer is moved up and down linearly with an electric
motor. The rotation is transferred into a linear movement due to the construction.
The speed should be on the order of a few 10 rpm. To avoid high voltages we
include a series resistance of 100 Ω in the electrical path.

1. Preparation

(a) Heat electroplating water bath for 2 h.
(b) Put gold bath1 into water beaker. Wait another 30 − 45 min until a

stable temperature of 58 ◦C is reached.
(c) Remove resist residues in gaps in oxygen plasma (60 s, 60 Watts,

1.2 mbar)
(d) Mount and contact wafer.
(e) Rinse with water to avoid air bubbles on the surface.
(f) Place wafer on holder into gold bath and connect the holder to the

electrical motor.
(g) Connect electric motor to power supply, turn on at 3.5 V.
(h) Wait a few minutes until the temperature is stable again.
(i) Connect anode and wafer to a power supply. Turn on power supply with

0 V.

2. Electroplating process

(a) Try to avoid any voltage peaks while slowly turning on voltage to 9.2 V,
corresponding to a current of 84.4 mA for a 100 Ω resistance.

(b) Agitate solution with magnetic stirrer at 600 rpm.
(c) Electroplate the whole 3 inch wafer in 75 min with a rate of 2.2 nm/s

to a thickness of 10 µm.

3. After Electroplating

(a) Slowly turn off current and electrical motor
(b) Immediately place wafer into a water bath, wait a couple of minutes
(c) Demount wafer from holder
(d) Rinse with DI water thoroughly, at least 5 min
(e) Spin dry
(f) Rinse equipment with water and filter gold solution.

1Gold-SF solution from METAKEM GmbH, Usingen, Germany
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Etching

In the etching process, we use two chemicals, Piranha etch and Aqua regia. The
former removes residual resist and slowly etches titanium. The latter etches the
gold seed layer. The chemical composition of Piranha is H2SO4:H2O2, in general
used in the ratio 3 : 1 and 4 : 1. In big quantities, the solution can explode. We
mix piranha in small amounts (40 ml : 10 ml). It can be used for roughly 10 min.
The etching rate of piranha for titanium is 240 nm/min.

Aqua regia is mixed out of H2O:HCl(30%):HNO3(65%) in a ratio 1 : 3 : 1. The
ordering of mixing is from left to right. Aqua regia reaches an etching rate for gold
of 680 nm/min.

1. Remove resist

(a) 5 min acetone in a USB, blow dry

(b) 5 min isopropanol in a USB, spin dry thoroughly

2. Clean with fresh piranha etch

(a) Agitate for 60 s

(b) Place in water bath for a couple of minutes, rinse thoroughly with water,
blow dry.

3. Etch gold seed layer (50 nm)

(a) Place wafer for 40 s in aqua regia and pivot the beaker.

(b) Place in water bath for a couple of minutes, rinse thoroughly with water,
blow dry

4. Etch titanium adhesion layer (2 nm)

(a) Place wafer in piranha and pivot the beaker until AlN clears up (30 s).

(b) Place in water bath for a couple of minutes, rinse thoroughly with water,
blow dry

5. Cover with protection resist after characterizing the wafer.

Dicing

The wafer is diced using a diamond blade P1A Mesch 400 with a width of 150 µm
in a standard wafer saw. To avoid cracks we dice only three-quarter through the
substrate. We can then easily divide the individual traps by carefully breaking
the wafer along the dicing lines. An additional lamination foil stabilizes the wafer
during the dicing process. The protection resist is removed using the standard
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cleaning procedure with an additional etching step for 60 s. Piranha etch removes
the remaining resist in the gaps.

One possibility to improve the electroplating process concerning the homogeneity
of the gold thickness is to use smaller substrates or to quarter the wafer. The latter
can be done by dicing only half through the wafer from the backside before the first
coating. We tested this approach. However, the stability of the wafer is reduced
and might break apart during the process.
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Brüder und meine Großeltern, die immer für mich da waren. Opa, ich würde auch
als Doktor noch mit Dir reden.
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